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1.0 Introduction
The Chameleon Suit concept is envisioned as a pathway to the extravehicular activity
(EVA) systems required by future NASA missions extending in time and space beyond
anything that has been undertaken before. It reflects a new architecture for the spacesuit
system in which the spacesuit is viewed as an active part of the system that mediates
interactions with the environment rather than as a protective enclosure that seeks to
isolate the wearer from a hostile space environment. Looking at the EVA challenge in
this new light creates the opportunity for beneficial uses of the space environment that
have been impractical under the constraints of prevailing EVA system design paradigms.
The result is potential decreases in system mass and expendables and compatibility with a
wider range of operating environments. The realization of these potential benefits will
require the application of technology that has not been available to designers of historic
and current EVA systems. This report summarizes the results of a two-year study of the
Chameleon Suit concept funded by the NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts. The
study was intended to evaluate several possible implementations of the concept to explore
applicability and benefits to future NASA missions, concept feasibility, and enabling
technology development requirements. The most promising implementation approaches
have been identified and studied to define potential benefits and supporting technology
development roadmaps.
Potential future NASA missions imply EVA requirements that cannot be satisfied by
evolutionary improvement of current systems. Launch weight restrictions for ambitious
future missions measured in years rather than days and weeks and requiring hundreds of
EVA sorties demand the elimination of almost all of the expendables associated with
current EVA systems. This implies complete reliance on regenerable life support
technologies and substantial increases in the durability of system elements. Future
NASA missions may require EVA in widely varying environments: deep space far from
the Earth, on the lunar surface throughout the lunar day and at all latitudes, in planetary
atmospheres (on the surface of Mars for example). This will require the use of more
environmentally tolerant spacesuit and life support technologies. Finally, some future
missions will require demanding EVA tasks in greater surface gravity than was
encountered on the moon during the Apollo missions. This demands drastic reductions in
the on-back mass of the spacesuit system despite the tendency of increased
regenerability, durability, and environmental tolerance to increase mass. System design
studies have failed to identify changes to current EVA subsystems that are likely to
satisfy all of these needs.
Current EVA system architecture divides the spacesuit system between a passive
protective suit that isolates the occupant from the space environment while providing
visibility, mobility, and tactility, and a, largely separate, life support system that provides
all of the wearer’s needs that are normally satisfied by interacting with the terrestrial
environment. This architecture, while it has served past and current EVA requirements
well, constrains future system improvement. By making it necessary to deal with
metabolic byproducts outside the spacesuit in a separate life support system, it requires
equipment to collect and transport both metabolic waste heat and exhaled breathing gas
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from the spacesuit to the life support system. Inevitably, the passages and interfaces for
these processes add flow resistance increasing the power required to operate the system
and consequently, the waste heat that must be rejected or stored. The transport process
also unavoidably decreases the temperature at which the waste heat can be rejected and
the concentration of metabolic waste constituents that must be removed to allow reuse of
the breathing gas. All of these effects increase the size and mass of required life support
equipment and decrease the efficiency of life support processes. In addition, this
architecture substantially reduces opportunities to use the environment to benefit life
support processes. While the human body interacts with its environment through
approximately 2 square meters of surface (not including internal lung and digestive tract
tissues), current spacesuit systems limit the potential for such interaction to the surfaces
of the life support backpack, about half that area and 1/3 of the total surface area of the
spacesuit / backpack system. This dramatically reduces the effectiveness of potentially
beneficial processes such as radiative heat rejection and solar energy capture. These
penalties are compounded by the location of the life support backpack on the rear of the
suit directing its exposed surface primarily in one direction and making the performance
of many processes extremely sensitive to the direction in which the wearer faces to
accomplish EVA tasks.

Figure 1. The Chameleon Suit concept mimics our normal interactions with the
terrestrial environment.
The Chameleon Suit concept proposes an alternative architecture modeled after normal
terrestrial interactions with the environment (Figure 1) in which the protective suit
actively mediates life support processes to reduce the need for dedicated equipment in a
separate backpack. This provides the opportunity to reduce equipment required for and
penalties incurred in transporting heat and metabolic waste products and dramatically
increase the surface area that may be used for useful interactions with the space
environment. It also makes all surfaces of the spacesuit system available for these
processes significantly reducing sensitivity to task orientation. However, the fact remains
that the space environment is extreme and hazardous. To make the concept viable,
characteristics of the suit walls must be controlled and variable over a significant range to
permit the desired interaction while protecting against hazardous extremes. Recent and
8

continuing advances in materials science and technology have resulted in the reasonable
expectation that this can be achieved.

Chameleon Suit Layer Structure
EAP Layer Spacing Control Actuators
Thermally Conductive
Fiber Felt
Insulating Polymer
Isolation Layer
Polymer Infra-red
Electrochromic
(2 active layers + SP electrolyte)
Positive Voltage Supply
(conductive polymer)
Negative Voltage Supply
(conductive polymer)
IR Transparent Conductive Control Electrode
(& temperature sensor)

Figure 2. The concept can be implemented to provide effective thermal control using
emerging technologies that are expected to mature within less than 40 years.

Chameleon Suit Launch Mass Savings

Launch Mass Savings (Kg)

10000

NASA Mars
Design Reference Mission

1000
Units
Launched

100

ISS Operations
Lagrange Point
Assembly & Lunar
Visit Missions

10

3
8
20

1
1

10
100
Number of 2 Person EVA's / Mission

1000

Figure 3. The Chameleon Suit thermal control concept offers consumables launch mass
reductions for all of the missions studied especially for EVA intensive 1000-day class
missions.
The Phase 1 study of the concept (References 1 and 2) evaluated its application to
thermal control aspects of EVA system design. The results (illustrated in Figures 2 and
3) supported the thesis that the concept was viable, offered substantial potential benefits,
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and could be implemented with technologies that could reasonably be expected to
become available within the target 10 – 40 year time frame for NIAC study concepts. On
this basis, the Phase 2 study evaluated further, more ambitious implementation
possibilities that extend the concept to every aspect of EVA life support. As might be
anticipated, this required not only the evaluation of additional design concepts, but also
the investigation of a significantly broader range of enabling technology. Results of that
investigation are presented in this report.

2.0 Summary
During the Phase 2 Chameleon Suit concept study, effort has focused on the development
and refinement of potential implementation concepts, the investigation of critical
enabling technologies for those concepts, and analyses to resolve key feasibility questions
identified during concept formulation where the current technology base was sufficient.
Based on these efforts, concept viability has been reconfirmed and the range of technical
options that can be practically implemented based on current technology projections
evaluated. These results have been reflected in a technology development roadmap for
the development and implementation of the concept to benefit currently anticipated
NASA human space exploration missions.
Building from the system concept developed during the Phase 1 study, eight additional
implementation concepts which progressively increased the extent to which life support
functions were integrated with the spacesuit pressure garment walls were developed and
refined through a review process involving input from both in-house and NASA technical
experts. The review process highlighted significant technical feasibility questions
beyond the obvious need for development of enabling technologies. These questions
included energy and material balance questions and questions of mass transport
feasibility through the complex multi-functional suit layer constructs required by the
concept. Where these could not be mitigated in the concept refinement process, they
were flagged for further review in system analysis efforts. Concept development and the
resulting system concepts are presented in Section 4 of this report.
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Figure 4. The Chameleon Suit concept is rooted in the convergence of emerging
technologies.
The Chameleon Suit is rooted in a technology revolution driven by the synergy between
emerging information technology, materials technology, and biomimetic design concepts
and approaches (Figure 4). Successful implementation will depend on the future
development of multiple advanced materials and technologies that are only beginning to
emerge. Consequently, a major part of the effort for this study was invested in more fully
understanding the current status, development paths, and ultimate potential of those
materials and technologies. This has involved literature review and direct contacts with
active researchers and has been dependent on the generous cooperation of many
individuals in government laboratories, academia, and industrial research and
development organizations. It has also included modest experimentation where this
would add needed data to the study not derived from other sources. Results of this
activity, summarized in Section 5, continue to support the ultimate viability of the
concept, but also revealed areas where the present state of our knowledge leaves
substantial risk that some of the envisioned capabilities will not be successfully
implemented within the NIAC target time frame of 10 – 40 years.
System analyses described in Section 6 have begun to address critical feasibility
questions for the concept. Mass transfer analyses verified that it should be practical to
combine the envisioned functions in a multi-layer construct of active materials as
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envisioned without meeting fundamental physical limitations that would prevent success.
Mass and energy balances for the selected concepts were developed based on first
principles analyses. These highlight the criticality of energy availability and potential
issues with environmental and mission profile sensitivity of some of the candidate
concepts. They also lead to modifications of the original system implementation
concepts to better match energy availability and demands as new technologies and system
capabilities were introduced. Based on suggestions received from NASA advanced EVA
technology experts, analyses also considered concept implications for system reliability
and robustness.
Study results through the first year led to the recognition that selecting specific concepts
to focus the second year’s study effort as originally planned would not be the most
productive basis for completing the investigation. Instead it was determined that effort
should be organized around several key questions that emerged through the first year’s
study effort and were not satisfactorily resolved:
1) For specific mobility joint examples, what are the quantitative effects on spacesuit
bulk and mobility envelopes of implementing active sizing for don/doff and mechanical
counter-pressure designs? For those examples, how do the quantitative material
performance requirements relate to technology capability projections?
2) How, specifically, will solar energy available at the outer surface of the suit’s
protective layers and reactants available inside the suit volume best be integrated to
achieve metabolic oxygen recovery and what are the implications of this answer for
realistic expectations of the amount of oxygen that will be recoverable?
3) How do known mission applicability limitations for candidate concepts relate to
credible NASA manned missions within a 40 year horizon? Which are of the greatest
importance to NASA mission planners and EVA technology developers? What viable
means can be defined to eliminate or work around those limitations?
As a result of this approach, we have concluded that the Chameleon Suit concept can be
implemented in a staged spiral development process in which system capabilities will
grow with the demands of NASA’s expanding human exploration missions as outlined in
recent announcements. Ultimately, most of the life support functions can be integrated
with the spacesuit pressure garment providing increased system robustness and safety as
well as substantially reduced on-back and resupply mass.
The conclusions reached through this investigation are summarized in Section 9 of this
report. At the simplest level, they may be summarized as:
• The concept is viable and can be extended beyond the thermal control applications
addressed in the Phase 1 study.
• Development and implementation is possible in a sequence and on a schedule that
will meet the needs of NASA human space exploration missions through the coming
decades.
• Mission profile and environment sensitivity is a key issue for system development.
Ultimately the system architecture and design must permit rapid, safe mission specific
reconfiguration.
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•

Energy availability and process efficiency are critical questions for several aspects of
the envisioned concept, especially for active heat and material transport operations and
assisted mobility functions.
• Although metabolic oxygen recovery remains a theoretically possible element in
concept implementation, practical utility will depend on scientific or technical
breakthroughs offering efficiencies well beyond those currently projected for energy
harvesting and conversion processes.

3.0 Program Objectives and Approach
The primary objective of the Phase 2 Chameleon Suit Study Program was to determine
the extent to which the concept can be applied to all aspects of EVA system design to
reduce or eliminate the need for externally supplied expendable materials and equipment
and to increase the freedom and effectiveness with which future astronauts can explore
and work in space environments. The essence of the Chameleon Suit concept is to make
the pressure suit’s unavoidable surface area in contact with the space environment an
asset rather than a liability. In present EVA system concepts, the pressure suit serves
only as a protective barrier between the crew person and the hostile space environment.
It contains the required pressure, prevents the loss of breathing oxygen, and isolates the
wearer from hot and cold extremes. This effectively prevents all of the normal
mechanisms by which we reject metabolic waste products to our environment and
regulate our comfort, forcing the use of an elaborate life support system to provide these
services and supply the oxygen consumed in respiration. The Chameleon Suit reverses
this paradigm by applying emerging materials, chemical technologies, and biomimetic
and miniaturization techniques to allow the pressure suit to control the transport of
energy and materials. This can permit the body to interact with the environment in a
manner closer to earth normal conditions and drastically reduce the need for separate life
support equipment and supplies.
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Figure 5. The Chameleon Suit Concept study is evaluating implications for all aspects of
EVA system integration.
We sought to build upon the heat transfer integration concepts explored during Phase 1 as
illustrated in the preliminary roadmap shown in Figure 5 in order to identify the limits of
Chameleon suit concept implementation. Our research attempted to define the greatest
extent to which the EVA pressure suit walls could be made to work with the space
environment to support human life and work. To accomplish this, we have studied
progressively more challenging technology applications:
Integrated micro heat pumps to expand operating environment capabilities
Mechanically active materials to enhance suit protective and mobility performance
Chemically assisted transport to reject metabolic waste CO2 and H2O
Energy harvesting to capture incident solar energy and usable portions of metabolic
waste heat
Integrated advanced energy storage techniques
Biomimetic chemical conversion derived from artificial photosynthesis to recover
respirable oxygen from metabolic waste products.
Our Phase 2 study applied the approach used successfully in the Phase 1 study to:
Evaluate the feasibility of each possibility based on fundamental physical and
chemical limits,
Characterize the current state of knowledge,
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Identify technology development needs and a technology development roadmap,
Evaluate likely costs and potential benefits to future NASA missions.
Our Phase 2 study expanded from our Phase 1 study to incorporate additional aspects and
implications of the Chameleon Suit concept. By successively considering first principles
feasibility, required technology performance levels, and potential benefits, we have
shown where the concept offers substantial benefits and a reasonable path to practical
implementation. The scope of this study was broader than that undertaken in Phase 1
since we were moving from establishing the viability of the concept to exploring its full
potential. Accordingly, more of the study resources were directed toward defining and
understanding alternative paths in implementing the concept and characterizing the
underlying technologies required by each of the paths. A somewhat smaller commitment
to detailed analysis and definition of design concepts was envisioned. The Phase 2 study
encompassed more ambitious concept implementation possibilities for which the current
knowledge of the technology base did not support detailed analysis or design.
The study effort was divided into an initial 11 month base period of study and, after an
interim review with NIAC and NASA personnel, an option study period to complete our
concept development and evaluation efforts. At the conclusion of this effort our goal was
to provide a sound basis for NASA to consider the concept based on a technically and
scientifically substantiated assessment of its ultimate potential and a preliminary
definition of a path to its successful development.
Base period study
The base period study addressed a wide range of possible implementations of the
Chameleon suit concept. Technical descriptions of these concepts were developed and
reviewed internally and with NASA personnel. Performance characteristics were
estimated and described and applicability and resulting benefits to NASA’s human space
missions considered.
Potential enabling technologies and developing trends, which will be critical to allow the
implementation of the study concepts for the Chameleon Suit design, were identified.
The probability of success and key technology development needs were and preliminary
conclusions reached and documented in an interim report. Further evaluation was
completed during the Option year .
The concepts were refined based on the results of review meetings and technology
studies. Based on the concepts, their enabling technology needs, and their impact to
EVA mission performance, the most critical questions and enabling technology areas for
focus were identified for further exploration in the Option Period Study.
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Option Study Period
The Option Study Period investigated the technical questions and key enabling
technology areas that were identified as most significant in the Base Period Study in
greater depth in the context of the implementation concepts that had been evolved during
the Base Period. Researchers were contacted and visited where appropriate to gain
insight into development trends and potential, as well as to gain a better understanding of
the extent to which specific NASA research may be required in order for the Chameleon
Suit’s potential to be realized. Computer simulations were used to refine estimates of
system performance. A limited program of component level experiments was completed
to refine our understanding of suit insulation actuator integration questions.
Results were presented at the NIAC meetings and are documented in this report.
System Simulation and Analysis
The overall system energy needs and energy availability in various operating
environments have been considered. Each process or component that requires energy was
analyzed and approaches to energy capture were researched. Based on system needs, we
have determined whether or not the energy capture processes are likely to be sufficiently
robust to provide total system power in some operating environments. In less favorable
environments, stored energy may be available or auxiliary power may be necessary for
system operation. Battery sizing analyses for both transient and net (over the EVA
duration) system power requirements have been performed.
System energy requirements were estimated to determine the amount of energy that will
need to be stored for a reasonable mission profile. Energy will be needed to assist the
oxygen regeneration process, activate louvers and polymer spacers, change layer
emissivity, run the fan, pump, and heaters, and provide communication and controls
capability. The efficiency of using polymeric or thin film thermo-electrics to provide
heat in cold environments has also been considered.
Energy can be captured with polymeric photo-electrics and thermo-electrics in specific
operating environments. When these processes are being used, the system may be selfsupporting dramatically reducing system energy storage requirements. In some
environments, excess energy may be stored for later use. The energy gains, which can be
produced from reasonable thermal gradients, have been estimated.

4.0 System Concept Definition
The development and characterization of specific implementation concepts is central to
our study of the Chameleon Suit concept. Its application to EVA system design is multifaceted involving the incorporation of many candidate technologies to numerous life
support, protection, and mobility needs. The number of possible combinations is
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extremely large, and the requirements to be satisfied in applying any specific technology
are very sensitive to the system context. For example, the amount of energy that must be
harvested and stored is critically dependent on whether or not oxygen recovery or active
mobility support are present in the system. Consequently, the definition of system
implementation concepts that are logical, synergistic, and representative of the range of
possibilities is essential for the success of the study. We have attempted to ensure the
development of an appropriate set of alternatives through an iterative process that
established logical consistency, developed functional schematic and structural integration
concepts for each alternative and refined and screened the alternatives through reviews
with both internal and NASA technology experts. The process and the resulting
implementation concepts are described in the ensuing paragraphs.
System concepts for evaluation during our Phase 2 study correspond to the major
opportunities shown in the preliminary evolution roadmap presented in the proposal and
reproduced in Figure 5). They reflect logical combinations of the applicable technologies
building from the Phase 1 configuration toward an ultimate vision of a system in which
most of the wearer’s oxygen demand is recovered from metabolic waste carbon dioxide
and water vapor using energy harvested from the environment and the wearer’s metabolic
waste heat. Successive candidates between these boundaries generally entail increasing
levels of perceived technical risk and difficulty and longer anticipated development
cycles for the enabling technology to mature sufficiently to support the concept.
The points of departure for the development of top-level concepts exist. They are the
state-of- the-art systems and the system concept that resulted from the Phase 1 study.
From these, incremental possibilities were developed as described in Table 1. These are
not an exhaustive set, but are intended to present a reasonable survey of the possibilities
reflecting the range of demands on constituent technologies and resulting system
capabilities. They were initially defined at the conceptual level considering the most
basic logical considerations of functional purpose and technology interaction. They
provide the starting point for more detailed definition of functional schematics, and
design approaches to support concept refinement, selection, and analysis.
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No.
1

Technology
Basis
Phase 1 + suit
wall heat pump

Table 1. Phase 2 Study Top Level Concepts
Perceived Benefits
Comments
Eliminate LCG & heat
transport systems in
backpack. Increase
operating environments.
Eliminate CO2 and
humidity control systems
in backpack. Eliminate
vent gas transport between
suit and backpack.
Improved fit and mobility,
reduced mission logistics.

2

No. 1 + suit wall
membrane
transport of CO2
and humidity

3

No. 2 + active
suit fit materials
in suit walls

4

No. 1 + active
suit wall materials
for mechanical
counter pressure
design
No. 3 + photovoltaic energy
harvesting
No. 5 + O2
recovery in
backpack

Enhanced pressure suit
mobility. Enhanced safety
for small tears and
punctures. Better heat
rejection performance.
Reduced battery size,
reduced system impact on
mission energy systems.
Reduced mass and volume
for O2 storage in backpack.
Reduced mission logistics.

No. 5 + Suit wall
integrated
electrochemical
O2 recovery
No. 5 + suit wall
integrated
biomimetic O2
recovery

Reduced mass and volume
for O2 storage in backpack.
Reduced mission logistics.
Reduced backpack size.
Reduced mass and volume
for O2 storage in backpack.
Reduced mission logistics.
Reduced backpack size.

No. 4 + O2
recovery in
backpack

Reduced mass and volume
for O2 storage in backpack.
Reduced mission logistics.
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Applies emerging thermoelectric materials or micromachines. Thermal energy
harvesting limits battery size.
May not be applicable in
adverse planetary atmospheres
like Mars.
Requires increased material
active stress capability.
Reduced suit wall surface area
increases membrane
performance demands.
Limits suit wall life support
options by eliminating vent loop
contact with most suit wall
surface area.
Sensitive to EVA environments,
but excess energy available for
most missions.
CO2 & humidity collection &
transport challenge. Uncertain
energy balance feasibility.
Sensitive to EVA environment.
Not applicable beyond Mars
orbit.
Uncertain energy balance
feasibility. Sensitive to EVA
environment. Not applicable
beyond Mars orbit.
Mass transport between suit
layers an issue. Uncertain
energy balance feasibility.
Sensitive to EVA environment.
Not applicable beyond Mars
orbit.
Uncertain energy balance
feasibility. Sensitive to EVA
environment. Not applicable
beyond Mars orbit.

For each of these implementation concepts, functional requirements were analyzed to
derive a schematic approach and design concept that would support successful operation.
This process considered necessary mass and energy flows and the resulting requirements
for mechanical, fluid, thermal, and electrical connections as well as basic structural
needs. Based on these preliminary schematics and design concepts, preliminary
assessments of feasibility, supporting technology development needs, and potential
system performance were developed.
The results were reviewed with technical experts within Hamilton Sundstrand and at
NASA. Based on their comments, the schematics and design concepts were refined to
address identified deficiencies, improve their value for Chameleon Suit concept
evaluation, and increase the potential benefits for future NASA missions. Detailed
changes to the original concepts are reflected in the schematics and design concepts
discussed in the balance of this report. In addition, Concept 6 of the original
implementation concepts was eliminated based on the results of review because it was
felt to be substantially redundant with Concept 9. As a result, subsequent study activities
addressed only 8 Phase 2 system implementation concepts. These concepts and their
respective functional schematics and design approaches provided the basis for more
detailed consideration of technology development needs and concept analyses.
Figure 6 shows a current technology reference baseline against which the Chameleon Suit
concepts may be compared. Figure 7 shows the material layers incorporated in the
current EMU suit. The LCVG (liquid cooling & ventilation garment) provides heat
transport to regulate thermal comfort. It includes the liner, tubing, and outer layer and is
closest to the skin surface. The pressure garment bladder and restraint layers maintain
pressure integrity of the suit. The TMG (thermal micrometeoroid garment) has layers to
provide insulation and protection from the environment.
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Figure 6. Current technology reference baseline system
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Figure 7. Current EMU Lay-up
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Figure 8. Phase 1 Study Chameleon Suit Concept
Figure 8 depicts the chameleon suit concept developed during the Phase 1 study
(References 1 and 2) which achieves no-expendables heat rejection by employing louvers
on the outer suit surface, actuators to control insulation layer spacing, electrochromics
which vary emissivity to control radiation heat transfer, and wearable electronics to
provide power to each of previously mentioned suit features. The new suit design
eliminates the expendable water, sublimator, and water tanks in the current EMU design.
Figure 9 illustrates the Phase 1 concept suit lay-up. The LCVG layer remains at the skin
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interface to provide heat transport. The active suit insulation layers include the actuators
that vary loft and variable emissivity materials as well as thermally conductive fiber felt
to insure good contact between collapsed layers. Louvers may be added to the outer layer
of the TMG to increase the suit’s heat rejection capability in difficult environments like
the sunlit lunar surface where heat rejection by radiation is possible only over a limited
range of solid angles.

EAP Layer Spacing
Control Actuators
Thermally
Conductive Fiber
Felt
Insulating Polymer
Isolation Layer

Polymer Infra-red Electrochromic
(2 active layers + SP electrolyte)
Positive Voltage Supply
(conductive polymer)
Negative Voltage Supply
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IR Transparent Conductive Control Electrode
(& temperature sensor)

TMG and MEMS louvers

Variable loft layers
with active polymer
spacers and thermally
conductive fiber felt

LCVG Layers (outer layer,
transport tubing, liner)

Figure 9. Phase 1 Study Chameleon Suit Lay-up.
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The system concepts we have considered during the Phase 2 study are represented in
Figures 10-25. For each concept, two figures are provided. The first illustrates a toplevel schematic concept showing the partition of life support functions between the
pressure suit itself and the life-support backpack. This figure also identifies the key
technology elements that enable the concept. The second figure for each concept
represents the corresponding Chameleon Suit lay-up and depicts the organization of suit
layers to achieve the envisioned system performance.
Figures 10-19 present alternatives in which new technologies are employed to add
functions to the pressure suit that are currently performed in the life-support backpack or
to enhance mobility characteristics of the pressure suit. These concepts enhance the
performance of the system primarily reducing the mass, volume and complexity of
systems which must be contained in the life-support backpack and by enhancing suit
mobility characteristics. They reduce mission logistical burdens primarily by reducing
the use of expendable materials for life support functions.
Figures 20 - 25 present several possible approaches to integrating oxygen recovery which
embody different solutions to the challenge of matching materials at the innermost layers
of the suit construct and energy available at the outermost layers. These alternatives, if
successful, will not only reduce the on-back burden for the astronaut and thereby improve
system effectiveness, but also create the possibility for extended EVA durations without
added on-back mass by allowing recovery of metabolic oxygen during the EVA. This
could also have a major effect on EVA logistics for long duration space missions.
Figure 10 shows the first of several Phase 2 concepts that build on the Phase 1 study
concept. Phase 2 Concept 1 incorporates active heat pumping by thermoelectrics which
makes the LCVG suit layers unnecessary. Voltage can be applied across the
thermoelectric devices in either direction producing warming or cooling to keep the
crewmember comfortable. Eliminating the LCVG will reduce the suit weight
considerably because the weight of water inside the tubing is significant. It will also
make the backpack lighter and more compact because the LCVG water pump control
valves and motor power and gas trap will no longer be needed. Figure 11 illustrates that
an inner suit layer of thermoelectric devices will replace the LCVG suit layers.
Figure 12 depicts Phase 2 Concept 2 that adds mass transport to Concept 1. Metabolic
waste carbon dioxide and humidity can be vented to ambient by moving through the suit
layers after being separated and concentrated through internal smart membranes. This
reduces complexity in the current design by eliminating the vent return line connection
between the suit and backpack. The design would not have a fan in the backpack like the
current EMU. Instead, it would have a smaller in-suit fan for circulation. Figure 13
shows the selective membrane suit layer near the skin surface where gas circulating
within the suit will be processed
Figures 14 and 15 illustrate Concept 3 that mitigates personal fit and mobility challenges
of the current suit by reducing the overall suit bulkiness. Many places in the current suit
are larger than needed due to donning and doffing constraints. Active suit fit features are
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added to the Concept 2 suit so that certain “clearance” areas (such as shoulders, wrists,
ankles, etc.) are able to contract once the suit has been donned. Smart metal alloys
(SMA), smart gels, or active polymers can be used to accomplish the suit’s active fit.
This will make the suit lighter and less cumbersome while increasing flexibility and
mobility throughout the mission. It will also help minimize personal fit issues.
Figures 16 and 17 show Concept 4, a mechanical counter pressure (MCP) suit. It
includes the no-expendables heat rejection characteristics of the Phase 1 study, active
heat pumping, and active suit fit of Concepts 1 and 3. However, it cannot make use of
the mass transport membrane technology since the close-fitting suit will allow little or no
gas circulation throughout the majority of the suit area. There are several advantages to a
MCP suit approach. It will weigh less and be much less bulky than the previously
mentioned concepts. It allows simpler mobility joint designs, enhanced pressurized
mobility, and increased cut and tear safety. It also provides more natural thermal
regulation. A drawback is that it requires a vent return line between the suit/helmet and
backpack, but the improvement in mobility and other benefits may outweigh this factor.
Figures 18 and 19 depict Concept 5 that is the same as Concept 3 with the added ability
to harvest energy. Waste metabolic heat from the crewmember can be used to generate
energy by thermoelectrics on the inner suit layer(s), and incident solar energy can be
captured with flexible solar cell arrays or polymer photovoltaics on the outer suit
surfaces. Taking advantage of these available energy sources permits a reduction in
battery size, which in turn makes the backpack even smaller and lighter.
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Figure 10. Phase 2 Concept #1
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Figure 11. Phase 2 Concept #1 Lay-up
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Figure 12. Phase 2 Concept #2
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Figure 13. Phase 2 Concept #2 Lay-up
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Figure 14. Phase 2 Concept #3
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Figure 15. Phase 2 Concept #3 Lay-up
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Figure 16. Phase 2 Concept #4
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Figure 17. Phase 2 Concept #4 Lay-up
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Figure 18. Phase 2 Concept # 5
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Figure 19. Phase 2 Concept # 5 Lay-up
Figure 20 illustrates Concept 6 that involves no-expendables heat rejection capability,
active heat pumping, and active suit materials for easier donning. Waste metabolic
energy harvested by thermoelectrics and incident solar energy harvested by flexible solar
cell arrays or polymer photovoltaics is transported to the inner suit layers and drives the
oxygen recovery process. A small oxygen supply tank in the backpack replaces the large
primary oxygen tanks and supplements the recovered oxygen. Figure 21 shows captured
energy being transported from the surface and/or the inner layer thermoelectric devices to
the location of the CO2 and H2O vapor.
Figure 22 depicts the Phase 2 Concept 7 suit which adds oxygen recovery to the Concept
5 suit. Instead of selective membranes being used to vent CO2 and H2O to ambient, the
membranes permit concentrated CO2 and H2O vapor to be transported to light cycle
reaction sites near the outer suit surface where artificial photosynthesis processes can take
place using energy harvested from incident sunlight. Figure 23 shows the suit lay-up for
this concept.
Figures 24 and 25 show Concept 8, the second MCP suit concept. It is similar to Concept
4, but it also has the ability to capture energy and recover oxygen. As previously
described, selective membranes cannot be used with the MCP suit, but the suit vent flow
can still be used in the backpack along with energy captured from metabolic waste heat
and incident sunlight to produce oxygen. The Concept 8 suit further reduces backpack
size and weight by reducing the size of, or possibly eliminating, the oxygen supply tanks.
However, as with Concept 4, the added vent loop suit/backpack connection is a slight
drawback.
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Figure 20. Phase 2 Concept #6
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Figure 21. Phase 2 Concept #6 Lay-up
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Figure 22. Phase 2 Concept #7
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Figure 23. Phase 2 Concept #7 Lay-up
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Figure 24. Phase 2 Concept #8
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Figure 25. Phase 2 Concept #8 Lay-up
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The compatibility of each set of technological advances must be considered as more
detailed knowledge of the processes is gained. For example, photovoltaic energy
harvesting may be inconsistent with the depicted use of directional shading louvers. The
louver effectiveness depends on surfaces that are highly reflective in the IR portion of
the spectrum and located in the same areas where photoelectric activity which is
dependent on visible spectrum absorption will be required for maximum energy recovery.
Also, the use of photosynthetic processes may require surfaces configured for direct solar
energy capture and transformation coincident with the need for photovoltaic conversion.
Since the balance between these two needs is variable, and the ability to capture
sufficient energy for either is likely to be marginal in many cases. Strategies for surface
partitioning or functional combination will be critical and difficult to conceive and
implement. Also, thermoelectric devices near the skin surface for heat pumping purposes
may accommodate a measurable portion of inner suit area needed for the selective
membranes to draw concentrated CO2 and H2O vapor through the suit layers. Similarly,
the interaction of selective membrane materials with active structural layers for active fit
that must also be part of the pressure barrier/restraint structure must be considered.
Another concern is that the electrochromic radiation barrier layers within the lay-up will
require full surface coverage for highest effectiveness and may backpressure CO2 and
H2O flow away from the membrane layers.

5.0 Enabling Technology Research
5.1.

Overview

As shown in the preceding concept illustrations and discussions, possible
implementations of the Chameleon Suit concept draw on a wide range of emerging
technology spanning materials science, biology, chemistry, and electronics. Many of the
required capabilities are only beginning to be explored in University, industry and
government research labs, and some must be considered speculative at the present time.
As a result, data characterizing the technology that will enable the Chameleon Suit have
not in general been consolidated and organized for ready reference yet. Consequently, a
research effort to ascertain and understand the current status and future prospects of the
required technology development efforts has been a major part of our study activity.
The technology research effort included an aggressive literature search and review to
identify and evaluate published information on relevant technologies as well as follow up
contacts and visits with active researchers in the field to clarify and expand upon the
published data and to obtain their perspectives on research trends and anticipated
progress in their fields. In these contacts, we have also sought to understand the
applications and funding sources currently driving the most important lines of enabling
research and to identify those areas where focused research activity specific to NASA’s
needs and the Chameleon Suit application in particular was most likely to be required for
successful development of the concept.
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Our enabling technology research effort was directed toward several broad technology
thrusts that we have identified as central to the concept:
•

An over-arching examination of the emerging technology for engineered and biomimetic materials – the knowledge and technique infrastructure that underlies most of
the technology of interest
• Active shape-change materials
• Energy conversion and transport materials
• Chemically active materials (including selective and active mass transport and biomimetic catalytic systems)
• Energy storage systems
• System control and electrical integration technologies
The results of our investigation of each area are summarized in subsequent sections of the
report.
5.2.

Engineered & Biomimetic Materials

The Chameleon Suit concept is, more than anything else, an application of the emerging
capability to design and produce multi-functional materials, many of which are inspired
by and emulate biological materials, to revolutionize the architecture of EVA systems. It
is the on-going revolution in our ability to understand materials at the nanometer scale
and indeed at the molecular level and to effectively manipulate materials at that scale to
create new combinations of functional and structural properties that makes it reasonable
to believe that the envisioned systems can be created within the 10 – 40 year horizon
addressed by NIAC. This ability is founded in substantial advances in our ability to
measure and observe on ever-smaller scales, our ability to model and understand
molecular structures, and our tool set for creating desired molecules and composite
materials. These advances are driven to a great extent by the information technology
revolution that has made it practical to perform immensely complex computations and
has driven the development of efficient processes for producing extremely complex
systems with feature sizes that were unimaginably small for historical manipulation
technologies. Together they find expression in interrelated developments in functional
polymers, nano-composites, materials design and application methodologies and
fabrication technologies that underlie the new materials performance capabilities that will
allow the Chameleon Suit to take shape.
Functional Polymers
From a dawning understanding of the existence of polymers in nature late in the 19th
century (Reference 3) we have rapidly developed technology for their creation and
application that has made them a vital and ubiquitous part of modern society. By varying
feed-stocks, catalysts, and processing conditions researchers learned to produce an array
of relatively inexpensive and light weight materials whose properties could be tailored to
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needs ranging from fashionable clothing to automobile tires, liquid containers, eyewear,
and bullet proof vests. Over the 15 year period from 1930 to 1945, the production of
synthetic polymers increased nearly 30 fold from 15,000 to over 400,000 tons annually
and then by nearly another factor of ten to over 3 million tons annually over the next 15
years (Reference 4). However, until very recently, this technology has focused almost
exclusively on polymers as structural materials with limited attention to optical properties
for some applications. Efforts to control other properties such as thermal and electrical
conductivity to enhance polymer use in applications that demanded electrostatic charge
dissipation or improved heat transfer generally relied on the use of bulk additives such as
carbon or metal particles and usually entailed sacrifices in mechanical properties of the
resultant composite materials.
However, driven by the demands of exponentially growing polymer applications and
supported by increasingly sophisticated scientific knowledge, research and development
in recent years has encompassed a rapidly growing range of functional polymers. With
applications ranging from solid polymer batteries, electrolysis systems and fuel cells to
athletic clothing, electronic displays, and military protective gear, polymers combining
structure and function are rapidly becoming economically as well as technically
important. In commenting on this trend, one source (Reference 5) writes, “Other
centuries built structures from stone, wood, or steel. Today we engineer the structures of
matter itself. We have become molecular architects.” It presents the forecast that
specialty polymers designed to provide complex sets of properties for specific
applications will dominate the future polymer marketplace.
Much of the recent progress in functional polymer science and technology finds its roots
in research on intrinsically conductive polymers as a possible substitute for metallic
conductors and semiconductors as reviewed in Reference 6. Not only do a variety of
polymers including polyacetylene, polypyrrole, polythiophene, polyphenylene-vinylene,
polythienylene-vinylene, and others offer conductivity approaching that of metals, but
they also can be adapted to provide a wide range of potentially useful electrochemical,
electromechanical, and optoelectronic functionality. This has lead to the development of
related materials for many current and near term applications in batteries, transducers,
sensors, display devices, optical storage, electromagnetic shielding, etc. In many cases,
the properties, which have been or are being developed for these applications, correspond
to or approach characteristics required for the Chameleon Suit. Significant progress is
also reported in methods for manufacturing these materials and for the practical
manufacture of variety of products using them. Reference 7 provides one recent
example.
Another significant direction in the development of functional polymers has been the
incorporation of significant chemical functionality. Inspired to a significant extent by a
growing understanding of the activity of enzymes and other chemically active polymers
in biological systems, rapid progress is being made in the creation of polymer systems
that incorporate the ability to provide specific or active mass transport or which catalyze
or participate in specific desired reactions. This is being actively explored for military
protective systems (References 8 and 9) and points toward Chameleon Suit applications
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requiring these functions to eliminate metabolic waste products or recover metabolic
oxygen from them.
Nano-Composites
Composite materials have long been an essential element in the design repertoire.
NASA’s current spacesuit system is built around a composite hard upper torso that
provides a lightweight, rigid, structure to tie the flexible fabric elements, life-support
backpack and chest mounted tool and operator interfaces together while facilitating
don/doff processes and integration with the airlock. Conventional composites have
provided a means of combining the best properties of different materials such as strong,
flexible, fibers and stiff, binding, matrix materials to achieve structural and thermal or
electrical characteristics that would not be available with either material alone. They also
create opportunities to make properties directional or variable through the composite
material, dramatically increasing the options available to the designer. This has resulted
in substantial and continuing increases in the use of composite materials in advanced
technology systems over the past several decades.
Nano-composites introduce still more new possibilities. As particle sizes are reduced to
the nanometer range, properties that are dramatically different from those observed in
larger samples of the bulk material emerge. The enormous strength to weight ratio of
carbon nanotubes is just one of many examples (Reference 10). Similar effects are seen
in thermal, electrical and optical properties of many materials. As a result, inclusion of
even small quantities of these nano-particles in composites can produce significant
effects on performance characteristics required for a given application. Examples are
found in current design concepts for the use of carbon nanotube composites to enable
creation of a space elevator (Reference 11) and the use of high thermal conductivity
carbon nanotube – polymer composites to increase performance of space suit liquid
cooling garments. A current, NASA funded, SBIR study of the latter technology has
demonstrated increases over the base polymer thermal conductivity by more than a factor
of five with only 2% carbon nanotube loading and with no significant impact on
mechanical properties (Reference 12)
The effects of small particle size can be compounded through control of additional
composite parameters using emerging technologies that are being explored in many
research laboratories today. Tailoring the surface chemistry of the nano-particles is now
becoming practical at the molecular level so interactions between the particles and matrix
can be optimized for mechanical strength, heat transfer, electrical characteristics, or
desired combinations of any of these parameters (References 10 through 13). It is also
becoming practical to precisely control the arrangement of the phases in a composite
creating not just the statistical uniformity of current composite materials, but ordered 2
and 3 dimensional arrays that can produce startling functional capabilities as well as
useful structural characteristics (References 9 and 13). This approach is central to the
development of advanced optically active materials for potential military use as described
in Reference 8.
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As in the case of functional polymers, nanocomposites offering the kind of multifunctional capability demanded by the Chameleon Suit are the subject of active military
research efforts (References 8 and 9) as well as purely academic and industrial research.
There is every reason to expect that the rapid pace of development seen over the past
decade will continue and even accelerate in most of the specific capability areas
addressed in subsequent sections of this report.
Design methodologies
Technology is providing a rapidly expanding set of tools for the design of multifunctional materials and of the systems that use them. Observation and manipulation
tools like the scanning tunneling microscope, atomic force microscope, and scanning
probe microscope (References 14 and 15) are providing the basic data to elucidate
relationships between function and structure at the atomic level. Informed by these data
and armed with modern parallel computers, researchers have been rapidly advancing
capabilities to model molecular and nanocomposite structures to predict not just
mechanical, but also electrical, optical, thermal, and chemical properties providing the
ability to design future multi-functional materials and systems from the atomic level up
(References 16, 17, 18 and 19).
Coupled with the ability to create multifunctional materials at will, increased capability to
perform complex system and structural design calculations and simulations is enabling
the realization of new designs that make effective use of them. An example of direct
relevance to the Chameleon Suit’s integration of structure and energy management is
DARPA’s recent work on a micro air vehicle in which the energy storage batteries are
part of the wing structure (Reference 20). This application of multi-functional materials
enabled more than a threefold increase in the flight endurance capability of the vehicle.
As illustrated in References 8 and 9, the continued development and application of these
design tools is recognized as a high priority activity for future advanced technology
military systems. As a result, continued rapid development can be anticipated resulting
in an increasingly robust tool set as the Chameleon Suit takes shape.
Fabrication Technologies
Turning molecular and nanocomposite designs into practical products require a suite of
fabrication technologies that is significantly different from those used in most current day
manufacture. Key developments in these technologies have evolved from the
information revolution and the emergence of a robust science of molecular biology.
The former has yielded a mature technology for the production of extremely complex
systems (a modern microprocessor is an excellent example) with microscopic features in
quantity and at very low cost. The photolithographic and chemical etching/deposition
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techniques that have enabled this have grown steadily and rapidly in their reliability and
sophistication as the minimum size of the features that can be produced have dramatically
decreased. Over the past two decades, this technology has been extended from strictly
electronic systems to micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) and microelectrochemical and thermal systems introducing a rich set of tools for creating
mechanisms and introducing a wide variety of materials beyond the original silicon into
the process and products. Current examples include sensors, analytical instruments and
infrared radiation modulating louvers on a chip. Continuing competitive pressures to
further increase the capability and speed of microelectronic devices can be expected to
drive continued growth in these capabilities in the coming decades.
Molecular biology advances have spawned the conceptual foundation for and practical
possibility of self assembly processes that will be essential for the realization of many of
the complex and precisely repetitive structures required for nano-technology systems
envisioned within the Chameleon Suit. Scientists recognize the fact that biological
systems can achieve self-assembly of enormously complex materials on a routine basis.
Reference 10, for example, points out that the human body creates new DNA at the rate
of 10,000 miles an hour on a continuous basis. Our ability to understand the mechanisms
for these processes is leading to the evolution of practical, biologically inspired
techniques for achieving similar results in engineered systems. In the process, unique
combinations of organic and inorganic materials are being created that can form the link
between the macroscopic products of current technologies and the multi-functional
materials and nanocomposites that will enable distributed, highly integrated systems like
the Chameleon Suit. Examples of this trend are reported in References 13 and 21.
There is a rich literature dealing with the development of techniques for the creation of
multi-functional materials and nanocomposites and components and systems that apply
them. The available and emerging methods are myriad including both top-down
methods: inking, imprinting, “smart ink” techniques, optical, electron beam, x-ray, ionbeam, and extreme ultraviolet lithography, and bottom–up methods: molecular selfassembler, molecular building block, scanning tunneling microscope, atomic force
microscope, advanced epitaxial, Langmuir-Blodgett, programmable molecular machines,
and molecular tooling (Reference 22). Examples of the techniques under development
include a study of “Exponential Assembly” in which assembly stations using MEMS type
components are used to successively assemble decreasing scale assembly stations until a
large number of suitably scaled devices are available for use (Reference 23). Another
source (Reference 24) is working on self and directed assembly of monolayers using
phase separation driven by molecular structure or by post-adsorption processing or by
insertion into a self-assembled monolayer. Bacterial cell surface layer proteins are also
being explored as templates for the deposition inorganic nanocrystal superlattices
required to implement molecular electronics and non-linear optics (Reference 25). Based
on the current evidence of intense interest and research activity, a steadily growing tool
set for the creation of the Chameleon Suit seems assured.
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5.3.

Active Shape Change Materials

The Chameleon Suit concept as proposed in Phase 1 utilizes variable geometry insulation
to meet the extreme demands of both hot and cold mission environments. Using active
spacers between suit material layers creates insulating gaps that reduce heat loss.
Conversely, when the layers are collapsed, the suit outer surface temperature is
maximized to take advantage of heat rejection by radiation. In essence, this enables the
suit to tailor its thermal conductivity and to reject heat directly through the suit walls
without requiring a liquid cooling garment using circulating water as a heat transfer
medium and a sublimator as a heat sink.
Such active spacers may be made of active polymers that are able to change shape upon
electrical actuation. When distributed throughout the suit area and in between fabric
layers, such actuators will enable the tailoring of the space suit thermal conductivity to
the environmental conditions. Phase 1 results showed that a design featuring actuators
spread over 0.5% of the suit surface would achieve adequate thermal tailoring in most
configurations.
Phase 1 analyses have demonstrated the feasibility of using modulation of the suit skin
thermal conductivity to ensure the astronaut’s thermal comfort for a wide range of
thermal environments. Figure 26 shows the preliminary maximum radiated heat load
using the surface area of both the portable life support system and the pressurized suit for
various sink temperatures below skin temperature. Even for a relatively high sink
temperature, 250°K (above that for an earth facing surface in low earth orbit), this
approach allows heat rejection to match the maximum metabolic waste heat load. Suit
outer surface temperature under these conditions is 300°K, far enough below comfortable
skin temperature to allow heat transport through the maximally conducting Chameleon
Suit walls. Limiting suit outer surface temperatures to around 170°K by adjusting the
suit walls for highly insulating characteristics reduces heat rejection to the minimum
waste heat load with sink temperatures at or below 50°K.

Figure 26. Maximum Radiated Heat Load from Whole Suit Area (with PLSS)
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Calculations determined that the suit must be able to control the insulation value of the
suit over an approximate range of 130:1. This is within the estimated capabilities of the
combined variable geometry and emissivity technologies that have been envisioned.
In the final configuration, the spacers would be required to withstand the temperature
extremes expected during extra-vehicular activities. In addition, they would need to
provide a reliable, repeated actuation (high life cycle) in a fairly rapid fashion.
Advances in electroactive polymers are important for the Chameleon Suit both for the
variable loft insulation researched during the Phase 1 study and for the variable fit and
enhanced mobility concepts investigated in Phase 2. Table 2 shows the requirements
expected for the three envisioned Chameleon Suit applications.
Table 2. Chameleon Suit requirements for shape change materials vary for different
system functions.
Characteristics

insulation

Active
fit

MCP/
assisted
mobility

5-10

20

40

2

25

25

Strain rate (%/s)

Low

Low

100

Life cycle

105

1000

106

Efficiency (%)

1

low

20

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Very low

20

40

-150 to
150

20 to
40

20 to 40

N

Y

Y

Force output
(MPa)
Strain (%)

Temperature
range (C)
O2 compatibility

The Chameleon suit team surveyed the various materials currently targeted for such
application. The area of active polymers and actuators in general is a very active one due
to the fact that products may be applicable to a wide array of industry such as medical
device companies, toy and entertainment companies, and textile industries. In addition,
such technologies are applicable to the Army’s Objective Force Warrior program that
looks at utilizing new state-of-the-art technologies in the battlefield.
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Recently published overview references, including References 26 and 27 edited by BarCohen of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, provide useful insight into this rapidly changing
technology area.
Types of Actuators
Three main types of actuation mechanisms have been the core of motion and force power
for all robotic systems: hydraulic, pneumatic and electric motors. Hydraulic and
pneumatic actuators use a fluid to create mechanical motion whereas electric actuators
convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. Electrical actuators are the preferred
choice for the Chameleon suit concept. Conventional actuators use materials such as
piezoelectric ceramics, shape memory alloys, magnetorestrictive materials, and
electrorheological fluids. Ferroics form an essential sub-group of functional (or smart)
materials whose physical properties are sensitive to changes in external conditions such
as temperature, pressure, electric, and magnetic fields.
Ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, and ferroelastic materials are some of the best known
examples of ferroics, that are principally distinguished by two main characteristics: First,
their property-specific order parameter (e.g., polarization, magnetization, or self-strain,
for ferroelectrics, ferromagnets, and ferroelastics, respectively) spontaneously assume
non-zero values below a threshold temperature even in the absence of an applied
stimulus. Thus, these substances are usually high energy-density materials that can be
configured to store and release energy (electrical, magnetic, and mechanical) in well
regulated manners, making them highly useful as sensors and actuators. Secondly,
ferroics, as a general class of materials, exhibit hysteresis in their stimulus-response
behavior: e.g., polarization vs. applied electric field, magnetization vs. applied magnetic
field, and strain vs. applied stress. Ferroics thus have received considerable attention
because of their numerous potential device applications in the microelectronics industry.
They have unique dielectric, piezoelectric, pyroelectric, electro-optic, and acousto-optic,
magnetic, magnetostrictive, magnetoresistive, pseudoelastic and shape memory
properties that can be (and is) exploited wherever a "smart" response is required whether
it may be in terms of actuation or sensing.
Typical materials or materials systems include barium titanate, lead-zirconate titanate,
PMN-PT relaxors (ferroelectrics); ferrites, Terfenol-D, lathanum manganate
(ferromagnets); Ni-Ti alloys (nitinol) and lead phosphate (ferroelastics), and certain
transition metal oxides such as vanadium oxide which have huge variations in their
resistivity as a function of both temperature and external fields. Some specific
applications are: ultra-low cost night driving aid, tunable RF and microwave filters,
steerable antenna systems, biocontaminant detection, air and water quality monitoring,
acoustic detection, flat speakers, local power generation and storage, position, speed, and
angle sensors, artificial muscles, active chassis and suspension control, and fiber optic
alignment.
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Table 3. Comparison of Various Actuator Types
(Adapted from Reference 28)
Actuator Type
(specific example)
Dielectric Elastomer
(Acrylic)
(Silicone)
Electrorestrictive Polymer
(P(VDF-TrFE))
Carbon Nanotube
Liquid Crystal Elastomer
IMPC
(Nafion)
Conducting Polymer
(Polyaniline)
Responsive Gels
(Polyelectrolyte)
Electrostatic Devices
Electromagnetic
(Voice Coil)
Piezoelectric
Ceramic (PZT)
Single crystal (PZN-PT)
Polymer (PVDF)
Shape Memory Alloy
(Ti Ni)
Shape Memory Polymer
(Polyurethane)
Thermal
(Metallic expansion)
Magnetorestrictive
(Terfenol D)
Natural Muscles
Peaks in nature
Human Skeletal

Max
Strain
(%)

Max
Pressure
(MPa)

Specific
Elastic
Energy
Density
(J/kg)

Max
Efficiency
(%)

Temp
Range
(°C)

380
63

7.2
3.0

3.4
0.75

60-80
90

-100 to?

4.3
>2.5
>35

43
>1.0
>0.3

0.49
>0.013
>0.10

~80 est
<10?
<10?

Fast
Medium
Slow

10

1.0

0.025

<10?

Medium

10

450

23

<10?

Slow

>40
50

0.3
0.03

0.06
0.0015

30
>90

Slow
Fast

50

0.10

0.003

>90

Fast

0.2
1.7
0.1

110
131
4.8

0.013
0.13
0.0013

90
90
~80 est

-20 to 200
-70 to 70

Fast
Fast
Fast

>5

>200

>15

<10

-100 to 200

Slow

100

4

2

<10

Slow

1

78

0.15

<10

Slow

0.2

70

0.0027

60

100
>40

0.80
0.35

0.04
0.07

-

-20 to 180

Relative
Speed
(Full
Cycle)
Medium
Fast

Fast
Slow-Fast
Medium

A new class of actuators that has started receiving a lot of attention is based on polymers.
Table 3 gives a summary of typical properties for these two classes of actuators. As can
be seen, the types of actuators present a wide range of characteristics. But, none offers in
its present development all the characteristics preferred for the Chameleon suit
application such as high efficiency, high max strain, high max pressure, temperature
resistance at both low and high temperatures and fast actuation.
Types of Electroactive Polymers (EAPs)
Electroactive polymers can be divided into two categories: Electronic EAPs and Ionic
EAPs. Several examples of each type are listed in Table 4. In response to an electric
field, electronic EAPs change shape or dimensions due to the migration of electrons
whereas ionic EAPs change shape or dimensions due to the migration of ions. Electronic
EAPs are usually dry whereas ionic EAPs contain an electrolyte and are usually wet.
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Major advantages and disadvantages of Electronic and Ionic EAPs are listed in Table 5
and detailed in the following section.
Table 4. Examples of Electronic and Ionic EAPs
Electronic EAP
Ionic EAP
Dielectric EAP
Carbon Nanotubes
Electrostrictive Graft Polymers
Conductive polymers
Electrostrictive Paper
Electrorheological fluids
Electro-Viscoelastic Polymers
Ionic Polymer Gels
Liquid Crystal Elastomers
Ionic Polymer Metallic Composite
Ferroelectric polymers (PVDF)

EAP type
Electronic
EAP

Ionic
EAP

Table 5. Comparison of Electronic and Ionic EAPs
(Adapted from Reference 26)
Advantages
Disadvantages
• Long life in room conditions • Requires high voltage (~150
mV/m)
• Rapid response
• Requires compromise
• Can hold strain under DC
between strain and stress
actuation
• Not for low temperature
• Induces relatively large
application
actuation forces
• Large bending displacements • Do not hold strain under DC
voltage (except for CPs)
• Mostly bending actuation
• Slow response (10-800 ms)
• Low voltage
• Relatively low actuation
force
• Difficult to produce
consistent material (except
CPs, particularly IPMCs)
• In aqueous system,
hydrolysis occurs if >1.23 V

Electronic EAPs
Electronic EAPs include ferroelectric polymers such as polyvinyl fluoride (PVF),
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and copolymers of PVDF with trifluoroethylene (TrFE),
dielectric polymers and liquid crystal elastomer materials.
Electronic polymers have a high mechanical energy density and they can be operated in
air or vacuum with no major constraints. Researchers have begun to apply these
materials to applications such as the shape control of large, lightweight mirrors
(Reference 29) and multiple degree of freedom actuators (Reference 30). However, they
require high activation fields (>150 V/µm) that limit their applicability and will make
them difficult to integrate in the Chameleon Suit.
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Ionic EAPs
Ionic EAPs include ionic polymer gels, Ionomeric Polymer-Metal Composites (IPMCs),
Conductive polymers (CP), carbon nanotubes (CNT) and electrorheological fluids.
Unlike electronic EAP’s, ionic EAP materials require low drive voltage (1-5V) but many
of them need to be maintained wet.
IPMC
Ion-exchange polymer metal composites (IPMC) are active actuators that show large
deformation in the presence of low applied voltage. They are manufactured by
depositing a noble metal (Pt) within the molecular network of an ionic polymer (for
example Nafion® in the H+, Na+ or Li+ form). When an external voltage is applied to
IPMC film, it bends towards the anode. When an alternating voltage is applied, the film
undergoes a swinging movement. The movement is due to the shifting of mobile charges
within the polymer that induces a deformation of the polymer chain. As one example,
such properties have been used to manufacture artificial “grippers” (Reference 31).
IPMC can actually be used either as muscles (applied current induces movement) or as
sensors (movement induces current). A review of such applications, given by Shahinpoor
et al. (Reference 32) and Sadeghipour et al. (Reference 33), used polymeric membranes
as a pressure sensor. The dynamics of such systems have been studied in detail by
Shahinpoor and co-workers (References 31, 32, 34, 35), and several patents have recently
been issued. For example, US patent 6,109,852 (Reference 36) discloses a soft actuator
made of Nafion® ion-exchange membrane and a method of manufacturing.
IPMCs require an electrolyte for ionic transport within the polymer and to activate
bending of the polymer. If water is used as the electrolyte, the applied voltage is limited
to the 1.23V electrolysis limit of splitting water, although some applications may actually
favor the simultaneous gas production that would then occur. Other organic solvents are
being tested as the electrolyte and are compatible with the IPMCs materials. Applied
voltages as high as 7V have been reported. Typical current density through IPMC is
around 50-100 mA/cm2. However, most have a lower conductivity that will be
detrimental to the overall force generation of IPMCs. IPMCs have a relatively small
inherent force output capability but work is in progress to design IPMC actuators with
increased force output. For example, at Leeds University in the UK, researchers are
seeking to increase force output by combining four strips of IPMC in a plastic casing
(Reference 37). An additional problem with IPMC is back relaxation, which is the fact
that deformation cannot be sustained under a constant voltage. Work is underway to
understand this phenomenon. It has been evaluated experimentally as part of this
program. The results of limited experimentation suggest that it may prove beneficia in
system applications by providing a means to achieve persistent unpowered positioning of
suit insulation layers in both the expanded (insulating) and compressed (conducting)
states. This is described in greater detail in the “IPMC Tests” paragraphs below.
®

Nafion is a Dupont Trademark
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The maximum acceptable temperature for IPMCs is around 120°C. Although IPMCs do
not require a liquid environment, in absence of humidity, the dehydration of the polymer
causes the movement to diminish. For a space application, encapsulation of the IPMC
may be required. Such designs have been explored by companies such as Biomimetic
Products, Incorporated (Reference 38). Researchers there have also added fabric to the
IPMC design to increase its ruggedness. A sample of the fabric backed actuator was
obtained and tested as described in the following section. Although IPMCs would not be
the preferred type of actuator for a Chameleon Suit application, they were the most
readily available actuator to us and were used to show the feasibility of the concept.
Currently, IPMCs are sold commercially mainly for R&D purposes. The price is around
$50/in2.
IPMC Tests
A set of experiments was conducted at Hamilton Sundstrand to demonstrate how a shape
change polymer could separate a layer of the Chameleon suit insulation. An IPMC called
MuscleSheet from Biomimetic Products, Inc. was selected for the experiment. This
material has a fabric backing and provides a bending type actuation. Deionized water is
used as the electrolyte. The actuators had to be periodically re-hydrated during the openair experiments. Biomimetic Products, Inc. can encapsulate MuscleSheet to operate in
dry environments, but the option was not chosen for these experiments.
Check-Out Tests
The fabric-like material was cut into four 8mm x 18mm strips which were attached to a
plastic backing plate. The MuscleSheet actuators were positioned in a square pattern,
45mm from each other and clamped between metal contacts. The anodes and cathodes
were arranged so that the actuators were electrically in parallel. Power was slowly
applied to the actuators until the measured voltage across the circuit stopped increasing.
Actuator movement was seen at 0.8 Volts and electrolysis of the water was detected at
2.0 Volts. The difference between the 2.0 Volts at which electrolysis was detected and
the 1.23 Volts at which water is known to electrolyze is due to voltage losses in other
parts of the circuit as well as limits in detecting the onset of electrolysis with the naked
eye in this setup. The actuators reached their maximum deflection at 4.0 Volts
(Figure27). Although the actuators will work with up to 7 Volts, the circuit and water
electrolyte would not sustain more than 4.0 Volts.
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Clamps

Muscle Sheet

Add 4
Volts
Figure 27: An actuator array was shown to respond to applied fields.
Lifting Tests
The shape change polymer’s ability to separate a layer of insulation was tested by
applying a weighted load to the array of four actuators (Figure 28). The actuators were in
the same configuration as the check out tests. Weight was added to a sheet of paper
placed over the array and four volts were applied to the actuators. If the strips lifted the
sheet, additional weight was added. This was repeated until the strips could no longer
move the load.
The four strips, which weighed 0.17 grams each, were able to lift a maximum of 14.2
grams, or 20 times their own weight. The manufacturer states that the MuscleSheet can
lift 10-50 times its own weight. The total power necessary to lift the load was 0.12
Watts, or 20mW/cm2, which is much less than the 100mW/cm2 stated by Biomimetic
Products, Inc. The discrepancy in power draw is mainly attributed to the test setup. The
quick transients in power draw added large uncertainties when manually reading the
voltmeter and ammeter.

Add 4
Volts
Figure 28: The actuators were able to raise a sheet of material simulating insulation layers
against the force of gravity.
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Fabric Tests
After lifting loose sheets of material, the actuators were attached to a 45mm x 45mm
square sheet of woven fabric. The four strips of MuscleSheet were first attached to the
fabric using a needle, thread and three stitches each. The stitches ran across the width of
the strips near one end. The actuators were then re-clamped to the electrical contacts.
When voltage was applied to the actuators they moved a small amount, but did not lift up
the sheet of fabric that they were attached to. It was found that the stitching was too
restrictive, requiring the actuators to bend the fabric in order to move. Even though the
fabric was flexible, it added enough restraint to prevent the MuscleSheet from moving.
A second set of actuators of the same dimensions was stitched to another sheet of the
same fabric, this time with a single, loose loop of thread per actuator. The resulting
assembly was successful in lifting the fabric when power was applied. The actuators
gained three degrees of freedom by using only one loose loop of thread, which resulted in
less torque and force on the actuators.
Slow Actuation Tests
The literature states that there are two actuation mechanisms at work in the material,
which act in opposite directions (26). The first mechanism works on the order of one
second or less while the second mechanism can take several minutes to fully actuate.
During testing of an individual strip of MuscleSheet it was indeed found that the
actuator’s movement slowly reversed direction when the voltage was held steady (Figure
29). When one volt was applied, the fast mechanism moved the material in the first
direction within a second. As the voltage was held steady the second, slow mechanism
2
1

3

IPMC MuscleSheet
3.0 cm x 0.42 cm
(2.5cm from clamp to tip)
Clamp

1: Fast Actuation: +1 Volt for 1s
2: Slow Actuation: +1 Volt for 35s,
followed by 0 Volts for 10s
3: Relaxation: 0 Volts for 90s

Figure 29. Experiments showed that the slow actuation mechanism for IPMC materials
could be beneficial for Chameleon Suit thermal control applications.
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moved the actuator in the opposite direction over the course of another two minutes. So,
the second mechanism slowly overpowered the first, causing a larger overall deflection in
the opposite direction than was recorded in the first moments of actuation. After a small
amount of relaxation, this deflection remained after the voltage was removed.
Another four-actuator array, similar to the one used in the lifting test, was assembled in
order to determine if and how the slow mechanism could be used to separate the layers of
the Chameleon Suit. This array used 3cm long by 0.42cm wide actuators clamped in a
square pattern. Actuation of the four strips was conducted by applying a voltage for a
measured amount of time, then cutting off the current and allowing the strips to settle.
The strips were then reset back to their original position for the next set of conditions. At
first, one volt was applied, and it was left on for two minutes. The actuators stopped
moving after two minutes, so the power was removed. After another eight minutes the
actuators settled to a total displacement of 5mm-7mm. When four volts were applied to
the strips the power was kept on for ten to thirty seconds. When the power was removed
the strips reached their maximum deflection in another ten to fifteen seconds. When four
volts were held for ten seconds the final deflection was 6mm-9mm, but when it was held
for fifteen seconds the final deflection was 7mm-10mm. Thirty seconds of power also
produced a final deflection of 7mm-10mm. In all of the four-volt tests the strips relaxed
to their final deflection within three minutes. From these tests it appears that the slow
mechanism is related to the total amount of migrated charge (up to a limit) while the fast
mechanism is related to a generated electric field.
Discussion
This testing showed that MuscleSheet can be used to move sheets of fabric when
patterned in an array. The selection of the attachment method proved to be important,
because restrictions on the actuator’s degree of freedom prevented them from moving.
Another important parameter for the use of these actuators is the magnitude and duration
of the applied voltage. When a voltage below 1.23V was applied it took two minutes for
the strips to fully actuate. When 4V were applied the actuation time dropped to 25
seconds. This form of actuation was reversible and repeatable. In an actual application
the faster response times that were observed with the higher voltage are desirable, but the
electrolyte would have to be stable at four volts in order to achieve this. An alternative to
using the slow mechanism for actuation is to use IPMC’s that only show the fast response
mechanism, such as those containing lithium (26).
Additional testing and development with encapsulated electrolytes that can operate at
four volts or more would greatly expand the range of applications for IPMC’s and would
make them a more viable candidate for the Chameleon Suite. Another important item
that must be addressed is the attachment methods for both ends of the actuators, including
electrical and mechanical connections. Finally, further investigation into the properties
of different types of IPMC’s, such as those containing lithium, would also provide
needed insight into their applicability to the Chameleon Suit. This type of development
activity should be continued as shape change polymers mature in order to ensure that they
become viable for the Chameleon Suit.
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Conductive Polymers
Conductive polymers can be formed into actuators in two different ways. The most
prevalent configuration is shown in figure 30. The actuation mechanism of this
conductive polymer-based EAP is due to an ion-exchange process between the
conductive polymer and an electrolytic medium. The electrolyte can be a liquid, gel or
solid. The actuator relies on ions from the electrolyte moving in and out of the polymer,
which causes swelling of the polymer. Upon application of an electrical potential, ions
move into the materials to counterbalance the electrical charge. Force densities currently
reported for these CP actuators vary from 3 MPa to 40 MPa and are about 1 to 2 orders of
magnitude higher than that of human muscles. These are clearly large enough to offer the
potential for all of the envisioned Chameleon Suit Applications. The second type of
conducting polymer actuator relies on molecules that exhibit shape changes when going
through redox transformations. These materials are created through molecular design
where they are created from the molecular level up. Shape change polymers of this type
are far newer than the conducting polymers that use electrolytes, but offer a glimpse of
what molecular design may be able to accomplish in the future.
Electrolyte (gel, solid or liquid)
V

Conductive polymer (PPy)
Electrolyte (gel, solid or liquid)

Counter electrode

Figure 30. Conductive Polymer Actuator
Actuators made from conductive polymers and electrolytes have made significant
advances in the past ten years. One area of improvement has been in the amount of
power that can be applied to the actuator. The actuation rate is controlled by the current,
with higher currents theoretically producing higher strain rates. However, researchers at
MIT suggest a maximum of 500 mA because the applied voltage is limited by the
electrochemical reaction within the electrolyte. When water is used as the electrolyte, the
potential is limited to 1.23 V by the electrolysis of water. Research has resulted in
alternate electrolytes that can withstand higher voltages (up to 4V for example).
One recent example of improved electrolytes can be found at the University of
Wollongong (Reference 39). Researchers there are using ionic liquids such as ethylmethyl-imidazolium tetrafluorosulfonic acid (EMI.TFSA) as electrolytes for the
development of a Braille screen. The performance requirements for a Braille screen are
1% strain at a rate of up to 5%/s and should be operated at low voltage (<20V) with
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minimal power usage. These requirements are very close to those for the insulation
application in the Chameleon Suit. Ionic liquids are molten salts of organic anions and
cations such as alkylammonium cation [NRxH 4-x]+, PF-6, BF-4. The advantages of these
electrolytes include their very wide electrochemical stability range, low volatility and
high thermal stability and quite high ionic conductivities (up to 10-3 S/cm). They are also
non-toxic, have a good chemical compatibility and a wide liquid range (-60°C to 400°C).
Experiments comparing ionic liquids to a standard aqueous electrolyte showed that the
use of ionic liquids improved the life cycle of the actuators while maintaining the same
level of performance.
Conducting polymers have also improved with respect to their need to stay wet. To
circumvent the drying issues associated with the use of aqueous electrolytes, more recent
designs utilize encapsulation of the actuator into a thin impermeable plastic “skin” to
prevent loss of water. Based on results recorded at MIT lab, displacements of actuators
using this arrangement can be as much as 10-15%. Another approach is to eliminate the
need for a liquid electrolyte. In this area, researchers have successfully used a solid
polymer electrolyte made of polyacrilonitrile and cupric chlorate as a “counter-ion
reservoir” between two layers of Polypyrrole (PPy). The use of new solid electrolytes
enables the applied potential to be increased without degradation of the material and
without the need for encapsulation.
Actuators based on conductive polymers such as Polypyrrole are currently marketed by
Molecular Mechanisms (www.molecularmechanisms.com). The company’s products are
based on technology developed at MIT. Other companies are also developing fiber
products based on integration of conducting polymers into textiles either by in-situ
polymerization or by coating fabrics. Typical PPy films are 10-20 microns thick and can
be prepared with good reproducibility. In a linear configuration, PPy films provide a
high force but a relatively small displacement (~2%). Alternate designs such as a
cantilever arrangement can provide higher ultimate displacements. Researchers at MIT
report a lifetime of 105 cycles for PPy based actuators. However, it is also known that CP
lifetimes are limited by the presence of oxygen. Such degradation may be avoided by
encapsulation of actuators in an adequate polymer.
Volume changes between the oxidized and reduced state have been shown to reach 30%40% for CP actuators. However, most of the volume change is associated with growth of
the thin conductive polymer layers thickness away from the electrolyte interface and is
therefore difficult to apply to practical applications. As a result, linear actuators of this
type have typically offered limited active strain (2%) and limited active strain rate (1%/s).
Fortunately, the performance of CP actuators is improving, with the maximum strain and
strain rate of linear actuator configurations recently being pushed to 5% and 13%/s,
respectively, although the strain under loads decreases to 1.5% at 0.8Mpa (113).
Increasing displacement capabilities for linear actuator configurations remains a primary
focus of research activity, and there appears to be a high probability of ultimate success.
Multi-layer bending actuators have demonstrated significant motion capabilities at high
strain rates, but with lower applied force than the linear actuators.
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A multidisciplinary team at MIT including researchers at the BioInstrumentation
Laboratory, the Department of Mechanical Engineering and the Department of Chemistry
is incorporating new ideas in the development of conducting polymer actuators by using
molecular design to create and manipulate molecules. The goal is to obtain polymer
backbones with chemically driven shape changes that translate into large alterations of
their length (References 40 and 41). Such molecules change shape at the molecular level
upon electrochemical activation. For example, they can behave as “accordion-like”
structures capable of being switched between an extended and a tightly folded molecular
structure. Once the molecules are synthesized, they are assembled in freestanding films
that can be used in actuator devices. Researchers at MIT have recently created a
composite material made of such conducting polymers and a supporting elastic matrix
(114). The material, (poly(quarterthiophene)/S-PHE), demonstrated a recoverable strain
of over 17% and an active stress of 80 kPa. These results are encouraging, and
significant improvements in the performance are anticipated as the material is optimized.
The researchers at MIT believe that molecular design based actuators will enable great
advances in the robotics field in the next decade.
The EAP area is developing rapidly due to the wide applicability of its materials.
Companies interested in such products span a large industrial sector from medical device
companies to toy companies to entertainment companies. In addition, the army funded a
$50 million proposal at MIT to develop an Institute of Soldier Nanotechnologies (ISN).
The institute will address the following research areas: energy absorbing materials,
mechanically active materials for devices and exoskeletons, detection and signature
management, biomaterials and nanodevices for soldier medical technology, process
systems for manufacture and processing of materials, modeling and simulation, and
systems integration. Knowledge developed in the study will be applicable to the
development of a Chameleon Suit for Space application. This shows that there is
currently a lot of funding for the development of EAPs, and we are confident adequate
materials will be available shortly to meet the Chameleon Suit requirements.
Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes are the most recent addition to the array of electroactive actuator
materials. They were featured in a 1999 Science article (Reference 42) and are being
investigated by researchers all over the world. A group at the University of Connecticut
led by Professor Papadimitrakopoulos is involved with such research and initial contacts
have been made. Single wall Nanotubes (SWNTs) paper (“bucky” papers) were shown
to possess significant promise as electrochemical actuators because they only require a
low voltage (typically less than a few volts) for actuation and have excellent mechanical
properties. Their predicted strain is about 1 to 2%. An advantage of SWNT-based
actuators over typical conducting polymers is that they do not require ion intercalation,
which limits both the life and rate of these kinds of actuators. Just like natural muscles,
bucky papers are composed of billions of actuator units, however, they are usually
disorganized which decreases their efficiency and has limited the observed strain to
~0.5%. (As a comparitive measure, current ferroelectric ceramics provide a maximum
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strain of ~0.1%.) Work in progress for the improvement of SWNT actuators is related to
controlling the orientation of the nanotubes to achieve a higher degree of alignment and,
consequently, larger macroscopic strain capabilities and increased transduction
efficiency.
It was demonstrated that carbon nanotubes actuation is based on double-layer charge
injection. In essence, the nanotube acts as an electrochemical capacitor with charge
injected into the nanotube balanced by the electrical double-layer formed by movement
of electrolyte ions to the nanotube surface. This causes quantum chemically based
dimensional changes in the carbon-carbon bond length of the surface atoms close to the
double layer. In turn, the dimensional changes (expansion/contraction) are transferred to
the entire assembly of carbon nanotubes.
The actuation mechanism relies on the high surface area of the carbon nanotube arrays
and is reduced at a macroscopic level by the bundling of the nanotubes that is
accompanied by a reduction of the possible surface area. Therefore, one of the
challenges for realizing the full potential of the carbon nanotube actuator technology lies
in the manufacturing of carbon nanotube arrays.
Commercialization
The first commercial product based on EAPs was introduced in 2003. This product is a
fish robot, and is produced by the company EAMEX, Japan, . Other products being
developed include a Braille screen proposed by the Australian company Quantum
Technology (www.quantech.com.au), rehabilitation gloves for paralyzed patients and
medical devices.
Conclusion
In the last 10 years, the field of EAPs started receiving much attention from the scientific
community leading to the development of new materials with enhanced capabilities. Yet,
the area is still largely in a development phase and few commercial products are
available, mainly for R&D purpose. In addition, issues such as sample reproducibility,
environmental tolerance, reliability and durability have not been completely addressed.
Some EAP technologies are also moving towards a design phase that will enable them to
better address potential drawbacks.
Because of the low cost and good performance of polymer actuators, many applications
that currently rely on other actuation technologies will likely adopt this new technology.
Although much research is still needed to fully bring the polymer actuation technology to
maturity, it has already made the transition from the laboratory to the commercial arena.
Several companies have been formed and are currently offering polymer actuator
products. It should also be noted that traditional polymer companies such as Dow
Chemical and Dupont are active in the field of electroactive polymers.
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Therefore, we believe this area of the Chameleon suit design is one of the most attainable
ones. The next steps in this area should be to test additional samples of EAPs, such as
CPs at conditions more representative of a Space Suit application.
5.4.

Energy Conversion Materials

The efficient conversion of energy between heat, light and electricity plays an important
role in the implementation of the Chameleon Suit concept. Thermoelectric elements
must be able to remove sufficient amounts of heat from an astronaut to cool him in the
hottest environments. Photovoltaic arrays have to capture enough solar energy to power
the thermoelectrics and reduce the overall energy storage needs of the suit.
Electrochromic layers must be able to modulate their infra-red emissivity levels across a
large enough range to provide both effective insulation and rapid heat rejection. All of
these materials will also have to be manufactured into the flexible, durable and space
compatible suit layers. The desired properties for these energy conversion materials are
beginning to be found in electrically conducting polymers and advanced thin film
devices.
Thermoelectrics
Thermoelectrics are devices that directly use electrical energy to move heat from one side
of the device to the other side. Conversely, they can be used to generate electricity from
the movement of heat energy across the device. The primary advantages of
thermoelectric devices is that they have no moving parts, can be made smaller and lighter
than vapor compressor refrigeration systems, and have no expendables such as water for
a sublimator. A thermoelectric cooling system for a space suit has other advantages as
well. First, they can be run in reverse to provide heat when needed. They can be
distributed over the suit to achieve direct, local thermal control. Finally, when they are
not needed for heating or cooling, they can capture some of the thermal energy that
escapes the suit and convert it to electrical energy.
The performance of thermoelectric devices is typically measured with a dimensionless
variable called its figure of merit: ZT. It is a measure of a material’s ability to generate a
temperature difference across it at a particular temperature, when an electrical current is
passed through it.
α 2T
ZT =
ρK T
Where α, Τ, ρ, KT are the Seebeck coefficient, absolute temperature, electrical resistivity
and thermal conductivity, respectively (Reference 43).
During the 1950’s and 1960’s there was a considerable effort to develop thermoelectric
materials. Researchers at the time realized the great potential of thermoelectrics.
However, the maximum ZT achieved at the time was 1.0, which does not compare
favorably to more traditional ways of moving heat, except in relatively small devices
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(Reference 44). The amount of waste heat that can be transformed to electricity is also
quite low with materials having a ZT of 1.0. However, there have been instances where a
thermoelectric generator has been practical. One notable use of thermoelectrics used as
power plants in the past has been in deep space vehicles, where a radioactive element
generates enough heat to power the electronics. More recently, thermoelectrics have
been used to generate power for a wrist watch (Reference 45). Although these examples
do not capture the complexity of what is needed for a space suit, they do demonstrate that
thermoelectrics can be used in space and there is enough waste body heat to run a
practical electronic device.
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Figure 31. Thermoelectric Progress
As shown in Figure 31, until the early 1990’s no significant progress had been made to
increase the figure of merit past 1.0. Work up until then was on bulk materials that are
hard and relatively large. The smallest ones are 2 mm thick and 8 mm square (Reference
46). Commercial devices using materials with a ZT of 1.0 cannot achieve the desired
level of performance for the Chameleon Suit because of the limits in their physical and
electrical properties. In the last ten years, new materials have begun to expand the
capabilities of thermoelectric devices beyond their three-decade plateau. There has been
a renewed interest in thermoelectrics driven by the need to cool faster, hotter computer
chips and the desire to scavenge waste heat from power plants to increase their overall
efficiency. The bulk of the work has been in the latter, resulting in materials that are
intended to operate at temperatures between 600°K and 1000°K. One class of materials
in this category is the Skutterudites, which appear frequently in the literature. However,
at body temperature and lower their figures of merit are less than 1.0 (Reference 46). In
the realm of computer chip cooling and other lower temperature applications, thin film
technologies have shown the greatest promise for achieving figures of merit over 1.0. As
such, thin films have been used as the base line class of material in the systems models of
the Chameleon Suit. In the last ten years conducting polymers have also been
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investigated for potential thermoelectric devices. In most cases (One notable exception is
discussed later.) they have ZT’s of 10-3 or lower and so appear to be less promising than
thin films despite the evident advantages of a flexible polymeric material for an advanced
space suit application (Reference 46).
The goal of those conducting research on thermoelectrics is to create materials with
higher figures of merit. As suggested in Figure 32, if devices can be made with ZT’s in
the realm of 2.5 or higher, they will begin to rival traditional vapor compression
refrigeration systems in efficiency (Reference 43). Then, the market potential should
drive the maturity of the technology steadily higher. There has already been a break
through in thin films that have reached a ZT of 2.4 (Reference 43), demonstrating that
significant advances are now beginning to occur. It will be several years before
commercial devices are constructed from this material, and the time horizon for even
more efficient thermoelectrics is at least a decade away.

Figure 32. COP vs. Figure of Merit
Published with permission from Research Triangle Institute
Polymer Thermoelectrics
Conducting Polymers have been investigated as potential thermoelectric materials
because their thermal conductivity is small compared with traditional semiconductor
thermoelectrics, and because low density and flexibility would be advantageous for many
uses. Researchers such as Andy Monkman have experimented with conducting polymers
like polyaniline and polypyrrole. These materials must be doped in order to achieve good
electrical conductivity. Unfortunately the doping process also decreases the Seebeck
coefficient, which leaves the figure of merit much lower than desired. Many different
techniques have been employed to get around this problem (References 47 through 52),
but none has yielded polymers with a figure of merit approaching or above 1.0.
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Integrated Cryoelectronic, Inc. seems to have developed the only exception. In a
patented process they dispersed silver nano-particles in a conducting polymer matrix.
The particles increased the electrical conductivity without significantly decreasing the
Seebeck coefficient or increasing the thermal conductivity. What resulted was a thin,
flexible material with a reported figure of merit of 4.0. Funding for this research came
from DARPA, but was not renewed to take the technology farther. A decreasing yield in
the manufacturing process was cited as the reason. The last work done on the material
was in 2000. Although this technology was not pursued farther by DARPA it does
demonstrate the possibility that polymers may have a potential role in future
thermoelectric composites (Reference 53).
Thin Film Thermoelectrics
In the last ten years researchers have used increasingly powerful tools to analyze and
create materials on the molecular level. Some materials, like Skutterudites, are like
tailor-made alloys. They can be found in macro-sized pieces or in nano-particles and
nano-wires. These materials show promise in scavenging waste heat off of power plants
and engines, but currently fall short for the Chameleon Suit application because of their
high operating temperature.
Another promising class of material is superlattices. A superlattice consists of tiny layers
of alternating material as depicted in Figure 33. These layers are built in a way that
retains the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient of the materials, but decreases
the overall thermal conductivity (Reference 43).

Figure 33. Thermoelectric Superlattices
In 2002 Research Triangle Institute (RTI) announced the development of a superlattice
material that exhibits a figure of merit of 2.4 at room temperatures. As currently
produced, it is only 5.4 µm thick, has a footprint of 0.005 mm2, and can be transferred
onto many different substrates. With a ZT of 2.4, these tiny devices are capable of
moving over 700 W/cm2 (Reference 43). These properties make it feasible that
superlattices could be placed far apart on a heat-spreading, flexible back. The resulting
patch of material would be thin, light weight, flexible and contain enough thermoelectric
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material to fulfill the mission requirements for heating, cooling and some energy
reclamation.
The progress in creating materials with greater figures of merit is continuing and by the
time an advanced concept suit is ready to be designed they will have higher ZT’s than
today’s best materials. This progress is evident in RTI’s creation of a usable device from
its superlattice material.
Application of Thermoelectrics
A computer model of the Chameleon suit was created with the published data from RTI
in order to investigate how the thermoelectrics would work in the suit and what sort of
physical configuration would be needed to incorporate them into the concept. The basis
for the model is a six-layer suit with thermal contact velvet in between the layers. There
are deposits of RTI’s thermoelectric materials attached to one or two of the layers. The
model has demonstrated that it should be possible to use RTI’s materials to cool an
astronaut in the most extreme thermal environment. Approximately 40,000 nodes with
two thermoelectric devices per node would be required, with a power draw of about 250
Watts.
The actual suit would be composed of six layers of plastic with membranes, polymer
actuators and carbon velvet in between them, as described in previous sections of this
report. During the development of the thermoelectric computer model two layers of heat
spreaders were added, along with an aluminum thread to help move the heat from the
thermoelectrics out of the suit. The final computer model configuration is shown below in
Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Cascaded integrated thermoelectric modules were interconnected by thermal
shunts to achieve effective heat pumping.
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The physical system shown in Figure 34 represents one node. A single node was
discretized using a two-dimensional thermal resistance network. First, a separate vertical
thermal resistance represented each layer of Figure 2 except for the carbon velvet over
the thermoelectrics. The lateral component of the model was constructed by assuming
that each thermoelectric array sits at the center of a circular piece of material. The nodes
at r = 0 are at the thermoelectrics and the area immediately above and below them,
including the aluminum thread. From there each node of increasing radius represents a
ring of material. The last radial node is assumed to be adiabatic in the radial direction. A
schematic of the model with three radial nodes is shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Network representation for thermal integration of thermoelectric heat pump
elements in the Chameleon Suit.
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A linear system of equations was created to represent the network in Figure 35.
Conservation of energy equations were written for each of the nodes in the network. The
Fourier law of heat conduction was written out for each thermal resistance. The heat
transfer between the layers separated by vacuum was linearized in the range of 270K to
300K. The equations for the model are taken from the book “Thermoelectrics” by Nolas,
Sharp and Goldsmid. The amount of energy that the thermoelectrics absorbed on their
cold side is governed by the equation:

Qcold = αITcold − C (Thot − Tcold ) − 0.5I 2 R
with
α
I
C
R

=
=
=
=

Seebeck Coefficient of the thermoelectric
Current
Conductance of the thermoelectric
Resistance of the thermoelectric

The amount of electrical energy put into the thermoelectric is governed by the equation
Win = Iα (Thot − Tcold ) + I 2 R
Each thermoelectric module is only 5x10-3 square millimeters in area. So, it was assumed
that from 10,000 to 50,000 arrays would be used. The size of the area around the array is
determined by the number of arrays used divided by the total area (3m2). The model was
constructed to run with either a single thermoelectric module (at the inner end of the
aluminum thread) or an array of two modules (one at each end of the thread).
The model can accept inputs that determine the number of nodes used to discretize the
area, the number of layers that are separated by vacuum instead of carbon velvet, and
whether there is a lateral heat spreading layer or not. The amperage put through the
devices is also determined by the user and is the same for both thermoelectric devices.
The worst case thermal environment from the Phase 1 report was a lunar crater near noon
time. In this case the effective heat sink temperature with louvers is 265.1K. The
maximum metabolic rate considered for the study was 600 Watts. At 600 Watts the
maximum comfortable temperature for the inside of the suit is 298.6K (77.8oF). So, the
scenarios were run with a radiation sink temperature of 265.1K and a metabolic load of
600W, unless otherwise noted.
Several sets of conditions were run through the model. Early models showed that a heat
spreading layer at the bottom of the thermoelectric and on the layer above the
thermoelectric were absolutely necessary. Otherwise, the conduction path out of the suit
would be too small to keep the temperatures down to the required levels. It was also
found that at least one layer of the suit had to be separated by an insulating gap to prevent
the thermoelectric device from thermally “short-circuiting”. This led to the inclusion of
the aluminum thread to connect the lower thermoelectric to the upper layers.
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After making these revisions the model was run with one thermoelectric module. The
parameters that were varied were the number of modules (10k-50k), the amperage
through each module (0-1.5 amps) and the number of lofted layers (1-3). With only one
module in the array the minimum inside suit temperature was 302°K when configured
with 40,000 arrays, 2 lofted layers and 0.75 amps of current. The total power to run the
suit under these conditions was 512 watts.
By adding a second thermoelectric device to each array the minimum inside suit
temperature and the total power to operate the suit both went down. Several combinations
of parameters yielded acceptable inner suit temperatures. The most efficient combination
(40k devices, 0.45 amps, 3 lofted layers) only took 250 Watts to power and yielded an
inner suit temperature of 297oK (75oF). Tripling the power only brought the inner suit
temperature down to 288K(58oF). Figures 36 and 37 show some of the results with twomodule arrays.
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Figure 36. Cascade arrangements of thermoelectric modules can provide the heat
rejection required for Chameleon Suit operation at peak metabolic output in warm
environments.
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Power for Cases that Achieve Desired Inner Suit Temperature,
Two Thermoelectrics, 265.1K Ambient, 600W Metabolic Load
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Figure 37. Heat pump operation at moderate energy input is achievable.
The model demonstrates that the best thermoelectric materials of today can reach the
performance goals of the Chameleon suit, even without full optimization of the design. It
is expected that optimization of the design and advances in thermoelectric materials will
work to offset any reductions to efficiency that implementation in a real world system
would entail.
The model uses the formulas from the book “Thermoelectrics” by Nolas, Sharp and
Goldsmid. They apply to a P-N couple thermoelectric element. The formula for
maximum energy recovery relates the efficiency, η to the figure of merit and exposed
temperatures.

η=

Z∆T
α2
with Z =
, ∆T = TH − TC , TH = THot , Tc = TCOLD , TM = TMEAN
4 + ZTH + ZTM
ρK T

It can be seen that as Z increases, the efficiency approaches the limit of ∆T/TH, which is
the ideal Carnot efficiency.
The amount of thermal energy that can be converted to electricity was also investigated.
The most favorable condition for energy recovery is when the astronaut metabolic rate is
at his maximum of 600W. Based on the computer model with two thermoelectric devices
per node the temperature drop across each device is 12oC. The Carnot limit (∆T/TH) for
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each device then becomes 12K/275K=4.4% which results in a maximum theoretical
energy recovery of 52 Watts. Using the actual properties of RTI’s material, the maximum
energy recovery is only 25% of this or 13 Watts. At a moderate metabolic rate of 300W
both the energy available for recovery and the recovery efficiency decrease such that only
3 Watts are recoverable.
Photovoltaics

Photovoltaics, also known as solar cells, convert light energy into electrical energy.
When a photon strikes a photovoltaic material, it is absorbed by an electron in the
material, which in turn increases the electron’s energy. The excited electron moves into
the conducting band while leaving a “hole” or net positive charge behind. This
phenomenon creates a voltage, which is used in a solar cell to develop electrical power.
A good photovoltaic material will absorb a high percentage of light, rather than reflecting
it or letting it pass through, and will convert a high percentage of the absorbed light into
electricity (Reference 54).
The performance of a photovoltaic material is usually stated as the percentage of light
that it converts to electricity. This is also known as the material’s efficiency and may be
given for a particular wavelength of light or for the full solar spectrum. The efficiency in
the solar spectrum is what was used as the primary measurement for this study, since
most of the incident light for a space suit comes from the sun.
A brief review of the history of photovoltaics helps in getting a clear picture of where the
technology is presently at and where it will be going in the future. The photovoltaic
effect was discovered in 1839 and a working solar cell was first created in 1954. The
first cells used single crystal semiconductors. Today this technology has produced
gallium arsenide devices with efficiencies of 32% when used with light concentrators
(Reference 55). Commercial solar cells made of single crystals can be found with
efficiencies of 25%. Future advances in single crystal cell efficiencies may come from a
recent discovery in the band gap of indium nitride. Indium nitride’s band gap, which
determines what spectrum of light will excite its electrons to the conducting band, has
been measured at the opposite end of the solar spectrum from the band gap of gallium.
This means that by varying the mixture of indium and gallium in a device, a multijunction device could capture over 70% of incident solar light as electric power
(Reference 56).
In the mid 1970’s work began on thin film photovoltaics. The motivation behind the
development of thin film devices is a reduction in manufacturing costs, since the cost of
electricity from photovoltaics has hindered their wider acceptance in the energy market.
Besides being less expensive to make than single crystal devices, thin film photovoltaics
have the added benefit of being semi-flexible and light weight. For example, Global
Solar Energy, Inc. makes a thin film solar cell for satellite applications that has a threeinch bend radius, and they are working on cells with polymer backs that can even be
creased. The trade off is that the thin films with more flexible backings have reduced
efficiencies (Reference 57). The best laboratory thin films have reached the 19.2%
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efficiency mark (Reference 58) and commercial thin film cells are presently up to 12.2%
efficiency (Reference 59). The goal for the industry is to produce a thin film commercial
solar cell with an efficiency of 15%. Figure 38 shows that this goal is already close to
being achieved, as efficiencies in thin films have been increasing by about 0.5% per year
(References 58, 60, 61, 62 and 63).

Figure 38. Copper Indium diSelenide Thin Films Progress
Published with permission from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
The newest type of photovoltaic material is polymers. Compared with thin films,
polymer photovoltaics are even cheaper to manufacture with greater flexibility, but they
also have much lower efficiencies. Most polymer photovoltaics have efficiencies of
about 3.0% or less, with one exception (Reference 64); polymer photovoltaics made
using the Graetzel patent have reached efficiencies of 6% in sunlight (Reference 65).
The general goal for polymeric solar cells is an efficiency of 10%, which would make
them economically viable on the general energy market. Polymeric photovoltaics are
also being improved to provide the U.S. Army with flexible, light-weight, durable solar
cells that will withstand harsh combat environments without encumbering the soldier
(Reference 66).
The ability to capture solar energy may see its next leap forward as the potential of
nanomaterials begins to be realized. One such leap could come from ITN Energy
Systems, Inc., which is working with the National Institute of Standards and Technology
and the University of Colorado with their direct energy conversion materials. These
materials act as microscopic antennas that can be tuned to specific frequencies of the
electromagnetic spectrum. They convert the gathered photons into DC electrical power,
and could potentially be used to produce solar cell arrays with efficiencies of 50%
(Reference 57).
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Polymer Photovoltaics

The Graetzel patent is a method of creating a photovoltaic material with titanium dioxide,
TiO2, particles. TiO2 particles act as the semi conducting charge carrier. In the United
States it has been licensed exclusively to Konarka Technologies in Massachusetts.
Konarka’s polymeric Graetzel cell (Figure 39) is 6% efficient in sunlight and is made
with a low cost manufacturing process. The manufacturing process is done at low
temperatures, which allows the TiO2 and dye to be deposited onto plastic, rather than
glass, thus making a polymer solar cell. Using a TiO2 dye also presents the advantage of
easily changing the wavelength of energy that will be absorbed and converted into
electricity. Prototype devices are 10 cm by 10 cm and weigh only 5 grams. The total
thickness of these cells is 0.01 inches, and they can produce 200 mW of power at 3 Volts.
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Transparent Conductor
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Platinum Catalyst
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Figure 39. Graetzel Polymer Solar Cell
Published with permission from Konarka Technologies
The U.S. Army, through the Natick Soldier Center, has invested in this technology with
the intention of using it in soldiers’ uniforms. The soldiers’ battery load would be
reduced by having these solar cells integrated into their uniforms (Reference 65). The
Graetzel cells are also being targeted to be used on large surface area structures such as
tents and awnings. Applications such as these are not limited to the military and should
help to further fuel the development of this technology.
In order to apply the Graetzel cell to the Chameleon Suit the materials would have to be
resistant to vacuum. Fortunately, the base polymer, TiO2 and organic dye materials that
make up the cells do not pose any fundamental problems with respect to vacuum
exposure. Another challenge is to make the TiO2 layer more flexible so that it will
readily bend with the polymer backing, making it complient to the Chameleon suit’s
outer surface. Flexibility is also a requirement for the army’s application and is being
actively addressed by Konarka. Even with these technical challenges, Konarka is
confident that the near term goal of making these cells with a 10% efficiency will soon be
achieved. In addition, the theoretical limit for the technology is 33% (Reference 66), so
there is the possibility of continued steady improvements in Graetzel cells even after the
10% mark is reached.
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Other research has been done to make polymer solar cells, with the bulk of the work
being done on conducting polymers. The research is being conducted at places such as
the Johannes Kepler University of Linz, Austria, Cambridge University in England, the
University of California, Santa Cruz, as well as Konarka (References 64, 67, 68, 69 and
70). Unlike the Graetzel cells, which are made by depositing a thin layer of TiO2 onto a
plastic back, these cells use the polymer itself as the light gatherer and the charge carrier.
The benefit of a completely polymer solar cell is that the cell’s flexibility in not limited
by a TiO2 layer. However, conducting polymer cells are not as mature as the Graetzel
cells. As such, their efficiencies presently top out at 3.0% and their performance
degrades quickly with time (Reference 64).
Thin Film Photovoltaics

The term “Thin Film Photovoltaics” encompasses several different kinds of materials,
each of which is created as a thin film. Ken Zweibel has written a review of thin films
“Thin Films: Past, Present, Future” that explains the economic motivation for the work
being done, some history about the technologies and an estimate of what the future will
hold for them. A brief summary of the technologies and their representative efficiencies
is presented below.
Amorphous Silicon: This was the first thin technology to be developed and was the only
thin film photovoltaic technology well into the 1980’s. The best cell efficiencies are at
about 12%, with work continuing to improve the laboratory cell efficiencies and the
manufacturing processes.
Cadmium Telluride: This is a more promising thin film technology with a laboratory cell
attaining 16.4% efficiency (Reference 71). To date, this technology is significantly less
efficient when it transitions from individual cells to full modules. Modules are less than
10% efficient.
Copper Indium Diselenide and related compounds: These films are more efficient than
the other two. The best cells are made of copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGD) and
have reached a laboratory efficiency of 19.2% (Reference 58), Figure 40. They are the

Figure 40. Thin Film CIGD Solar Cell
Published with permission from ITN Energy Systems, Inc.
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newest of the thin film technologies and offer the most promise. Because of this,
companies such as Global Solar and Siemens Solar have begun using copper indium
diselenide in their commercial solar panels, and have achieved module efficiencies of
11% (Reference 59). These efficiencies are steadily improving as a result of progress in
wider band gap materials and multijunction cells (Reference 57).
Application of Photovoltaics

Any photovoltaic material used for the Chameleon Suit will have to be applied to the
outside layer of the suit. This will likely mean constructing devices on the directional
shading louvers envisioned in the Phase 1 concept, since they will be positioned to block
infra-red radiation and some solar radiation. Placing the photovoltaics on the louvers
requires that the cells be miniaturized to a degree that commercial and military
applications do not require. Thin film photovoltaics made with processing techniques
similar to those used to make integrated circuit technology should be capable of the
miniaturization required. Konarka’s PowerCloths fiber work (solar cell on a thread) (61)
is already a similar size to the envisioned louvers. These fibers point to the potential of
small scale devices made with Graetzel’s technology. However, directed funds would be
necessary to reach the miniaturization goal with both the thin film devices and polymer
devices.
The outside coating of the louvers will have to transmit the wavelengths of light that
power the photovoltaics while reflecting as much of the other visible and infra-red
radiation as possible. A selectively transmissive coating is necessary in order to retain the
shading properties of the louvers and still accommodate the photovoltaics. It will be
necessary, then, to tailor the transmissive wavelength of the coating to the photovoltaic
band gap and vice-versa.
The choice between the photovoltaic technologies will be determined by their flexibility,
efficiency, ability to be miniaturized, and ability to match the transmissive band gap of
the exterior coating. Considering only efficiency, the best material to use is CIGD, but it
would most likely require the use of small modules separated by perforations to allow it
to flex without creasing, since creasing a thin film solar cell usually damages it. The loss
in usable area and increase in system complexity detract from the benefit of having a high
efficiency material. A thin film cell that could be creased would eliminate these penalties,
but so far the efficiencies of these highly flexible designs have been lower than more
traditional thin film cells. The efficiency of a thin film cell may also decrease if the
material’s band gap cannot be matched with that of the outside coating. Polymeric solar
cells based on the Graetzel patent are being developed to be flexible enough to wear on
uniforms, which should adequately address the issues of creasing and flexibility. The
Graetzel cell has the added benefit of having a band gap that can be easily adjusted across
a large span of wavelengths. Direct energy conversion materials are the correct scale to
be applied to the louvers and are tunable to the desired wavelengths for capturing solar
energy. These materials may ultimately offer the best solution for the Chameleon suit, but
are also the technology farthest away from entering the marketplace.
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Future improvements in thin film, polymer and nano-material photovoltaics will shed
more light on the detailed implementation of the Chameleon Suit’s energy capturing
layer. Developing these technologies with non-traditional applications in mind, like the
Chameleon Suit, will help in speeding their transition to wider markets.
Electrochromics

Polymer based infrared electrochromics are desired for the Chameleon Suit to ensure that
emissivity control can be implemented without compromising system weight and
reliability or suit mobility. The driving requirements are for flexibility and compliance to
suit motions and for a substantial (i.e. 2:1 or better) broad band change in emissivity at
thermal infrared wavelengths. To provide highly effective insulation performance, a
minimum emissivity value below 0.4 is required. It is important to note that the essential
electrochromic surfaces in the Chameleon Suit are internal to the suit lay-up and thus not
exposed to direct solar UV. This substantially eases the challenge of adapting polymeric
materials. Although inorganic salt infrared electrochromic materials could be integrated
as discrete rigid platelets that could move relative to each other to accommodate flexure
of the suit layers, this would complicate manufacture, create discontinuities and
interfaces that would degrade reliability and necessarily degrade radiation control
performance under some conditions.
An additional integration issue which must be addressed is the potential for abrasion of
the electrochromic layers contacted by the fiber thermal contact interface. This will
require research into the mechanical properties of the mating surfaces and the structural
integration of the layers in the pressure suit to better understand contact forces and
relative motions.
The Phase 1 study final report (Reference 2) presented the results of literature survey
activities and industry contacts that lead to the conclusion that further research was
needed to accurately assess the state of the art and likely outcome of current technology
development efforts. However, based on the data gathered to that point, it appeared that
most on-going research was aimed at applications with significantly different
requirements from the Chameleon Suit. Identified research efforts were dominated by
visible spectrum applications and by uses for which rigid materials and assemblies were
acceptable. Research in infrared electrochromic polymers appeared to be addressing
primarily narrow band applications such as active camouflage rather than heat transfer
control. Consequently, it was tentatively concluded that focused, NASA funded, research
in this area would probably be required for successful implementation of the concept.
Continuing investigation of these technologies during the present study has reinforced the
results of the Phase 1 study and has produced relatively little change in the conclusions
reached. Numerous sources, for example References 72 through 81, reflect continuing
active research in the field driven by a wide range of possible military and commercial
applications. It is evident that the underlying scientific knowledge and technology base
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that will allow successful development and integration of the electrochromic materials
and systems envisioned in the Chameleon Suit are rapidly evolving and maturing.
Significant progress is reported in understanding and creating electrochromic materials
and composites that use polymeric materials or appear suitable for applications in
flexible, polymer based systems like the Chameleon Suit lay-up (References 72 through
77). Work and significant progress is also cited in making electro-optically active
materials and structures more robust and manufacturable for applications similar to ours
(References 78, 79, 80). Work in progress includes efforts to create electrochromic
polymers that are effective across broader spectral regions through the use of blends of
electrochromic polymers (Reference 81). Although currently targeted at optical
wavelengths, this technique could ultimately be of substantial benefit to the Chameleon
Suit.
Despite the extensive work in the field, however, we found no work in progress that
directly addresses the specific needs of our concept. The conclusion we reached during
Phase 1, that targeted research in this area will be required still appears to be valid.
Conclusion

Energy conversion materials have a high and growing value in many current and
potential applications. As a result, active and well funded research driven by
commercial, consumer, space, and military needs is producing rapid progress in all of
these types of materials required for the Chameleon Suit. A few specific areas are noted
where directed research funding by NASA could be of significant benefit.
In the area of thermoelectric materials, current work on thin film materials and devices is
expected to produce the performance required for integrated heat pump capabilities in the
suit walls within the appropriate time frame for our use. However, at anticipated
performance levels, energy capture through these devices will fall well short of the ideal
Carnot value and will have limited benefits for the system. There appears to be little
potential that realistic levels of directed funding from NASA would have sufficient
leverage to change this outcome. Directed funding to further investigate the reported
success of Integrated Cryoelectronics with a polymer-metal nanocomposite material
might yield a superior material for the Chameleon Suit in both mechanical properties and
thermoelectric performance. This could have a measurable effect on the total system
mass ultimately achieved.
Requirements for photovoltaic materials are similar across many applications. As a
result, research already in progress and that which can be anticipated in coming years in
response to continuing and growing commercial and military demand is likely to yield
products that can be readily adapted to the Chameleon Suit. At present, the availability
of devices that can satisfy the energy demands of active heat pumping seems assured.
The capture of sufficient energy to power control electronics, thermal control actuation
and assisted mobility implementations in light-exposed missions seems possible
depending on the efficiencies realized in active material actuators. It does not seem
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likely that photovoltaic efficiencies will increase sufficiently to support the recovery of a
substantial fraction of the metabolic oxygen demand in electrically driven processes for
representative EVA conditions. Currently anticipated energy capture efficiencies in
devices suitable for suit integration are on the order of 20%, less than half of the end-toend process efficiency required to allow complete oxygen recovery.
Electrochromic materials are the energy conversion area that appears to be most in need
of directed research to enhance Chameleon Suit feasibility. While there is substantial
research and evident progress in the field, the current target applications differ
dramatically in requirements from the Chameleon Suit. Current work emphasizes visible
wavelengths and relatively narrow band activity. Where there has been broadband
infrared device and material development, the focus has been on vehicular applications
for which the flexibility and light-weight desired for the Chameleon Suit have much less
value. As a result, while current trends and activity can be expected to yield a strong
scientific and technology base for the development of enabling materials for the
Chameleon Suit, there appears to be little likelihood that the system can be successfully
developed without specifically focused R&D in this area.
5.5.
Chemically Active Materials
Closed-loop inhabited spacecraft, including a space suit, require removal of carbon
dioxide from the breathing atmosphere. Current space suit technology utilizes a solid
metal hydroxide to chemically react with CO2 thus removing it from the air stream. The
disadvantage of the solid hydroxide is the inability to practically regenerate the material
in space. This imposes a high expendable penalty on the mission. A more recent
technology is a metal oxide sorbent that also reacts chemically with CO2. The system
developed for the space suit is a batch system that is regenerated ex-situ in an oven at
400°F after each mission. The packaging of the metal oxide as developed by HSSSI
affords a very high volumetric capacity for carbon dioxide adsorption, a necessity for a
system where volume is limited. Unfortunately, the metal oxide sorbent is also fairly
heavy which would be a disadvantage for a planetary mission with reasonably strong
gravity. As currently used in the space suit, both of these alternatives also require that the
spacesuit’s life support system contain sufficient reactive material to absorb all of the
occupant’s exhaled carbon dioxide for the maximum planned EVA duration (and work
load) plus some allowance for contingencies. In addition to the mass and volume of the
sorbent, this requires that the life support system include a canister to contain the sorbent,
vent flow headers and associated fittings. Together this adds significant weight and
volume to the life support system, approximately 10 lbs and approximately 300 cubic
inches in the case of the expendable LiOH sorbent and an even larger 29 lbs and
approximately 400 cubic inches with the regenerable metal oxide sorbent. It should be
noted though that work has also been on-going to develop a two-bed cyclic system
primarily for land-based applications. In addition, both of these technologies require
separate humidity control devices, as they cannot remove the amount of moisture that is
generated within the breathing loop. In fact, the solid hydroxide generates water as
carbon dioxide is adsorbed.
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An alternative sorbent-based design under development at HSSSI is a vacuum swing
adsorption system using two solid amine sorbent beds with a cycling valve. The sorbent
beds are alternatively connected to the circulating vent gas to remove CO2 and H2O from
the breathing loop (adsorption phase) and to space vacuum for regeneration (desorption
phase). As one bed is adsorbing CO2 and H2O, the second bed is desorbing carbon
dioxide and water to space vacuum, which provides a continuous removal system. As a
result of the use of vacuum for regeneration, this approach eliminates both expendable
sorbent and the need for regeneration equipment and energy in the host vehicle or habitat.
It also removes humidity as well as CO2 from the vent gas eliminating the need for
separate humidity control equipment (such as the condensing heat exchanger and water
separator in the present EMU). However, the equipment that must be included in the life
support system to implement this design is still comparable in weight to the expendable
LiOH sorbent canister and in volume to the regenerable metal oxide canister. It also
requires electrical power or another actuation energy source to drive the cycling valve
that controls its operation.
None of these options recovers oxygen from the expired CO2. As a result, in all cases,
the spacesuit life support system must contain all of the wearer’s metabolic oxygen
demand for the longest planned EVA and highest anticipated work rate. Currently, this
accounts for a large fraction of the life support backpack’s volume. Even though the
mass of O2 itself is modest (~1.5 lbs.), the mass of tankage required to contain the high
pressure gas is a significant part of the total mass of the life support assembly.
Chemically active materials technologies will allow the Chameleon Suit to provide
alternatives to these technologies that can significantly reduce the required hardware and
materials in the life support system. Technologies under consideration include selective
and controllable mass transport membranes and catalytic and reactive materials systems.
The applications of these technologies in the Chameleon Suit are respectively to reject
metabolic waste CO2 and water vapor to the space environment directly through the suit
walls (Selective Membranes) and to apply solar energy incident on the space suit surface
to reduce metabolic waste CO2 and recover a portion of the astronaut’s metabolic oxygen
demand in a process analogous to photosynthesis in green plants on earth (Artificial
Photosynthesis).
Selective Membranes

A membrane separation device offers many advantages over current CO2 removal
technologies, provided the CO2 permeance and selectivity goals can be achieved.
Membrane separation devices are continuous duty devices and never need regeneration.
In addition, they have the added benefit of removing water along with the carbon dioxide.
Such CO2 removal membrane systems have been studied for space suit applications.
The Chameleon Suit concept will push further the use of membranes for CO2 and H2O
control for a space suit as it envisions the whole suit external surface area to participate in
the removal process without the need for a separate system. The success of such an
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enterprise will rely on the development of a membrane that will allow sufficient CO2 and
H2O removal, which translates into a high membrane permeability, and also will
minimize the loss of oxygen, which translates into a high CO2/O2 selectivity.
Simultaneously, the membrane must provide mechanical properties suitable for use as a
pressure suit bladder, which features abrasion and tear resistance, strength against
pressure loads, flexibility, etc.
Given that the external surface area of the suit is roughly 25 ft2 (2.3 m2) not including the
life support system, the permeance goal for the CO2 selective membrane would be
1.5x10-3 scc/sec-cm2-cmHg. To limit oxygen loss, the selectivity of the membrane
should be around 2000.
Typically, gas separation by a membrane process functions on a compromise between
selectivity and permeability. Highly permeable membranes such as porous membranes
have very poor selectivities (<10) but permeances in the order of 10-1 scc/sec-cm2-cm Hg.
Research work has been concentrated in developing so-called Facilitated Transport
Membranes (FTM) that are able to achieve very high CO2/O2 selectivity. In FTMs,
carrier species that react reversibly with CO2 are incorporated to increase CO2
permeance. The type of FTMs investigated generally falls into the following three
categories: (1) Immobilized Liquid Membrane (ILM), (2) solvent-swollen polymer
membrane, and (3) fixed-carrier membrane. Major advantages of FTMs over
conventional polymeric membrane include enhanced selectivity and permeability for the
target species because of reversible reactions between the carriers and the target species.
This unique characteristic makes FTMs especially attractive when the target species in
the feed gas mixture exists in low concentrations because, to accomplish the
separation/purification task, the limited trans-membrane driving force would be too low
for conventional polymeric membranes.
ILMs have been widely investigated for the facilitated transport of carbon dioxide using
various carriers. Ward and Robb (Reference 82) made the pioneering study on CO2
permeation through a thin layer of carbonate/bicarbonate aqueous solution. Otto and
Quinn (Reference 83) and later Suchdeo and Schultz (Reference 84) made theoretical
analysis of CO2 transport through carbonate/bicarbonate ILMs. Other investigators used
amines as the carriers and/or ion-exchange membranes as the substrates. LeBlanc et al.
(Reference 85) and later Way et al. (Reference 86) studied the facilitated transport of CO2
in ion-exchange membranes using various organic amine counterions. Teramoto et al.
(Reference 87) used monoethanolamine (MEA) solutions while Guha et al. (Reference
88) and Davis and Sandall (Reference 89) used diethanolamine (DEA) solutions
immobilized in porous substrates as ILMs to study CO2 transport. Matsuyama et al.
(Reference 90) studied CO2 transport through a plasma-polymerized ion-exchange
substrate employing ethylenediamine (EDA) as the carrier. It should be noted however,
that all components of the membrane should be environmentally friendly and should not
pose any health risk to the crewmember in the event of leakage, which greatly limits the
choice of mobile carrier and in particular prohibits the use of liquid amines. Other
avenues to improve CO2 permeance include the use of a carbonic anhydrase enzyme to
facilitate CO2 transport.
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Although from a CO2 permeance point of view, water-based solutions are preferred due
to their low viscosity, they also exhibit low stability due to water evaporation. Therefore,
recent work has focused on the use of low volatility and hygroscopic liquids such as
polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Reference 91) or glycerol (References 92, 93 and 94) as the
major component in the ILM fluid. Such solvents offer other advantages over water such
as very low permeance for non-facilitated species due to their high viscosity and the
ability to be exposed to dry or partially dry conditions without the ILM failing
mechanically. Under NASA funding, HSSSI recently teamed with NJIT to fabricate labscale ILM systems which showed CO2/N2* selectivities in excess of 5000 and CO2
permeances up to 5x10-5 cm3 (STP)/s-cm2-cmHg. The ILM systems were also stable over
600 hours of continuous testing. Both flat sheet and hollow fiber substrates were used.
The flat membranes employed were hydrophilized PVDF and hydrophilized
polypropylene. The hollow fiber membrane substrates investigated include among
others, polysulfone and surface-treated polypropylene. The performance of such
membranes however, still falls short of the required goal to ensure adequate carbon
dioxide removal for an advanced chameleon suit.
In ILMs, the increased CO2 flux and CO2/N2 selectivity are derived from the reversible
reactions between CO2 and the carrier species. To increase CO2/N2 selectivity, N2
permeance through the ILM should be as low as possible. Reduced N2 permeances can
be achieved by decreasing N2 solubility and/or diffusion coefficient in the ILM fluid,
which also helps to promote the relative contribution of reaction-augmented transport of
CO2 and increase the CO2/N2 selectivity. One possible avenue to increase CO2
permeance of the membrane is to create thinner ILMs. This should be done however
without a loss of stability of the membrane. Recent attempts have used plasma
polymerization as a tool to hydrophilize a limited part of a hydrophobic membrane
subsequently restraining the thickness of the immobilized layer. New work performed at
NJIT has reportedly shown an increase in the permeance to a value of 1x10-4 cm3
(STP)/(s-cm2-cmHg) without significant loss of selectivity.
A significant amount of work is also being performed on the development of inorganic
membranes. Due to their improved thermal and chemical stability compared to organic
membranes, inorganic membranes have numerous potential applications, which include
catalytic reactor, enhanced oil recovery and natural gas sweetening and the separation of
flue gas. Inorganic membranes also have the potential to exhibit improved selectivities as
transport through such membranes depends on pore structure (Reference 95).
Particularly, surface diffusion and micropore diffusion may provide high separation
factors that would be beneficial for a space suit application. The manufacture of
inorganic membrane through sol-gel templated techniques enables the manufacturer to
control the pore size very accurately and possibly to tailor the pore size to the application.
In addition, chemicals can be added to the sol-gel formulation that may increase the
diffusion of certain species and therefore increase the selectivity. NASA is currently
*

Although CO2/O2 selectivity is ultimately required, testing is commonly performed with N2 for reasons of
safety and test cost. These values are found to closely approximate CO2/O2 selectivity.
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funding United Technologies Research Center through the NRA program to develop such
a membrane for space suit application (Reference 96).
Although ceramic membranes are relatively fragile, it is conceivable that immobilization
of such structures onto or within the pores of a polymeric membrane could render the
assembly usable in a space suit. Advances in this arena will be supported by further
development of thin film manufacturing technologies.
Another area of research in the CO2/O2 membrane separation arena is the development of
biomimetic membranes. Researchers at the National University of Singapore are
developing membranes with high CO2/O2 selectivity and CO2 permeance similar to that
of a lung wall. Such membranes are made by immobilizing liquid crystals in a porous
polymer support (Reference 97).
Room Temperature Ionic Liquids (RTIL), salts that are liquid at room temperature, have
also found an application in CO2 membrane separation. RTILs possess a number of
unique properties that are interesting in the context of liquid membranes including high
thermal stability, negligible vapor pressure, and non-flammability. They dissolve a wide
range of inorganic and organic compounds while being immiscible in a number of
organic solvents. RTILs can even be immiscible with water. In addition, due to the
numerous combinations of cations and anions possible, the chemical and physical
properties of RTILs can be controlled and tailored to be application specific (Reference
98)
Researchers are also studying enzymes such as carbonic anhydrase to catalyze the
absorption and desorption of CO2 from a variety of mixed gas streams and have reported
permeance of 4.3x10-4 cm3 cm-2 s-1 cmHg-1 at a feed of 0.1% CO2 and selectivity vs.
oxygen of 866. The major resistance to transport was in the liquid phase and decreased
by 71% with the addition of carbonic anhydrase. Such systems however are aqueous in
nature and therefore issues related to loss of water will need to be addressed for a space
suit application (Reference 99). Enzymatic systems are also being investigated for
sequestration of CO2 from coal fired utility generation plants (Reference 100).
Based on present knowledge, substantial further research effort will be required to
achieve the selective transport properties required for the integration of CO2 and humidity
control into the Chameleon Suit. However, there are no fundamental reasons why the
desired characteristics cannot be achieved, and we have identified research avenues that
show promise of success.
Artificial Photosynthesis

In the context of the Chameleon Suit study, artificial photosynthesis refers to a variety of
technical possibilities leading to the recovery of a significant fraction of the EVA
astronaut’s respiratory oxygen requirements from exhaled carbon dioxide and exhaled or
evaporated water vapor. Like natural photosynthesis, oxygen recovery processes are
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expected to be powered by incident sunlight on the surface of the spacesuit system since
this is the only power source that has been identified which is sufficiently energetic and
compatible with the mass and volume requirements for EVA mobility. If successfully
developed, they would enable significant reduction in the oxygen storage tanks in the
EVA life support backpack, the sole remaining portion of the system untouched by other
Chameleon Suit technologies. They will also reduce the need for mission expendables to
support EVA.
To realize this possibility, technology must be developed which can replicate the ability
of natural photosynthesis to apply the energy in incident sunlight to the reduction of CO2
in the presence of water to form O2 and organic compounds. Desirable characteristics of
natural photosynthesis, operation at normal ambient temperatures consistent with human
comfort, operation with low partial pressure of carbon dioxide, and ability to release
oxygen to a relatively high O2 partial pressure atmosphere must be preserved. At the
same time, substantial gains in process intensity (i.e. the net amount of oxygen recovered
per unit of area, system mass, and time) will be required to achieve practicality in a
spacesuit system. In addition, adaptation is required to move the process from an
operating environment in which sunlight, the carbon dioxide source, and atmospheric
oxygen sink are all available at a single common surface (or surfaces intimately
connected to one another as in a leaf), to one in which the sunlit surface may be exposed
to a vacuum and must be thermally isolated from atmospheric carbon dioxide source and
oxygen sink.
The replication of photosynthetic processes in biomimetic engineered systems is believed
to be a practical possibility in the near future based on the high level of active research in
this area, and rapid progress in understanding the materials and mechanisms involved.
The intense interest in photosynthesis and research activity aimed at understanding and
mimicking it is illustrated by the publication of a summary article entitled
“Photosynthesis and the Web” (Orr, Larry and Govindjee) by two researchers in the field
in 2002. It lists over 400 web links to sites dealing with the subject, researchers in the
field, related publications, etc. Process intensification is anticipated to result from:
• Higher CO2 partial pressure in spacesuit atmospheres than in the earth’s atmosphere
(especially downstream of the astronaut’s respiration where the system is expected to
function).
• Ability to optimize the process for O2 recovery since producing usable “fuel”
substances acceptable to the organism is not a high priority for an EVA system
(although desirable for mission resource conservation if practical).
• Elimination of overhead and losses associated with respiration, growth,
reproduction, etc. of the photosynthetic organism.
• Focused application of mass and heat transport intensification through the
incorporation of microchannel design techniques where beneficial.
Recognizing the early stage of research in this area, our technology investigation has
been aimed at surveying the current state of knowledge and developing an understanding
of the basic processes and issues to support preliminary judgments as to the ultimate
viability of this aspect of the Chameleon Suit concept.
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Practical challenges in photosynthesis lie in the development of photonic molecular
devices, such as sensors, memories and switches, which are associated with nanoscience
and nanotechnology. In addition, photocatalysts and organic solar cell reproducing
photosynthesis may help solve energy and environmental problems. For that reason, a
variety of researchers including biologists, chemists and physicists are involved in
photosynthesis research.
The photosynthetic system is, in fact, the most elaborate nanoscale biological process in
nature. It is a complex, multi-stage process that converts solar energy into chemical
energy. The overall chemical reaction is
6CO2+6H2O

C6H12O6 +6O2

Photosynthesis is a multipart complicated process which involves the interplay between
energy capture processes in “light reactions” and chemical reduction of CO2 in “dark
reactions” (as depicted in Figures 41 and 42). Specifically, the light reactions, also known
as PSII, encompasses photon capture and multi-electron generation, production of
oxygen, energy (ATP) and reducing power (NADHP) and the dark reactions or PSI
includes CO2 fixation and CO2 reduction to products. It should be noted that O2 is
formed from water and not carbon dioxide. Also, as shown on the energy diagram
(Figure 42), the overall process results in an increase in energy.
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Figure 41. Simplified Schematic of Natural Photosynthesis
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Figure 42. Schematic of Z-scheme-electron transport pathways from H2O to NADPH
At present, research in the area of artificial photosynthesis emphasizes understanding and
mimicking specific parts of the process. Researchers are reporting significant progress in
these endeavors, but at present, the performance of engineered systems for most process
steps falls short of that observed in nature and integration to achieve a complete process
remains a long term future goal.
Among many organizations in the United States active in research in this area, the
University of Arizona, the University of Illinois – Champaign, Urbana, and Argonne
National Laboratory appear to have particularly active programs although significant
progress is reported from many sites. Wide ranging research into natural and engineered
photosynthetic processes is conducted at the University of Arizona. The University of
Illinois has conducted important research into the photosynthetic light system processes.
Argonne National Laboratory is pursuing a structured program to understand natural
photosynthetic processes at a detailed level and use that understanding for the
development of artificial photochemical systems with enhanced photochemical energy
conversion. One fundamental challenge under investigation is linking ultra-fast, lightinduced electron transfers to slower oxidation-reduction and electrochemical processes.
It is envisioned that biomimetic molecular architectures will be employed. A wide
variety of advanced experimental techniques are being applied in a program that
addresses:
1. Structure and Energy-Conserving Function in Natural Photosynthesis
2. Electron Transfer in Hierarchical Photochemical Systems
3. Photosynthetic Model Systems for Photochemical Energy Conversion
4. Molecular Dynamics and Structure Correlations in Photo-induced Electron
Transfer (Reference 101)
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Among international researchers pursuing artificial photosynthesis are scientists led by
Dr. Vijoleta Braach-Maksvytis at CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization) in Australia (Reference 102). Their work is motivated by the
need to combat the greenhouse effect and modern society’s emissions of carbon dioxide
form fossil fuel combustion. They are applying nanotechnology to replicate nature’s
processes in engineered systems.
A critical aspect of the photosynthetic process lies in the mechanisms by which energy is
collected from multiple photons, stored and combined to accumulate energy sufficient to
break the hydrogen–oxygen bonds in a water molecule and release the oxygen. An
obvious challenge to engineered systems is the need to transfer energy in picosecond time
frames from the fast collector systems to slower transfer mechanisms in order to
minimize the loss of incident energy to reverse reactions. Research has shown that this is
accomplished by coupling light harvesting “antenna” systems to energy transfer and
storage systems that ultimately feed the reaction sites. Research in this area has included
detailed characterization of natural processes in multiple organisms and a variety of
experimental studies of synthetic systems some of which have shown considerable
promise.
A few examples from numerous citations found in the literature and on the web illustrate
the nature of this work and the progress being made. Artificial photosynthesis research at
CSIRO includes work focused on mechanisms for energy capture and transport of energy
and electrons from the energy capture sites. This includes work on charge transport in
thylakoid membranes and work on biomimetic solid supported lipid membranes
(Reference 103). The Molecular Photonics Group at Argonne National Laboratory has
reported the development of photochemical systems for the conversion and storage of
solar energy using organic electron donors and acceptors. They are seeking to foster
commercialization through the Office of Technology Transfer (Reference 104). At the
University of Illinois – Champaign, Urbana, and Kwansei Gakuin University in Japan,
research is elucidating details of the function of caretenoids in efficient light harvesting
and their energy transfer interactions with chlorophyll (Reference 105). The research
team at the University of Illinois has also elucidated the mechanisms of excitation
trapping and transfer in the photosystems of purple bacteria (Reference 106). Scientists
at Arizona State University led by Darius Kuciauskas and at North Carolina State
University led by Jonathan Lindsey have mimicked natures’ systems for collecting and
storing light energy in a molecular bonded structure that combines three light collecting
porphyrins to a fourth bound to a fullerene C60 molecule which served as the energy
acceptor (Reference 107). Fullerenes as novel electron acceptors present a wide range of
chemical and physical properties that make them potential chromophores in photoinduced redox processes. In particular, C60 molecules can efficiently induce a rapid
charge separation accompanied by a slow charge recombination. Recent work (Reference
108) has resulted in the synthesis of C60-fluorescein-anthracene (C60-FL-AN) hybrids in
which anthracene acts as an energy antenna and collects light in the 320-400 nm range
and transfers its energy to the fluorescein reaction center. Fluorescein itself is capable of
adsorbing light in the visible region (400-600 nm) and has been shown to efficiently
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transfer an electron to C60. Such hybrid model (C60-FL-AN) combines both artificial
photosynthesis and solar energy capabilities in one entity.
Although advances are mostly occurring at the molecular level, Japanese researchers
(Reference 109) have also recently demonstrated a novel strategy for the construction of
artificial photosynthesis materials. They used porphoryns and fullerenes as building
blocks into nanostructured photosynthetic systems by the help of self-assembled
monolayers onto metal electrodes.
Researchers at the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST) in the United Kingdom have taken a different biomimetic approach that has
focused directly on the separation of hydrogen and oxygen atoms bound in the water
molecule. Emulating photosynthetic processes that capture multiple photons and
combine their energies to power the necessary reaction steps, they use two catalysts,
Tungstic Oxide (WO3)-platinum (the photosystem 1 catalyst) and Strontium titanate–
platinum (the photosystem 2 catalyst) suspended as fine particles in an aqueous solution
containing iodine. The iodine oxidation-reduction reactions are used to provide the
necessary link to combine the energy of photons absorbed by particles of the two
photosystems. They have demonstrated the generation of hydrogen from water with
visible light energy using this approach (Reference 110).
Energy collection studies like those cited above are specific to Chameleon Suit
approaches in which the outer surface of the suit is chemically coupled to the reaction
sites where the reduction of carbon dioxide actually takes place. This will imply either
the need to segregate and transport the carbon dioxide (and water) to the outermost
layer(s) of the suit and then transport the oxygen back to the pressurized volume occupied
by the astronaut, or, more likely, the transport of an energy transport chemical analogous
to NADP or ATP between the illuminated surface of the suit and reaction sites on the
pressure bladder in contact with the circulating suit atmosphere (or in the case of a
mechanical counter pressure suit in a separate module in the life support backpack).
Despite the obvious challenges involved in implementing these designs, current prospects
for process efficiencies based on the alternative conversion of sunlight to electrical
energy at the suit surface offer little hope of enabling substantial oxygen recovery as
noted in section 5.4.
Research on processes for the reduction of carbon dioxide are potentially applicable to
any of the paths for implementing oxygen recovery in the Chameleon Suit since they can
be adapted to the delivery of activation energy from many sources. Current research
encompasses multiple approaches to achieving the desired reactions. This includes
investigations of processes based in the Sabatier and Bosch reactions that operate at high
temperature and make use of hydrogen as feed-stock. Although these processes are of
considerable interest for space life support and have been actively researched at Hamilton
Sundstrand and elsewhere, they have been excluded from consideration in this study
because there is no evident path for their practical integration into the suit walls. Our
technology research activities have been focused on carbon dioxide reactions, which use
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water, rather than hydrogen as a reactant and which will take place at normal operating
temperatures for a space suit atmosphere and pressure enclosure.
The desire for high reaction rates at low temperatures leads to an emphasis on two
primary paths of attack. A biomimetic approach leads to an emphasis on reactors based
on natural or synthesized enzymes. This follows logically from the observation that
reactions of interest are carried out in biological systems at useful rates and moderate
temperatures. An alternative approach makes use of electrochemical (including
electrocatalytic) processes. Both avenues of attack are actively pursued in the research
we have surveyed, as evident in selected examples in the ensuing paragraphs.
Researchers at Southern Illinois University in Carbondale, Illinois (Bakul Dave, and
Robyn Obert) have been experimenting with an enzymatic process to convert carbon
dioxide to methanol. Two bacterial enzymes and the enzyme that detoxified alcohol in
the human liver are trapped in the pores of a silica sol-gel that permits diffusion of carbon
dioxide and product alcohol, but immobilizes the large enzyme molecules (Reference
111). They sequentially convert the CO2 to formic acid, formaldehyde and ultimately
methanol using energy supplied by NADH (Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide)
molecules. In the process, two moles of water are consumed and 1-1/2 moles of oxygen
released for each mole of CO2 that is converted. Ultimately they hope to make this a
continuous process by supplying electric power to recycle the NADH. Photon capture
processes under study by other researchers would seem to offer another potential
alternative.
Researchers at Battelle Memorial Institute’s Pacific Northwest Laboratory are also
pursuing the creation of “Enzymatic Microreactors” as a practical means of conducting
complex reactions at lower temperatures and benign conditions. Recombinant DNA
technology is seen as the key to practical production of large quantities of practically any
desired enzyme. Technology development is aimed at means of anchoring the enzymes
by linking them to suitable microporous support surfaces without inhibiting their activity.
This is expected to permit the exploitation of the high heat and mass transfer rates
attainable in microchannel devices with the enzymes’ activity to achieve high throughput
typical of engineered systems under more favorable design conditions (Reference 112).
This avenue of attack on the problem corresponds closely to many aspects of the
development path envisioned to achieve high process intensity in the Chameleon Suit.
Electrochemical research on carbon dioxide reduction is also an active area of
investigation although the application of current research to the Chameleon Suit will
require substantial modifications to the processes employed. In one example, researchers
have investigated electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 in aqueous solutions using carbon
surfaces modified with cobalt pthalocyanine. They were shown to be effective in
reducing CO2 to CO and H2 (generating O2) (Reference 113). Use of a solid electrolyte
or an electrolyte contained in a porous structure could overcome the evident issues
involved in using aqueous solutions on or in the spacesuit walls, but specific catalysts
leading to the generation of more acceptable materials than carbon monoxide and
hydrogen must also be developed. Although it was not directed toward a man- portable
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application, Hamilton Sundstrand has performed earlier research on closed loop life
support systems in which electrochemical conversion of carbon dioxide to more
acceptable chemical species with an appropriate ratio of carbon and hydrogen content
was achieved.
Research is also addressing the mechanisms by which systems of the type we will require
to incorporate oxygen recovery into the suit walls may be practically produced. Self
assembly mechanisms for the required materials are under study. Teodor Balaban at the
Institut fur Nanotechnologie Forschungszentrum has reported synthetic procedures that
will lead to self assembly of porphyrin nano-structures required for artificial
photosynthesis. He references a paper by J.M. Lehn (Reference 114).
Our review of current research and progress in the area of artificial photosynthesis has
left the question of its ultimate feasibility in a space suit system unresolved. At present,
our understanding of the detailed mechanisms for natural processes and of the materials
and mechanisms involved is still incomplete. Attempts to replicate those processes in
engineered systems have shown promise, but are very much in their infancy. The
question in most cases is still if, not how well, proposed processes work. Further, current
efforts are conducted at the level of specific process steps within the over all
photosynthesis process sequence. They must be characterized more as developing
process understanding and basic design tools than as developing a practical means of
implementing the ultimate desired operations. As a result, there is little current evidence
indicating the ultimate end-to-end process efficiency or throughput that will ultimately be
achieved. This situation is not incompatible with the application of these emerging
technologies within the NIAC time horizon, especially given the pace of discovery over
the past 5 – 10 years. However, since the required process throughput and efficiency
exceed those observed in nature substantially, the risk that they will not be achieved is
very high and cannot be reduced until the technology and underlying science are
substantially more mature.
The second part of the photosynthesis process is the transformation of carbon dioxide
into products. As outlined in a recent monograph that summarizes the state of the art
research in CO2 transformation (References 155, 116), the fact that CO2 is a greenhouse
gas has generated a lot of interest and funding to develop CO2 mitigation scheme and
study CO2 reactions. However, the scientific community currently focuses its research
efforts on the reforming and/or hydrogenation of CO2 into industrially important
compounds such as fuels and chemical intermediates as out. Little current research, if
any, is specifically targeted at the recovery of oxygen directly from carbon dioxide. This
suggests that targeted research aimed specifically at energetically attractive oxygen
recovery pathways will need to be encouraged by NASA if this aspect of the Chameleon
suit is to become a reality. Such targeted research will be required to identify materials
and processes that are optimized for efficient, high throughput oxygen recovery and are
compatible with the particular chemical, thermal, design packaging and structural
requirements for spacesuit integration. However, targeted research will be appropriate
only after preliminary affirmative answers to fundamental feasibility questions have been
developed based on further progress in current research activities. Current research
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addresses processes that do, unavoidably, produce oxygen as a reaction product, and the
basic mechanisms and approaches for the Chameleon Suit will be substantially the same.
Table 6 summarizes the energy requirements and recovery ratios for various products
formed through the reaction
x CO2 + y H2O

Product + z O2

Table 6. Examples of potential synthesis reactions yielding oxygen from CO2 and water,
their product chemicals and specific energy consumption.
Product formed
Sugar
Methanol (g)
Ethanol (g)
Propanol (g)
Methane
Carbon
monoxide
Formic acid

Product
Chemical
formula
C6H12O6
CH3OH
C2H5OH
C3H7OH
CH4
CO

H2O/CO2
ratio,
(mol/mol)
1
2
1.5
1.3
2
0

O2/CO2 ratio
(mol/mol)

Energy required
(kJ/mol O2)

1
1.5
1.5
1.5
2
0.5

425
450
430
400
400
565

HCOOH

1

0.5

545

The energy needs for all transformations are fairly comparable. However, as these
reactions are the reverse of combustion reaction, they are not favored at normal
conditions. Answers that emerge with respect to practical limits on energy efficiency and
process throughput per unit of area and mass will be reasonable indicators of what is
likely to be achieved in systems tailored for the Chameleon Suit.
5.6.

Energy Storage

It will be necessary to store electrical power for Chameleon Suit operation. As a
minimum it will be necessary to provide electrical power to a vent flow circulation fan,
sensors, active insulation, system control, monitoring and displays. The power
requirement may be drastically changed by the need to power other systems such as an
Assisted Mobility System or an Oxygen Recovery System or both. To meet the
requirements of any possibility, both distributed and central power sources were
investigated. A distributed power system is presumed to consist of a number of small
cells or groups of cells to power adjacent or nearby devices. Each cell would be
rechargeable from a central connection to preclude the confusing chore of replacing and
keeping track of individual cells. A central power system is presumed to consist of a
large battery or fuel cell. This configuration corresponds to the current EMU power
configuration in which all systems are powered from a central rechargeable silver-zinc
battery. The anticipated characteristics of each of these configurations and some likely
associated loads are summarized on Table 7.
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Table 7. Distributed vs Central Power Considerations
Distributed Power Source
Characteristics
Small
Flexible
Small capacity
Low current draw
Low voltage
Higher cycle life
Loads
Sensors
Distributed Control
Thermoelectric Heat Pump
Distributed Oxygen Recovery

Central Power Source
Characteristics
Large
Rigid, Prismatic
Large capacity
High current draw
High voltage
~ 1 cycle/EVA
Loads
Fan or Pump
Thermoelectric Heat Pump
Oxygen Recovery System
Centralized Computer

Using distributed power sources rather than a central one has both advantages and
disadvantages. One advantage to multiple distributed power sources is that the weight is
evenly spread over the suit. Distributing power sources throughout the suit adds to the
overall mobility of the wearer. The next advantage is that the power bus will need to
carry smaller loads shorter distances, which allows for smaller conductors. Finally, a
single failure in a source is no longer critical, since it only represents a small percentage
of the total power available. Power can be re-routed to compensate for the failure.
However, controlling the flow of energy in the suit is made more complicated by having
a distributed network, and the benefit of less bulking wiring may be offset by the need for
more routs to and from the power sources. Ancillary equipment is also more of an issue
with distributed power sources. For example, in the case of distributed batteries multiple
charge controllers are needed, each of which can be as large as the battery itself.
A summary of considered technologies within each power source category is presented
on Table 8. In the table, energy storage systems that appear to have potential
applicability in the Chameleon Suit concept are shown in the top segment of each
column. Those listed in the lower segment of each column have been evaluated as not
appropriate for this use. Primary (non-rechargeable) batteries were rejected from
consideration because the logistics of carrying large amounts of non-regenerative
resources on planetary exploration missions would be prohibitive. The micro gas turbine
was eliminated because of the large amount of oxygen rich, not 100% oxygen, working
gas required.
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Table 8. Distributed vs Central Power (Available Technologies)
Distributed Power Source
Central Power Source
Secondary (rechargeable) Lithium
Batteries

Niobium-Lithium
2.0 VDC
Manganese Titanium Lithium 1.5
Manganese Lithium
3.0
Vanadium Pentoxide Lithium 3.0
1000 cycles at 10% DoD
Lithium Ion Cell
3.7 VDC; recharge at 4.2 VDC
500 cycles @ 20% DoD

Fuel Cell

1. Mid-Range Fuel cells – several watts
to several kilowatts
Polymer electrolyte fuel cell technology
Hydrogen – Air
Weight 1.7 lbs
Volume 0.07 ft3
205 Watts/kg
115 Watts/liter

Lithium Polymer Cell
3.8 VDC; recharge at 4.2 VDC
300 cycles @ 20% DoD

2. Miniature units – cell phone battery
replacement
Methanol/Water – Air
1:1 Replacement
Fuel Cell
Lithium battery
3237
900 mA-hr
393
67 mW-hr/g
253
70 W-hr/liter

Lithium Cobalt Oxide flexible thin film
cell
3.6 VDC; recharge at 4.2 VDC
70,000 cycles demonstrated
Primary Lithium Batteries

Micro Gas Turbine

Lithium Ion Battery
15 to 30 VDC
>300 cycles @ 20% DoD

Lithium Manganese Dioxide

Not practical due to the required
working fluid

Up to 18 VDC battery
Thin Cells 3 & 6 VDC
Cylindrical C, D & other cells; 3 VDC
Prismatic cell 3 VDC
High Energy Battery Technology

This investigation focused on Lithium batteries due to its far greater specific energy and
power density than that associated with other cell chemistries available today or
identified as future potential alternatives. Table 9 presents a comparison of commercial
secondary Lithium cells illustrating current performance of the technology. A flexible
Lithium-Cobalt Oxide cell is currently available that could be integrated as a part of the
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suit fabric. Based on current development activity it may be anticipated that flexible Li
battery choices will be more numerous and varied when the Chameleon Suit is designed
and built. It should be noted that secondary Lithium batteries have historically required
special care and control while charging to prevent cell damage or the possibility of a
violent chemical reaction. Although Lithium batteries are becoming safer as they make
their way into more consumer products, charging may still require the provision of
special control circuits with each cell and must be considered in applying this technology
in a distributed power system.
Battery

Table 9. Commercial Battery Comparison
Energy
Voltage
Specific
Density
Energy
by Volume*
by Weight*
VDC
mW-hr/gm
mW-hr/mm3

Panasonic Coin Batteries (www.panasonic.com)
Niobium-Lithium
2.0 nominal
32
Manganese Titanium
Lithium
Manganese Lithium
Vanadium Pentoxide
Lithium

1.5 nominal

7.9 to 15

3.0 nominal

43.5 to 66

3.0 nominal

15 to 47.6

0.105
0.027 to
0.049
0.150 to
0.233
0.059 to
0.133

Recharge
Cycles

1000 to 10%
DoD
500 to 1 VDC
1000 to 10%
DoD
1000 to 10%
DoD

Ultralife (www.ultralifebatteries.com)
Lithium Ion (Military) 15 to 30
nominal
Lithium Polymer
3.8 nominal

122.3 to
0.180 to
>300 to 20%
123.2
0.183
DoD
129.2 to
0.196 to
300 to 20%
162.9
0.310
DoD
Lithium Ion
3.7 nominal
141.8 to
0.333 to
500 to 20%
166.5
0.363
DoD
*Volume and Weight calculation based on overall battery, including the case.
*Power calculation based on the nominal voltage and rated capacity.
The Lithium Polymer and Lithium Ion cells are similar technologies. They both are
based
on
the
so-called
Li-ion
or
rocking
chair
technology
and
Carbon/Lithium⋅Metal⋅Oxide chemistry. The major difference is the electrolyte system.
A Lithium Ion cell contains a liquid electrolyte while the Lithium Polymer cell
incorporates a gel-coated, microporous separator bonded to the gel-laden electrodes
(Reference 117).
As the data in Table 9 illustrate, the specific energy and power density vary greatly due to
the battery chemistry and package size. Within a given chemistry and capacity range, the
energy density is relatively consistent between battery designs. As one example of a
battery appropriate for the central power source applications identified in Table 7,
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Yardney Technical Products designed and developed a 28 VDC, 25 A-hr Lithium-Ion
battery to power the Mars 2001 Lander pictured in Figure 43 (Reference 118). It is
comparable in volume and capacity to the current EMU battery. The prototype battery
has a specific energy of 123 mW-hr/gm at 20°C, similar to other batteries described
above. The specific energy is 85 mW-hr/gm at -20°C which is the low end of the
temperature range.

Figure 43. Prototype 25 A-hr, 28-V lithium-ion battery selected for Mars 2001 Lander.
As published in Electrical Design, “In general, the industry should continue making
modest, steady gains in the future. Toshiba has charted the growth in energy density
since Li-ion's, introduction. The company projects a steady 9% to 10% increase in
capacity over the coming decade” (Reference 119).
A novel approach to a distributed power system is a flexible rechargeable battery
integrated into the Chameleon Suit fabric. Cymbet (Reference 120) is a small company
that manufactures a rechargeable Lithium Cobalt Oxide battery that is sufficiently
flexible to be integrated into the Chameleon Suit fabric. Cymbet has manufactured
flexible cells that are typically 0.001 inch thick and 1 cm2 with a 1 mA-hr capacity. This
technology was licensed from Oak Ridge National Lab.
The battery material is vacuum deposited on a variety of substrates. Cymbet has
previously used silicone, liquid crystal polymers, glass, metal foil and kapton. Based on
this varied experience, it appears likely that a variant can be developed with a suitable
substrate choice in terms of oxygen and space environment compatibility, and mechanical
integration with the space suit fabric. Significant progress in this direction may be
anticipated in the next 5 to 10 years as a result of strong military and commercial interest
in wearable electronic systems although these developments are unlikely to address
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specific issues of oxygen and space environment compatibility. The power density for
these cells drops as the cell warms above 55°C. This, together with loss of performance
at extremely cold temperatures common to most batteries, implies that the cells would
only be suitable for use in inner layers of the Chameleon Suit lay-up where there is
protection from temperature extremes in the space environment. It presently does not
appear that fundamental changes in battery chemistry and current transport mechanisms
that would eliminate this restriction are likely, but it is not expected to create major
system design problems.
Known safety issues with series connection of lithium cells have been partially addressed
by Cymbet. Strings of these batteries have been discharged in series to provide higher
terminal voltage required for some applications. However, Cymbet uses a constant
voltage charger to charge individual cells. This would significantly complicate the
integration of flexible energy storage cells into the spacesuit unless all of the powered
systems operate at single cell voltage since it would require two different, switchable,
networks to connect the cells in series for discharge and individually for charging. It is
highly desirable to develop proven techniques for safely charging a string of Lithium
battery cells in series. Most Lithium battery manufacturers currently recommend
charging cells individually with a charge monitoring/controlling device to preclude a
catastrophic event.
Fuel Cell Technology

Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cells are being developed that could provide the
necessary power for the Chameleon Suit. This technology operates at a moderate
temperature and pressure and may be made safe for application in the suit. Industry is
aggressively pursuing methanol-air miniature fuel cell technology as a direct replacement
for the battery in a laptop computer or a cell phone and larger fuel cells for the
automotive market. The commercial development of either of these devices may provide
a foundation for a suitable Chameleon Suit power source, but significant application
specific development will likely be required. Among the specific issues to be addressed
are operation with oxygen rather than air, operation at reduced pressure, compatibility
with the spacesuit’s small closed loop atmosphere, and operation in a zero gravity
environment. To limit the suit weight and complexity, it is expected that the Chameleon
suit will provide a breathing atmosphere of 100% oxygen like all of its predecessors. The
fuel cell materials will have to be very carefully chosen to comply with oxygen
compatibility requirements like the current Shuttle fuel cells. Also, their off-gassing
products as well as the fuel cell reaction products will need to be safe in the astronaut’s
breathing gas. It is also necessary to address reliability issues involving common storage
of fuel cell and breathing oxygen.
The current state of development of these products is illustrated by information received
in a telephone conversation with Mr. Robert Hockaday, President of Energy Related
Devices (ERD) www.energyrelatedevices.com. ERD is a very small company that holds
several patents on miniature methanol – air fuel cells. Their commercial target is the
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power supply for consumer cell phones. An example of their product is shown in Figure
44 (Photo from Energy Related Devices website).

Figure 44. Miniature Methanol-Air Fuel Cell
ERD’s fuel cells are printed on a high strength plastic substrate. The one pictured is
printed on polyester. Polyamide, polyarimide, Teflon and polycarbonate can also be
used. The design is fail safe in that a short circuit would fuse the insulator and shut off
that section of the cell rather than continuing to build up heat. A diode can be built into
the cell so that a failed cell can be bypassed rather than shutting off the entire stack.
The ERD fuel cell runs at approx 22°C (72°F) and may be operated at 40°C (104°F) to
boost the performance. The unit operates at ambient pressure and has been tested at Los
Alamos, New Mexico, which is at approximately 7200 ft altitude or about 11 psia.
ERD is testing units that are approximately the size of a business card. The technology
may be scaled up to 1 m2 at 1 kW. These fuel cells are designed to produce high voltage
by stacking cells. The methanol carryover is reported to be <1%. A cell designed to
minimize the methanol carryover yields such a small amount of carryover that it is hard
to measure.
Extended Surface Electrolytic Capacitor Technology

An Extended Surface Electrolytic Capacitor is sometimes called a Supercapacitor or
Ultracapacitor, which are trade names. Some examples are shown in Figure 45 (Photo
provided by JME, Inc., Shaker Heights, Ohio). An electrolytic capacitor is basically a
double layer capacitor with an electrolytic dielectric medium. The charge is stored
electrostatically, not chemically. The voltage is limited by the decomposition potential of
the electrolyte. Extremely large capacitances in a small volume can be achieved with
high area carbon electrodes. Even higher capacities can be obtained with an asymmetric
design where one current collector is carbon and the other is Nickel Oxyhydroxide
(NiOOH). Memory backup is a common application of these devices. They have also
been used for engine starting and electric motors. They cannot be used to filter out 60 Hz
due to their slow response time.
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Figure 45. Examples of Electrolytic Capacitors
An electrolytic capacitor provides high capacitance density, essentially unlimited shelf
life, a maintenance-free safe replacement for batteries and unlimited charge/discharge
cycles. More power, but less energy, is available from an electrolytic capacitor than from
a battery of comparable size and weight. The electrolytic capacitor operates under a
wider temperature range than a battery and can withstand a high shock or acceleration.
The charging circuit is simple and recharge is rapid.
An electrolytic capacitor may be useful for surge requirements, for distributed energy
storage where analysis shows charge discharge cycles to be relatively short, or for power
tools. It probably could not be used as the primary suit power supply. Their lower
energy storage density is a major disadvantage, and variations in terminal voltage will
also complicate system design. Unlike a lithium battery, which maintains a nearly
constant terminal voltage as it discharges, as the capacitor discharges, the voltage drops.
Efficient operation over a wide range of supply voltage is required complicating the
electronic design, and the capacitor system must be over-sized to maintain sufficient
voltage for the electronics to function properly at the end of the useful discharge cycle.
Conclusion

Both distributed and centralized power storage will be viable for the Chameleon Suit
based on the current state and rapid advance in energy storage technologies. The
compromises currently observed in flexible storage designs suitable for distribution
through the suit suggest that the ultimate architecture may combine limited capacity short
cycle distributed storage with a centralized power source that provides net power needs
for the EVA duration. However, it is too early to make this judgment with confidence
given the rapid emergence of new designs and the potential impact of nano-technology
on future electrochemical systems.
The technology of power sources and storage devices will surely advance during the next
decade due to huge market pressures. In order to increase operating time and
environmental friendliness, industry is aggressively pursuing the power sources used for
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portable electronics, such as cell phones and computers, as well as those for the
automotive industry.
It is important to continue to monitor the advances of the industry. Lithium Ion and
Lithium Polymer batteries have become consumer items and the industry is working to
increase their capacity. Industry is also working to incorporate miniature fuel cells into
portable electronics, representing the distributed system approach. It is a daily news item
that industry is working to develop a viable automotive fuel cell system, representing the
central system approach. Any of these options are likely scaleable to fulfill the
requirements of a Chameleon Suit. All of these advances will change the opportunities to
add more features and the expectations of the crewmembers for a lighter, smarter and
more comfortable future space suit. Usually, improvements require power.
It must be recognized that, as in the case of the current EMU battery,
focused development to address the special needs of a spacesuit system will ultimately be
required to apply the advances driven by commercial and military needs in the
Chameleon Suit. Based on past experience, the best use of advancing energy storage
technology and risk management will be realized if approximately five years is allowed
for this process.
5.7.

System Integration and Control Technologies

Overview

Electrical integration technologies are a central element in the Chameleon Suit concept,
which inherently requires active sensing and control devices distributed over the surface
of the suit. Study concepts entailing heat pumping and oxygen recovery functions,
increase the integration challenge by increasing the number of signals which must
potentially be transferred to support system operation and by significantly increasing the
amount of power that must be transferred, stored, and managed. Emerging technologies
for smart garments and conductive textiles have been reviewed against these growing
needs. Some noteworthy design considerations guiding this effort include:
• Critical systems will require redundancy/multiple path implementation
• Traditional methods of cabling/buses/connectors are cumbersome, weighty and
have poor reliability.
The technology base that best fits the Chameleon Suit’s needs for garment integration
and flexibility as well as redundancy and reliability in a high flexure personal garment is
the development of fabrics that integrate conductors and active components, either in the
form of interwoven metallics and embedded microcomponents, or conductive polymer
structures. Based on the available data, both will easily be capable of meeting the modest
data transfer needs for the Chameleon Suit. Conductive polymer technologies currently
appear more amenable to the cost-effective manufacture of the complex multi-layer
signal and power transfer geometries we will require. However, the limited conductivity
presently afforded by conductive polymer materials makes them unattractive for power
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transport at the relatively high power levels required for heat pumping and oxygen
recovery processes.
Five broad areas of requirements for the Chameleon suit which have been addressed in
our integration and control technology investigation are:
•

Integration Architecture: Consideration of the interactions of the Chameleon Suit
with its wearer and its environment leads to the conclusion that its design must
include a large number of independently controlled zones in the pressure suit for
many of the system functions. Maintaining thermal comfort through varying
activity levels, thermal environments, and orientations with respect to incident
sunlight and proximate hot surfaces, for example, was shown analytically to
require approximately 150 separate regions within which suit wall heat transport
could be independently varied. Much of the control of each zone is driven by
local variables that can be sensed and used directly. This is reflected in a
distributed control architecture with limited reliance on centralized data
processing and control. Similar surface partitions will be required to manage
energy harvesting and active heat transport functions while chemical transport and
oxygen recovery functions will likely be more uniform and consistent over the
suit surface area.
Since suit functions consuming power, power generation, and control are all
distributed over the suit surface, the anticipated system architecture also includes
distributed power conditioning and storage elements. Using these, power losses
and design penalties for the transmission of power from source to use can be
reduced to the minimum possible value. In addition, the power system can be
exceptionally robust against component failures.

•

Power: In the Chameleon Suit, power is required for many different purposes
variously distributed over the surface of the suit and in time through the course of
the mission. In addition, power may be available from distributed energy
harvesting systems in complex and largely unpredictable temporal and spatial
patterns. Required integration and control systems will interact strongly with the
energy storage technology choices discussed in the preceding section. In general,
required capabilities and technology characteristics include low loss power
distribution through conductive networks integrated with the suit to move power
from where it is available to where it is needed, power conditioning to match
potentially variable voltage sources and needs, and control and monitoring (see
below) to manage energy flows and ensure that the astronaut is aware of potential
problems with system energy balance or power flow. System design choices in
terms of the distribution of energy storage, the location and type of energy
conditioning, etc. will have a substantial impact on the specific demands placed
on these technologies (for example, the current carried and acceptable voltage
drop will depend on system operating voltage and the relative locations of power
sources and loads).
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•

Power control will be primarily associated with assisted mobility or mechanical
counter-pressure systems, thermoelectric cooling, energy harvesting and storage
systems, and communications. The sophistication of the power system combining
a large number of sources with time varying voltage and current output in
response to changing environments and suit orientation will require a very robust
and capable control in small packages that can be distributed widely over the
pressure suit surface.

•

Sensing: Sensing is required to provide the basis for control of the suit systems;
this includes internal measurements of O2, CO2, distributed internal and external
measurements of temperature to control thermal and chemical transport systems,
voltage and current sensing to control power management. Distributed force and
displacement measurements may be required to control active suit fit and assisted
mobility functions. Because the number of anticipated sensors is large and they
will be widely distributed over and within the pressure garment, emphasis is
placed on emerging MEMS and nano-technologies that will enable them to be
very small with low power requirements, and, ideally, integral to the suit layers
themselves.

•

Data Communications: Interface between the various systems will require a
robust data communications system. It is envisioned that the communication can
be accomplished over conductors integral to the fabric layers of the spacesuit,
although other wireless solutions are also possible. A two conductor, serial digital
bus, with all the controllers connected daisy chain is probably most efficient. It
could be implemented either with embedded metallic conductors, integrated
conductive polymer circuits, or optical data links.

•

Control: As described in the Phase 1 report, control for the Chameleon Suit has
many aspects and can occur at varying levels of integration. This remains true in
our Phase 2 study as the number and complexity of systems potentially requiring
control grows. Control in this context encompasses a wide range of functions
including centralized and distributed data processing elements required to
determine appropriate system responses to changing conditions, local control
devices required to drive actuators, electrochromic and thermoelectric elements,
etc. throughout the system, and data transfer systems required to transfer
information from system sensors to data processing elements, among coordinating
data processing elements, and from the data processing elements to control
devices throughout the system.
In order for the control of the Chameleon Suit systems to realize the concept’s
potential, it must not only be implemented effectively as an engineered system,
but must also be integrated effectively with the neuromuscular systems of the
humans who will wear the suit. Current research in the area of brain wave control
systems is exploring exciting future control possibilities that will minimize both
cognitive and physical burdens on space explorers while coupling suit system
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functions like thermal comfort control and assisted mobility or contact pressure
maintenance functions to the most timely and direct possible control inputs.
Integration Architecture

As described in greater detail in Reference 2, and illustrated in Figure 46 and Table 10,
analyses of system functional requirements during the Phase 1 Chameleon Suit study
effort led to the conclusion that approximately 150 separate control zones would be
required to control the suit insulation to effectively and efficiently maintain the space
explorer’s thermal comfort as he or she moves freely in space environments. Since this is
driven primarily by the effects of incident solar energy, requirements for separate control
zones are essentially identical for other functions that interact strongly with incident
sunlight such as integrated active heat pumping and energy harvesting as well as related
functions such as power conditioning, transport, and storage. Even functions such as
active chemical transport or oxygen recovery that are ideally uniform over the suit
surface area may be controlled locally in response to the same environmental parameters
to minimize losses associated with power transmission and maximize over all process
efficiency.

Effect of Sensing & Control Zone Angular Size

Temperature Error (C)

Tmax
T1

50

1
0.8

40
Temp Error, Tsink=-18
Temp Error, Tsink=10
Q relative, Tsink=-18
Q relative, Tsink=10

30
20

0.6
0.4
0.2

10
0
0

50
100
150
Zone Angular Width (Degrees)

0
200

Figure 46. Control zones of approximately 45 degrees angular extent will support
efficient Chameleon Suit thermal control.
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Relative Heat Rejection

1.2

60

Table 10. Approximately 150 control zones provide the desired thermal control
performance on an anthropomorphic space suit system.
Control & Sensing Zones

Inactive Zones Comments

Head
Torso
Upper Arm
Lower Arm
Upper Leg
Lower Leg
Shoulders

Gloves
Elbows
Knees
Boots

Total

11
32
24
24
24
24
7

45 degree cap on top, 5 ~45 degree zones, 45 degrees up from equator ( excludes visor a
8 45 degree circumferential zones, 4 vertical divisions, encompasses torso and PLSS
8 45 degree circumferential zones, 3 vertical divisions
8 45 degree circumferential zones, 3 vertical divisions
8 45 degree circumferential zones, 3 vertical divisions
8 45 degree circumferential zones, 3 vertical divisions
2 subdivisions on top of each shoulder, 3 segments on top of PLSS
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The primary control variables for each of these functions, inner and outer surface
temperatures, solar cell current, thermo-electric device voltage, and so on are locally
sensed where the control action is required. Centrally derived system parameters that
may be involved such as the explorer’s metabolic rate and over all thermal comfort status
or total system energy balance will generally change relatively slowly and are likely to be
derived from other parameters measured at relatively few locations.
Similar considerations apply to the management and transfer of power. Many
Chameleon Suit processes, like active insulation control, use power primarily for
transient events and both power consumption and generation will be distributed over the
surface of the suit. Further, uses of power, like active heat pumping may be related
spatially as well as temporally to power availability from energy harvesting. This will
allow reduced power transmission losses if the integration architecture contains
provisions for local energy storage and for the flexible transfer of energy among
proximate zones of the suit rather than through centralized power conditioning, storage
and control components. However, the system also must provide for operation under
mission conditions that create a general power deficit for extended periods of time and
must allow for convenient access to and recharge of significant energy storage capacity.
This consideration as well as the presence of centralized power consumption for
functions like communications, system supervisory control and health monitoring, crew
data interface, and life support functions that remain centralized makes it desirable to
incorporate centralized as well as distributed energy storage and power management
systems.
Since it has been concluded that the optimum arrangement for both power and
information systems in the Chameleon Suit is likely to combine centralized and
distributed elements, the integration architecture that supports both best is envisioned as a
hierarchical arrangement in which central elements interact with local networks of
components and subsystems functioning with a relatively high level of autonomous
capability. The primary movement of power or data within this system is intended to be
among components within a local region. Longer range power transfers or data
interactions will be enabled as they are necessary based on specific design
implementations or operating conditions. This approach not only provides efficiency by
minimizing operational and design penalties, but can also be implemented to facilitate
possible system technology evolution or reconfiguration by enabling local changes with
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minimal impact on other parts of the system once appropriate interface standards have
been established in the design. Designs which implement hierarchical structures similar
to that envisioned for the Chameleon Suit have become increasingly common and
effective in recent years. The implementation of such a system is not expected to add
measurably to the technology challenges inherent in the concept. More specific
discussion on this integration approach follows in the paragraphs that deal with system
control technologies.
Power

To evaluate the relevance and potential of power integration technologies, it is necessary
to quantify to some degree the demands that the Chameleon Suit will place upon them.
Both power sources and power sinks must be considered.
Power Sources
The Chameleon Suit is envisioned as potentially including two mechanisms beyond
stored chemical energy in the form of batteries or fuel cells. Photovoltaic or
thermoelectric devices integrated into the suit walls offer the possibility of generating
appreciable electrical energy to supply all or part of the system’s power requirements.
Photovoltaic Cells: These produce electric power by conversion of incident (primarily
visible) light derived from the sun. At the Earth’s orbital location, solar flux on a
perpendicular unshaded surface is approximately 1400 W/m2 and will vary for different
mission locations with shading, reflections, and as the inverse square of the distance from
the sun. The resulting output electrical power from photovoltaic elements integrated into
the Chameleon Suit will vary with their orientation, location, and with the efficiency of
conversion they provide. Local output will vary dramatically and change as the astronaut
moves. Given a representative 1 m2 projected suit area, total power output as high as 450
watts may be realistic with optimistic possibilities as high as 500 watts. Suit power
management systems must be capable of conditioning this power and transporting it to
active power consumers such as heat pump elements or to local or central energy storage.
Photovoltaic - Battery Charge Control: Photovoltaic Cells produce electric power by
conversion of incident light derived from the sun. The solar flux on the cell will vary as
the inverse square of the distance from the sun, and with shading, reflection, and cell
surface condition.

As illustrated in Figure 47 below, a power management system for the photovoltaic
charging of a battery will include a controller receiving current and voltage signals from
both the photovoltaic panel and the battery as well, possibly, as data or control signals
from other layers in the power management hierarchy. It may include a controllable DC –
DC converter charging system. The controller will control the operation of the DC – DC
converter and power flow to and from the local batteries, local power consumers, and
power transfer buses communicating with other parts of the Chameleon Suit.
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PhotoVoltaic Charging of Batteries
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Figure 47 Photovoltaic devices integrated into the Chameleon Suit will require
sophisticated control to match output to loads and energy storage.
Typical photovoltaic (PV) cells develop about 2.5 volts across an open circuit when in
sunlight. A series string of cells provides efficient generation of higher voltage levels if
they can be assured nearly equal illumination. The current output from the cells and the
voltage they can supply to a practical power load depends on the intensity of illumination
on their surface. When the cells are sufficiently illuminated and connected to the
terminals of local area or system batteries, a current will flow which will charge the
batteries.
The complex surface geometry of the Chameleon Suit and the likelihood of local surface
shadowing are likely to restrict the number of cells for which uniform illumination can be
assured. This in turn will place limits on the number of cells that can be connected in
series for efficient operation and, therefore, on the voltage that can be supplied without
using a DC-DC converter. In such a converter, a transistor turns on power and a
regulator provides power to the rest of the charge controller circuitry when the PV panel
output current is sufficient. Because the solar flux on the cells will vary widely with
distance from the sun, and with shading, reflection, cell surface condition, and cell age,
the DC/DC converter will need to operate well over a wide range of power flow
conditions to allow the system to derive maximum benefit from energy harvesting.
The use of these power management devices in the context of the Chameleon Suit’s
distributed hierarchical design architecture implies that they must be small enough and
suitable in their characteristics for integration into the suit walls at a great many locations
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to implement local power control and conversion functions without transferring low
voltage / high current power to central locations for conversion in traditional large scale
electronic power supplies. The continuing development of microelectronics makes it
clear that the sensing and information processing parts of this task will be feasible in the
right sorts of packages or as integrated elements of the suits active polymer walls.
Greater challenges may be anticipated with the switching transistors used directly in
power handling and conversion and in devices and integrated designs that may be
required to manage electro-magnetic interference for these designs. Size reduction for
the power transistors for this design will be limited by fundamental device physics and
waste heat transport requirements. EMI control for switching DC-DC converters has
traditionally required the use of inductive components and shielding that are too large and
heavy for the envisioned suit wall integration. At this time, a satisfactory solution path is
not clear, but coordinated operation of multiple proximate devices and the small scale and
power level of each may offer some promise.
The battery will need to be able to indicate its state-of-charge and health (SoC and SoH)
to the power controller in order to protect against possible damage and hazardous
conditions as well as to support efficient power management at the system level. Battery
monitoring continues to be an active development area to support the safe use of new
battery types offering extremely high energy density in a wide range of portable
electronic devices. The techniques and devices that result as well as many of the
emerging advanced battery types are directly applicable to the Chameleon Suit’s needs
and amenable to packaging in appropriate sizes and form factors. Batteries can be
equipped with a microchip and communicate its SoC and SoH to the controller through a
variety of data bus implementations including some integrated with the necessary DC
current connections. The data; voltage, current and temperature can all be communicated
through a single conductor. For safety reasons, most battery manufacturers currently run
a separate wire for temperature sensing. A discussion of the “smart battery” can be found
in Reference 121.
Thermoelectric Cells: These are Peltier effect devices that use the difference in
temperature between the inside and outside of the suit to generate electricity. Based on
the limited temperature difference that can be sustained across these devices while
radiating the human’s waste heat to space and inherent limitations in performance,
anticipated thermal to electrical power conversion efficiency of these devices is expected
to be about 2% in favorable (cold) environments. The human body as a power source is
expected to generate approximately 275 W of average thermal power over the duration of
an EVA. Peak activity levels may generate up to 600 watts of metabolic waste heat.
This means that the thermoelectric cells collectively will be capable of supplying 13 or
more W of power if all the heat from the crewmember flows through the devices. Three
to five watts, a modest, but not negligible fraction of typical system power consumption,
would be a more normal value. This power will be derived from a large number of
individual thermoelectric elements distributed over the suit’s surface with individual cell
output voltages on the order of 40 mv. As in the case of photovoltaic energy harvesting,
output will vary widely over the surface of the suit in response to local thermal conditions
governed by incident solar radiation, contact with hot or cold surfaces, etc. Effective use
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of this resource is likely to require sophisticated control of interconnections to provide
useful terminal voltages consistent with the demands of system energy storage and power
uses. Issues of power conversion and control are expected to be similar to those
discussed for photovoltaic energy harvesting above. In addition, it should be noted that
the thermoelectric devices will also serve as active heat pumping elements and will use
appreciably more electric power in performing that function than they will generate as
energy harvesting devices.
Power Consumption Patterns
The Chameleon Suit concept introduces significant distributed power consumption in
addition to the local component power requirements that characterize current EVA
systems. Distributed power consumption includes consumption for thermal control, for
active suit fit and assisted mobility, and possibly for active chemical transport and
oxygen recovery.
There are three thermal management elements in the suit design: (1) suit insulation
actuation elements, (2) suit electro-chromic elements and (3) thermoelectric heat
transport elements.
Suit Insulation Actuators: These are the elements that control the air space between
various layers of the suit. They are currently envisioned as electro-active polymers
(EAP) that change shape in response to an applied voltage. The change of shape affects
the heat conductivity of the suit layers by controlling the trapped air space and hence the
thickness. The design is a multiple layer construction with the expansion of each layer
controllable in discrete intervals (expanded or contracted) as shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48. Multiple Layer Suit Construction
The power required could be as high as 75 watts peak power depending on the type and
characteristics of the actuators selected. The load will be distributed over the ~3 m2
surface of the suit system with small unit areas individually powered in response to
directional environments as described in Reference 2.
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Suit Electro-Chromic Elements: These are elements that control the suit’s radiant heat
transfer properties. The emissivity of the surface of each internal suit layer is adjustable
via applied voltage. The energy required to change emissivity is estimated to be 0.3
joules/m2; the suit has a 3 m2 max area and there are expected to be 5 active layers so the
energy for the variation of the entire suit surface is 0.3 * 3 * 5 = 4.5 joules. A typical
transition will take place over 5 seconds each so the power required during the transition
is estimated as approximately 1 watt distributed over the suit surface. This is expected to
be an intermittent demand with very low average power required. It will integrate well
with even small local energy storage capability.
Thermoelectric Cooling: These are Peltier effect devices used to transfer heat from the
suit’s inner layers to warmer outer layers to allow the rejection of waste heat by radiation
in warm environments. The thermoelectrics are projected to achieve a coefficient of
performance for refrigeration on the order of 2 for Chameleon Suit operating conditions
yielding a maximum power requirement of 300 watts at high metabolic rates in hot
thermal environments or approximately 100 W/m2 distributed over the suit surface.
Operation near this maximum value is expected to be rare and sustained only for brief
intervals (15 minutes or less based on current EVA design metabolic profiles). Typically,
no active heat pumping will be required, but integration elements, including power
transfer conductors and power control elements, will need to be sized to sustain the
maximum value to ensure a robust design.
Power Requirements of Mechanical System: Active suit sizing will allow adjustment
of the suit during don and doff of the suit. Power requirements are estimated at 5 W per
control zone, with 25 control zones for a total power of 125 W. This is used only during
don and doff and could theoretically draw power from exterior power sources.
Operational convenience will dictate that the suit system includes power distribution and
management systems that will allow the use of a single connection point if external
power is used. There should be the capability in the design for a limited number of don
and doff cycles on internal suit power as a contingency for currently undefined events.
Active Mobility Support and Mechanical Counter Pressure Designs: The state of
development of high force, high cycle active materials as well as the limited application
design base makes power requirements for these potential system aspects highly
speculative. Possibilities for active mobility support range from very limited support
focused on the gloves to alleviate specific operational issues to support seeking to
augment the capabilities of the astronaut’s large muscle groups. When anticipated
actuator efficiencies on the order of 20% are taken into account, power requirements in
active suit regions may be expected to range from 25 watts over a region of ~40 cm2 to as
much as 250 watts over regions on the order of 400 cm2. Several such regions could be
active simultaneously. Mechanical counter pressure support suit actuators providing
dynamic adjustments to maintain contact pressure in difficult regions may consume
comparable power. It might be anticipated that they will be active over a similar number
of control zones to those used for active fit support of donning and doffing. Actuators in
these categories may be powered frequently and for extended periods of time during an
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EVA making it difficult to use local distributed energy storage to minimize power
transport requirements within the suit.
Oxygen Recovery: Two areas are considered where O2 may be recovered. One is in the
life support backpack; the other is in the walls of the suit. In both cases, a system that is
capable of matching the EVA average oxygen consumption (i.e. 275 watts metabolic
output) is assumed with a target end-to-end efficiency of 50% implying approximately
600 W total power requirement at peak output (if a physical-chemical approach using
electrical power is pursued). In the backpack, this will represent a concentrated 600 watt
load that must be connected to receive power from central energy storage and from
photovoltaic energy harvesting elements distributed over the suit surface. In the suit
walls, an effective power density of 200 W/m2 is implied with a suit system surface area
of 3 m2. In this case, conversion can be assumed to be driven by a combination of locally
generated power from photovoltaics, locally stored energy, and energy form central
power storage and distant photovoltaic elements. The importance of the last two of these
sources will depend on design decisions about the amount of oxygen conversion to be
performed and whether or not it will be attempted in portions of the suit wall that are not
directly illuminated. These (as yet unresolved) choices will have a significant impact on
the design requirements for the suit power distribution and control elements.

Summary of Power Requirements
A summary of the power sources and sinks that must be interconnected by the suit’s
power distribution elements is shown in Table 11 below:
Table 11. Power Distribution Needs
Element
Type
Power
Photovoltaics (SA)
Source 280-700 W
Thermoelectric (TEG)
Source 2-13 W
Insulation Actuators (SIA)
Sink
75 W (max)
Electrochromics (SEE)
Sink
5 W (peak)
Thermoelectric Refrig (TEC)
Sink
300 W (max)
Active Suit Fit (ASF)
Sink
125 W (ext)
Mobility Support (AMS)
Sink
500 W (est)
Oxygen Regen (O2 BP)
Sink
600 W (ss)
Oxygen Regen (Suit) (O2 SW) Sink
600 W (ss)
Power Distribution Voltage Impacts
In the operational system, the choice of operating voltage for power distribution will have
a dramatic effect on the current that must flow through power distribution and control
elements and consequently on the requirements applied to the technologies and
components used to implement them. Many of the power generating and control
elements operate at voltages around 1-2 V, but, where their operations are coupled, can
be connected in series to produce elements of higher voltage capability. The germane
issues in selecting the optimum voltage for the system are:
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1) Joule losses in the power transmission which are a function of resistance and current.
Ploss = I2R.

(Eqn 1)

Transmission of power throughout the suit will require some type of power bus system
since power may be generated and stored in a central location and will almost certainly
be consumed far from where it is harvested in some cases. The power loss due to the
resistance of this bus and the associated interconnects must be minimized. For example,
a bus resistance of 50 mohms is typical in current technology systems. At 600 W and 12
V, the current would be 600W/12V= 50 A. The power loss in the bus would be 502 * 50
mohms = 125 W. This would be an unacceptable loss of power and an undesirable
increase in system waste heat generation in the Chameleon Suit. To reduce it
substantially, it would be necessary to achieve significantly lower resistance in power
distribution paths, or operate at higher voltage (hence lower current). Substantially
lowering power distribution resistance may be practical in the Chameleon Suit despite
potential use of higher resistivity conductive polymers in place of conventional copper
wire through the use of distributed parallel interconnections integral with the suit fabrics.
2) Historical and present spacesuit design practices limit current through any portion of
the suit that is exposed to O2 to 0.5 A in order to minimize the risk that electrical failures
could cause an O2 fire in the suit. It is also current practice to avoid active electrical
elements in the suit volume where possible. While the Chameleon Suit concept places
most active elements outside the normal pressurized volume, its extensive use of sensors,
actuators, and control elements over the surface of the suit will clearly require careful
safety review and the evolution of new rules of thumb and guiding philosophies
appropriate to the new design paradigm. In particular, the effects of material damage or
failures in conductive suit wall materials used to carry significant power will need to be
fully understood and managed in system development to make the concept practical.
3) For semiconductor switching based on PN junctions, the bus voltage needs to be much
large than the 0.6 V drop of a typical PN junction.
4) System voltages ultimately must be compatible with energy harvesting element and
suit actuator terminal voltages or must be converted between those compatible voltages
and power bus voltage at the point of generation and use. Large numbers of power
conversion devices used to match bus voltages to device voltages throughout the
spacesuit system could impose appreciable burdens in system complexity and conversion
power losses, and degrade system reliability. Device voltages and practical limits on the
number of devices that can be driven or used together (connected in series) while
allowing for local variations over the suit surface area suggest that voltages below 10
volts will be preferable from this perspective.
Based on these criteria and the assumption that integrating multiple parallel circuits can
significantly reduce distribution circuit resistances, a preliminary design voltage of 5
Volts has been assumed as a basis for technology evaluation.
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It is anticipated that there will be a low voltage bus provided throughout the suit to power
the various systems and to transport power from energy harvesting devices. This will be
integrated into the suit to eliminate bulky cables and limit connectors. The extent that
this will be possible depends on the ability to integrate conductors into the suit material.
There has been some limited success with this approach regarding control signals and
low power. To date, we have identified no occasions where high power has been
transmitted through integrated conductors of this type. The issues that require
development for this portion of the concept are both mechanical and electrical.
Mechanically, it is difficult to build conductors that are flexible enough and durable
enough for the full range of motion and activities anticipated with a space suit.
Electrically, getting the conductivity high enough to reduce the joule heating is a
challenge as most conductive polymers are still factors of 2 – 10 below the conductance
of solid metallic bus connections. Based on the current state of the art and recent
progress, these challenges are not expected to prove insurmountable.
At this point in time, the technology for conductive polymers is approaching levels
required for power transmission use in the Chameleon Suit. The intrinsic conductivity of
conductive polymers is well below that of metals used in electrical circuits (Table 12).
However, doping techniques have been applied to produce materials with conductivities
above 105 S/cm approaching that of copper. At this level, integration advantages of the
conducting plastics may permit sufficient increases in effective conductive path area to
make them competitive in electrical performance as well as lighter in weight and more
reliable at the system level due to interface simplification.
Table 12. Conductivity of Various Materials.

Conductivity (S/cm)
METALS

106

Copper, Silver, Iron
Mercury

10

102

Mercury, Polyaniline

0

InSb

10

10-2

SEMICONDUCTORS Geranium, Silicon

10-4
-6

10

10-8

INSULATORS

Copper, Silver, Iron

4

AgBr

10-10

Glass

10-12

DNA

10-14

Sulfur

PPE, PP

-18

PTFE

10

100

PPS

-16

10

Quartz

Typical Conductivity
Range of Blends
Based on Panipol
Conductive Polymer
Technology

Sensing

Advanced sensors are an essential element of the Chameleon Suit. Many of the processes
envisioned are actively controlled based on local parameters and coordinated at the
system level based on the fusion of local data with central measurements and
consolidated data from multiple sensors. In addition, sensors throughout the system will
play a vital role in providing knowledge of system status that is essential for safety
throughout the mission. It will be essential for success that multiple parameters,
temperature, contact pressure, carbon dioxide and oxygen partial pressure and humidity,
voltage, current, and even the electromagnetic fields associated with human nerve
impulses can be measured reliably and accurately by extremely small, low power sensors
that will be a ubiquitous part of the basic fabric of the spacesuit system. It will be equally
essential that these sensors be capable of communicating the sensed data effectively and
rapidly through the system. Numerous promising lines of development described briefly
in the ensuing paragraphs suggest that these requirements will be met and that the
availability and integration of appropriate sensors will not be the limiting factor for
Chameleon Suit development.
“Smart Dust” Sensors and Transmitter: The types of signals noted above can be
sensed, converted from analog to digital data and then transmitted wirelessly by a “smart
dust” chip Reference 122 to processors where the signals are analyzed and applied in
control functions. Applying current device and design technologies, UC Berkeley
researchers, funded by a Network Embedded Systems Technology grant from DARPA
have developed a new wireless chip which integrates sensors and transmitters onto a
platform 5 mm square dubbed “SPEC”. This is a development in the Smart Dust and
TinyOS projects, which are part of UC Berkeley’s Center for Information Technology
Research in the Interest of Society (CITRUS). Primary investigators are Kris Pistor,
David Culler and Jason Hill.

SPEC combines a micro-radio, an analog-to-digital converter and a temperature sensor on
a 2 by 2.5 millimeter chip. SPEC was able to transmit radio signals at 902 megahertz
over 40 feet at 19200 kilobytes per second, a data rate far above that required for any of
the sensors envisioned in the Chameleon suit. The chip transmits at a few hundred
microwatts.
The major hurdle in miniaturizing sensor chips for independent sensing applications is
power, and this is a major focus in current research efforts. SPEC uses 1/30 the power of
previous generations.
SPEC still requires an inductor, an antenna, a 32 kilohertz watch crystal and a power
source. UC Berkeley is not far from designing a 2.5 cubic millimeter complete device,
anywhere from months to a year away. Figure 49 below illustrates a SPEC chip.
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Figure 49 (Adapted from Reference 122. UC Berkeley researchers have developed a new
wireless mote that integrates radio frequency communication onto a sensor processing
chip, shown above. The sensor chip measures a mere 5 square millimeters.
Ambitious uses for devices of this sort as totally independent free floating elements in
revolutionary environmental characterization systems have already been investigated in
another NIAC research project (Reference 123) , but they could also be applied within
the context of a structured Chameleon Suit pressure garment. Here, proximity could help
in minimizing data transmission power consumption, potentially a key to achieving the
required device lifetime without recharge or recharge interval to make such a concept
practical. RF interference issues are clearly a significant consideration for such a dense
array of radiating devices and will require substantial further study in trades between
such an approach and one in which conductive or optical links are used to transfer data
from the system’s integrated sensors.
Artificial Skin Sensors: Another current sensor technology development example of
great significance for the Chameleon Suit is the application of organic transistors in
ubiquitous sensors integrated into the artificial skin of robots. A team from the
University of Tokyo has integrated organic field-effect transistors and rubber pressure
sensors for possible artificial-skin applications. Sense of touch is important for nextgeneration robots which will require an acceptable artificial skin large enough and
mechanically flexible to fit any shape. The researchers claimed that integration of organic
transistors and rubber pressure sensors, both of which can be produced using low-cost
processing technology, could provide a solution for a practical artificial skin. The same
technologies and integration approaches could provide the distributed integrated
mechanical sensing required for an adaptive mechanical counter pressure suit or assisted
mobility implementation in the Chameleon Suit. (References 124, 125)

Additional development effort to integrate sensors into textiles and polymers is described
in (Reference 126). The conductance of polymers can be made to change with
temperature. Combining this with ability to build simple circuits with organic transistors
allows the creation of fully integral local temperature sensors as envisioned for
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Chameleon Suit thermal control. Additional polymers that are sensitive to light can be
used to produce sensors for incident radiant energy to support both thermal and energy
harvesting systems control.
Data Communications
The network of control and communication signals required for the Chameleon Suit will
operate at low power and low voltage. These characteristics are compatible with current
demonstrated capabilities of conductive polymers. It should be possible to use a network
of conductive polymers paths integral to the garment to transfer sensor data, control
various actuators, and to communicate between processors used to implement the
envisioned hierarchical distributed control system. Although the number of sensors and
effectors will be large, modest system response requirements and the small number of
sensed and control parameters makes the total data transfer rates small limiting demands
on the data bus design. For the simple case of thermal control analyzed during the Phase
1 study, such a system appeared to be quite satisfactory, allowing a single conductive
layer to provide the actuation / control signals for each type of effector within a control
zone, and conductive paths to connect control temperature sensors directly to the zone
control processor while a data bus served to transfer data among control zones.
However, the large number of sensors and actuators involved and the relatively complex
topology of system implementations which include more suit wall functions may make
the control of data flow somewhat challenging. It is likely that system sensors and
effectors will need to integrate circuitry to support multiplexed communication on a data
bus in order to avoid the need to create extremely complex material lay-ups with many
conductive layers within each suit fabric layer. In this case, wireless integration concepts
as described briefly in the sensor discussion above may offer an attractive alternative.
Control

We consider a cascaded or nested control for the Chameleon suit similar to that recently
hypothesized for cognitive control in the human prefrontal cortex, Reference 127. First,
as noted above, sensory control is involved in selecting responses to specific signals.
Second, contextual control accounts for other accompanying and simultaneous signals.
Third, episodic control is modified according to events that previously occurred or to
ongoing goals. The three processing levels are assumed to receive information about
stimuli, contexts, and episodes and assume a cascade of top-down controls as illustrated
in Figure 50 below for the hypothetical functional model of cognitive control in the
human prefrontal cortex.
The cascade model predicts, on the basis of information theory that episodic, contextual,
and sensory controls make cumulative contributions to cognitive control. However, we
must also consider the increasing impacts that sensory, contextual, and episodic controls
have on reaction times and on control system complexity. These considerations begin
with the control requirements for each of the Chameleon Suit’s effectors.
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Figure 50 The Functional Model, adapted from Reference 127
Within the Chameleon Suit, there may be as many as seven types of “actuators” to
control:
Suit Insulation Actuators (SIA)
Suit Electro-chromic Elements (SEE)
Thermoelectric Coolers (TEC)
Active Suit Fit (ASF)
Active Mobility Support (AMS)
O2 Recovery Backpack Generator (O2BP)
O2 Recovery Suit Wall Generator (O2SW)
Most are not inherently compatible with the target 5 Volt power bus voltage, but we
believe they can generally be made so using a relatively simple design strategy. As
described in the Phase 1 report, control of suit functions will generally be based on a
limited number (~150) of control zones within which groups of actuators will be used in
concert. This allows actuators to be connected in series so that they form 5 Volt groups.
The control type for each actuator group will depend on the function but can generally be
described as either bang/bang (on/off) or proportional (continuously variable).
•

Suit Insulation Actuators (SIA) – The system preliminary design has 150 control
zones. The SIA are currently expected to have an actuation voltage of about one
volt and will then be configured with 5 elements in series for a 5 V group. The
control function will be bang/bang. Proportional control of the heat transfer
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•
•

within a zone will be achieved by separately controlling different layers and
possibly different groups of actuators within a zone.
Suit Electro-chromic Elements (SEE) – These are grouped in the same 150
control zones. On off control for transitions between more and less reflective
states is also appropriate here.
Thermo-electric Coolers (TEC) – These will be configured in the same 150
control zones. They will be configured to operate at 5 V by placing them in
series/parallel combination. Proportional control by varying the driving voltage is
desirable here.

Control of the thermal systems; SIA, SEE and TEC will be accomplished using local
processors that take locally measured temperature and other inputs and make the
necessary adjustments to match comfort temperature data supplied from a central
processor tracking the astronaut’s metabolic rate. In implementations using only passive
heat transfer (i.e. without thermoelectric heat pump elements), a relatively simple top
down control scheme will suffice. Metabolic rate data derived from system sensors can
be used to derive a comfortable skin temperature and corresponding suit inner wall
temperature. This can be modified based on individual preference values that may be
stored or modified in real-time and broadcast to the suit’s control zones where they are
used in local closed loop control algorithms to increase or decrease suit wall insulation as
required to achieve the desired temperature. A single level of zone data feed-back is
required to inform the central control of zones in which the target temperature cannot be
achieved to allow adjustment of the target temperature for other zones to maintain the
desired average skin temperature condition. In this context, individual preference
modifications to target temperatures and heat transfer models implicit in the control
represent episodic control elements at the top tier in Figure 50, contextual control is
realized through the local temperature feedback to the target temperature determination
control function.
More complex zonal feedback interactions will be required when thermoelectric heat
pumping is incorporated. Both internal and external wall temperatures in each zone will
be needed to allow central control algorithms to minimize the energy required for heat
pump operation by optimizing the suit insulation configuration and thermoelectric device
drive voltages in response to local conditions over the surface of the suit and the
occupant’s activity level. This adds the integration of historical data on thermoelectric
heat pump performance and suit surface emissivity (which will likely change over time)
to the episodic control functions and significantly increases the complexity of contextual
control. Ultimately, additional contextual control elements based on local energy
harvesting and the status of local energy storage may also prove desirable.
•

Active Suit Fit (ASF) – Preliminary design estimates project the need for 4 active
control elements for each of 25 control regions. Presently, the same classes of
materials as used for suit insulation actuators appear to be applicable, and
actuation voltages on the order of 1 volt are anticipated. ASF will be configured
so that elements will be in 5 V groups. In current concepts, the active materials
here are actuated to enlarge critical dimensions of the pressure suit to facilitate
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•

donning and doffing allowing a more nearly ideal fit during EVA use than is
currently achievable. In this case, all elements can be energized simultaneously
and response rates are not tightly constrained. This implies great flexibility in the
control integration. The control function will be bang/bang.
Assisted Mobility Systems (AMS) (and active mechanical counter pressure
systems) – Because materials that can fully satisfy the functional requirements
have not been developed, control voltage and current requirements remain
speculative. However, leading candidate material classes also promise low
actuation voltages and a similar approach to matching system and device voltage
is envisioned. In this case, local conformance to body motions demands great
flexibility in the combinations of individual devices activated, severely limiting
options for combining actuators to match operating voltage levels. In this case,
proportional control will definitely be required, and relatively fast system
responses will be essential.

Control of mechanical systems: Separate processors will control the ASF and AMS.
Power delivery to these actuators with acceptable ohmic losses may be a significant
challenge because the actuators involved are localized, restricting opportunities to use
multiple distributed current paths and they consume relatively high power. A single level
centrally driven on-off control seems likely to suffice for active suit fit functionality. For
assisted mobility systems significantly more sophisticated control implementation
combining sensed contact pressures (sensory control), information about current position
and motion (contextual control), and anthropometric and biomechanical data about the
suit’s occupant (episodic control) will be required.
•

•

Oxygen recovery – backpack system (O2BP) – This is located primarily within
the backpack. As a high power load, it is likely to operate at a voltage higher than
the 5 V baselined for the rest of the system. The central power storage system
will most likely be contained in the backpack and may also be a higher voltage
device. Control for the O2BP will be through a separate controller which may
also integrate power conditioning to match oxygen recovery system voltage to
that used in power storage and/or energy harvesting sources.
Oxygen recovery – suit wall systems (O2SW) – If implemented using
electrochemical processes, oxygen recovery will entail low cell voltages
consistent with the envisioned low voltage power bus for the Chameleon Suit.
However, system level power demands will be high and not well matched to
integrated conductive systems as light and flexible as required by system weight
and mobility considerations. Primary reliance on locally harvested and stored
energy is envisioned. However, this approach will place added demands on mass
transport within the suit volume rendering significant parts of the available
surface area ineffective for carbon dioxide and humidity removal at any given
time. To achieve greater total performance, power for this purpose may need to
be distributed on a separate, higher voltage, bus to limit the current and
consequent power dissipation and EMI issues. Control will be local based on the
availability of power, humidity, and carbon dioxide at the individual reactive
sites. Only limited provisions for intervention are envisioned since the function is
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basic to life support and expected to operate continuously up to the limits of
available power and reactants.
Other anticipated spacesuit system actuators and control functions which have not been
the explicit focus of this study include those required for voice and data communications,
visor optical controls, and controls for spacesuit mounted illumination systems. In all of
those cases as well as in the preceding paragraphs, voluntary as well as autonomous
control capabilities are desirable.
Human Control Interactions: The Chameleon Suit concept introduces new types of
spacesuit interactions and new control possibilities into an arena that already challenges
even highly trained and capable individuals. While the principal purpose of these
changes is to reduce the physical burdens of EVA, they will not be successful if they add
significantly to the astronaut’s cognitive burden. To avoid this, the added functions and
capabilities are envisioned as primarily autonomous. Thermal control systems operate
automatically to maintain comfort based on sensed temperatures and work rates,
mechanical actuation systems respond automatically to sensed contact pressures, and so
on. However, real world experience shows that such systems rarely provide satisfactory
control without adjustment between the individual user and the system.
Such adjustments can take the form of adaptive learning software systems based in
various forms of artificial intelligence or relatively simple provisions for direct input of
corrective values by the human user of the system. In either case, mechanisms for human
control or information input are required. These can present a real challenge in a
pressurized spacesuit and have been the subject of past research efforts (Reference 128).
Numerous approaches ranging from simple electro-mechanical devices such as slide and
rotary switches to touch pads, track-balls and voice control inputs have been investigated.
All have potential applicability, but also have shown significant limitations and drawbacks. “Simple” electro-mechanical input mechanisms impose steadily increasing
burdens on the system design and on the suit occupant as the complexity of required
inputs grows. Actuators that are compatible with spacesuit gloves must be relatively
large, and this is compounded by demands for reliability in space environments. As a
result, the use of multiple actuators to accommodate multiple or complex inputs rapidly
adds weight and bulk to the suit in locations that interfere with visibility and task work
volume. The alternative approach, using a smaller number of actuators in parallel or
time-sequenced codes for multiple functions imposes a cognitive burden and increases
the potential for error. Alternative emerging technologies for voice or brain wave control
may prove to be viable for many of the envisioned Chameleon Suit functions.
Possible Applications of Voice and Brain Wave Control
Some of the possible applications of Voice Actuated and Brain Wave Control to the
Chameleon Suit are listed in Table 13 below. As indicated in the table, some of these are
amenable to reflexive control at a subconscious or unconscious level making them
particularly amenable to brain wave control.
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Table 13. Chameleon Suit Opportunities for Advanced Human Control Interactions.
Control Input Function

Conscious Activity
Driven

Sensory /
Subconscious
Condition Driven
Yes
Possible
Yes

Operate computer cursor
Vehicle Operation
Change Heads Up display, lighting level
Change Channel on radio
Mobile robot Operation
Camera Operation
Macro and Telescopic Vision
Adjust areas of insulation for comfort
control
Adjust helmet visor transmittance
Move limb using enhanced (artificial)
muscle or robotic arm
Sound Alarm (e.g. physiological distress –
hypoxia, hypercapnia, hypo/hyper-thermia

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Possible

Possible
Possible
Possible
Yes

Yes
Possible

Yes
Yes
Yes

Voice Actuated Control (VAC)
With the use of voice input, the problem of memorizing switch/button positions and
combinations is effectively alleviated, faster command input is possible, and hand fatigue
is reduced. As with most alternative control technologies, system redundancy should
remain and allow operation by either manual and/or voice actuated control to ensure
operability in the event of system malfunctions or other conditions that interfere with
voice control inputs.

A major advantage of voice actuation control over manual input devices is the ability to
easily input a large number of potential commands without the need for large numbers of
input devices or complex input sequences such as the need to page through the levels of a
hierarchical menu to reach the level required for control. In principle, VAC can shorten
this process by asking in a single command, for a communications channel, or for a
particular step in an operation. The computer will recognize the command and go directly
to the function or to a point on a map. The ideal realization of this possibility is
anticipated in natural language systems that allow the user to express control goals
flexibly in multiple alternative wordings and provide the capability to parse the user’s
input in a manner approximating a human listener. However, significant further
technology development will be required to approximate this ideal. Current systems
implemented with computational capability that is realistic for a man-portable system like
the Chameleon Suit fall well short of this performance, but progress in this technology
area has been substantial and rapid.
Currently VAC is very effective when the speech engine knows what might be said,
and/or where the speaker is selecting from a known and limited set of possible phrases.
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Under these conditions, VAC can be very accurate for data entry by command and
control, even in noisy conditions like those typical inside a spacesuit during EVA.
Context aware software can be used to modify the words or phrases that are available as
input at any given time enabling effective performance with a very rich set of commands
or data input choices.
Among numerous examples of current and near term commercial applications of voice
actuation control, the 2005 Chevrolet Corvette™ will have a VAC navigation system.
Reference 129. In addition, the VocalLink™ Voice Control Software for Tektronix
Oscilloscopes provides an example of state-of-the-art instrument control; the users keep
their hands and eyes steady while controlling the analysis tools by voice. Commands
with serious consequences are confirmed before they are implemented. Reference 130..
Aerospace Applications: There has been an extensive history of voice activation control
research for aerospace applications since the potential advantages for aircraft cockpit
design and for aircrew operational efficiency are evident.
One of the first flight trials of speech recognition equipment occurred in 1982 – 85 on a
BAC 111 out of Bedford, U.K., Defense Research Agency. The speaker dependent
speech recognizer Marconi SR 128 was used to control displays, radios and the
equipment management system. Average recognition accuracy was over 95% for a
vocabulary of 240 words. Reference 131. The U.K. Tornado had two series of trials in
1989 and 1993. It led to assessment and optimization of the Marconi ASR 1000 flight
worthy speech recognizer.
US Air Force flight tests of the NASA OV-10 aircraft used VAC for controlling
communications and navigation functions in a cockpit environment. It was found that, at
1-3g and 95 – 115 dB, the VAC achieved > 97% recognition accuracy with a vocabulary
of 54 words in 12 test subjects.
The French tested Top Voice on Alpha Jet, the French training jet. It used 150 words and
sentences up to 10 words. Eighty flights and 15 different speakers were tested and more
than 10,000 vocal commands were used. It was found the sentence recognition rate
increased with utterances. The Sentence Recognition Rate, including all flights, and all
speakers were:
First Utterance
First Repetition (due to error in 1st utterance)
Second Repetition (due to error in 1st Repetition)

90%
95%
97%

During the mid ‘80’s the U.S. Air Force, Navy and NASA conducted a joint program to
test interactive voice systems in fighter aircraft. This program used a ten word
Multifunction Display in an F 16. The recognition rate was originally 90%, but by end of
flight-tests reached the high 90’s for some pilots (Reference 132).
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In July 2002, for a project called FalconEar, National Aerospace Laboratory,
Netherlands, (NLR) and Philips Speech Processing have teamed to develop a fighter
cockpit voice control application, for Lockheed Martin as a candidate for Joint Strike
Force (JSF) inclusion. The voice control application was implemented and evaluated on
NLR’s F-16 MLU simulator. The application builds upon results from previous NLR
research on the subject of cockpit voice control in the mid-90s.
The speech recognizer used for this work, VoCon™, a product of Philips Speech
Processing was developed specifically for command and control functions. VoConTM
was optimized for real-time performance, using small vocabularies, hence it requires very
little processing power. A rapid prototyping software tool “VoCon™ Designer” was
used to create the respective voice control syntax. NLR used the National Simulation
Facility (NSF), which features an F-16 MLU cockpit. This has the advantage of
immediate accessibility. It adequately represents a modern fighter cockpit; a small LCD
screen was added to the cockpit.
The recognition software was embedded in a custom-built application providing all the
required processing. In addition, it allowed control of the recognizer and provided for the
logging of recognition results. It also provided feedback to the evaluators by means of an
on-screen representation of the pilot’s LCD. The application runs on a standard
Windows 2000 PC, without the need for any special hardware.
The FalconEar project consisted of two simulator test phases. Reference 133 In the first
phase (FalconEar I), basic voice control functionality was evaluated. Most of these
functions were data entry related, with the goal of eliminating the need for a hardware
data-entry pad, thus freeing up cockpit display space. These functions included radio
frequency and Have-Quick data, IFF mode selections and code changes, TACAN
channels, steer point selection & edit, autopilot control, and setting of warning levels
(Bingo fuel, A_Low, Floor). In addition, commands were implemented to control the
Multi-Function Displays, radar, and jammer. Finally, a voice feedback function was
implemented to enable retrieving data without the need to look inside the cockpit. Voice
feedback was also available to retrieve mission-related data from a database, such as the
meaning of ATO code words used in communications.
FalconEar II, focused on a broader spectrum of tactical applications, such as radar control
and targeting via voice, and a ‘bulls eye’ mode, which provides a visual point-out and
radar slaving capability. Further functional areas included Horizontal Situation Display
control, emergency checklist control, takeoff and landing data computations (TOLD),
ATO frequency retrieval, and facility name recognition for navigational aides and radios.
The latter functions used speaker independent recognition to allow rapid (mission
dependent) vocabulary changes.
VAC Control Process Description: A typical control scheme may consist of:
Signal or Speech -> Analog/Digital Converter->Pre-emphasis -> Digital Filter Bank
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or
Fast Fourier Transform -> Noise Reduction -> Hamming or Mel-scale-window
(Weighting Factor) -> Log Compression -> Discrete Cosine Transform -> Speech
Recognition Reference (132,134).

In order to reduce false recognition events and to increase the availability of the system in
noisy environments, VAC systems frequently include activation mechanisms that switch
between modes in which speech recognition is dormant or active. As one example, in
some flight systems, the pilot engages the “comms” switch to trigger a word-spotting
feature. Here, the recognizer “spots” numeric data contained in the pilot’s radio call.
These data can then be forwarded to the required systems as digital data.
For such triggered systems emphasizing the recognition of simple words or sounds,
speech/noise discrimination improves the speech recognition rate. Reference 132. When
a pilot uses a push–to–talk (PTT) switch to give a voice command to the system, the
pilot’s PTT actuation is longer than real speech duration in most cases. Speech
recognition algorithms begin the recognition process during a noisy pause and can
produce false word recognition or fail to respond to word inputs as a result of the system
load processing noise signals. With proper speech/noise discrimination, errors can be
avoided/reduced. Often this is accomplished using simple clipping thresholds at a sound
level below that of the user’s speech, but this can be difficult or ineffective in situations
where noise levels are intermittent or widely varying or where the user’s vocal output
may vary significantly.
Dr Takeo Igarashi, of Brown University, believes that a system based on simple sounds
instead of words would be more efficient than conventional voice recognition software
and may be ideal for skipping through a menu. Reference 135]. For example, when you
say, “move down, ahhhh”, a document on the computer screen would scroll down while
the sound continues. By increasing the pitch of your voice, the scrolling speed increases.
When you stop speaking, the scrolling ends. He said voice recognition programs often
failed to accurately capture words. “We tried to see what we could do without words”, he
told New Scientist. Voice recognition programs work by measuring variations in spoken
commands. His system would work by measuring the pitch and duration of grunt-like
sounds liked “ah” and “umm”. Dr Igarashi believes a quick “uh oh” could produce an
Undo. He believes it could even be used to control volume. So you would say “volume
up, ahhhhhh”, and the volume would rise while the “ahhh” continues.
Current State of the Art and Growth Potential Evaluations (Reference 133):
Recent test results with advanced voice control systems in aerospace environments show
that they are rapidly approaching the kind of performance that is envisioned for
Chameleon Suit control.

“In FalconEar I which was carried out in November 2001, three current RNLAF F-16
pilots and one former USAF F-15 pilot tested the voice control implementation at NLR.
Four scenarios were used in the NSF to cover the spectrum of flying tasks: ground
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operations, takeoff and rejoin with a tanker, air-to-ground strike mission, and recovery to
landing. Results were analyzed and briefed to Lockheed Martin representatives in
January 2002. The results from this phase triggered further development of both the
recognizer and the voice control application.
“FalconEar II, scheduled for 17-28 June 2002, included the FalconEar I pilots plus four
more RNLAF F-16 pilots, and members of the Lockheed Martin JSF Pilot Systems
Team. The voice recognition process in FalconEar II included a completely revised
control architecture, improved template training techniques, and inclusion of speakerindependent modes. FalconEar II evaluations consisted of five scenarios: ground
operations, takeoff and rejoin with a tanker, air-to-air tactical intercept, air-to-ground
strike mission, and air-to-air base defense. FalconEar II also subjected the pilots to
realistic extraneous communications by injecting notional conversations of aircraft in the
same simulated geographic vicinity, thus creating a more realistic task of time-sharing
between listening and talking.
“The FalconEar evaluations have shown the capability of current speech recognition
software to provide fast and accurate control of a multitude of functions. It also showed
great flexibility in creating “macro commands” that enabled several system settings to be
selected through a single voice command. “The Philips Speech Processing software
recognizer, VoCon™, performed very well, with very high accuracy in speakerdependent mode. It was capable of performing word spotting, and speaker independent
recognition. Speaker independent recognition can already be used for specific functions,
when mixed with speaker dependent recognition. This demonstrates growth potential for
development of a fully speaker independent implementation, capable of delivering
similar performance to the current speaker-dependent version.”
Based on these results, the results of recent experimentation at NASA and at Hamilton
Sundstrand, and the pace of development in this area, it is clear that speech recognition
technology to support anticipated system control needs will be available for Chameleon
Suit implementation. However, at its best, voice activation control will have several
disadvantages that will make more advanced alternatives desirable:
•
•
•

Voice activation control is inherently competitive with voice communications
with other humans during EVA.
Voice control of some functions such as cursor positioning on a graphic display is
cumbersome and difficult to implement with the accuracy required for many
purposes.
Voice control functions only at the conscious level and imposes a cognitive load
for functions like thermal comfort maintenance and assisted mobility that could in
principle be implemented in a fully autonomous system. It is incapable of
implementing alarm or emergency response functions intended to act in advance
of or without conscious perception of hazards and problems.
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Brain Computer Interface (BCI)

In an effort to make the Chameleon suit, with its many functions, easier for the crew
(operator) to control, it was suggested by Dr Casanova of NIAC at the 15 May 2003
NIAC-HS meeting that we look into brain wave control Reference (136).
Every movement, perception, and thought we perform is associated with distinct neural
activation patterns. Neurons in the brain communicate with each other by sending
chemical impulses that produce currents. These currents give rise to both electrical and
magnetic fields that can be sensed and measured outside the head. Proximate sensors,
such as “smart dust” chips, (Reference 122), which acquire these signals can convert the
signals from analog to digital and then transmit them wirelessly to a computer where the
signals are analyzed. The computer records the signals produced by the brain, picks out
specific patterns and classifies them into specific categories. These processed signals can
then be transmitted to the suit for appropriate response and control.
Investigators are currently expanding the detection and processing of these brain signals
and are demonstrating the capability to apply them for practical control functions such as
positioning computer screen cursors, turning on appliances, controlling the roll of flight
simulators, and guiding wheel chairs and robot vehicles. While this technology is still at
a primitive stage of development, the potential for practical applications in a wide range
of future systems is becoming apparent.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals have been used for years by medical personnel to
determine the general health of the human brain. Investigators are now expanding the
detection and processing of these brain signals to implement a variety of control
functions. Initial interest has been principally in two areas, military applications in which
the potential for hands free control and elimination of reaction time delays is of interest,
and prosthetics for disabled individuals where there is no alternative to a control
mechanism that can bypass dysfunctional neural and muscular pathways outside the
brain.
EEG signals consist of complex waveforms that are divided into specific frequency
bands: The delta band extends from near 0 to about 4 Hz, theta runs from 4 to 8 Hz, alpha
from 8 to 13 Hz, and beta from 13 to about 32 Hz. These bands are associated with
different aspects of human behavior. See Figure 51. below, adapted from Reference 137.
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Figure 51. Typical brain wave patterns for varying states of activity (adapted from
Reference 137)
Most efforts in brain actuation focus on the alpha and beta bands. Strong alpha wave
patterns indicate deep meditative or relaxed mental states, while the beta range
corresponds to higher-energy thought processes. As it may be seen from these frequency
data, all of the current work is necessarily restricted to relatively low rate control
functions in which the control input information content is modest.
Some of these studies are being conducted to aid amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
cerebral palsy and spine injured patients. Others studies are aimed at enabling soldiers to
gain more specific control of submarines and aircraft and to more adeptly manipulate
robotic arms.
Early work in brain wave control relies on training the individual for its use as well as the
creation of hardware and software systems. The ability of subjects to produce strong
spontaneous EEG rhythms at will such as the alpha rhythm or the mu rhythm can be
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enhanced by the use of biofeedback or operant conditioning. This is a process in which
the user is given an indication as to how well he/she is controlling a device (e.g. by
looking at it). This constitutes the ‘feedback’. The subject then changes their EEG signal
in response to this feedback. In this way, the subject learns to control the device through
a learning process which can take several hours, days or weeks to complete. BCI
systems developed in the 1960s and 1970s relied on biofeedback. It has the advantage of
being simple but requires long training times for each user. (References 137, 138)
Current Efforts: Most BCI groups working with humans measure the electric activity
of the brain using electroencephalography (EEG), but magnetoencephalography (MEG)
offers an alternative that is being pursued by some research groups. Both work by
detecting the electromagnetic fields associated with currents in the brain. As a result, the
electroencephalographic (EEG) and magnetoencephalographic (MEG) signals measured
at any location on the surface of the head are a sum of all the momentary activity within
some volume of brain tissue. It is difficult to distinguish the patterns correlated with a
specific event from these signals.

Furthermore, to be useful, the BCI has to instantly detect the activation related to an
event based on single trials, which makes the recognition problem even more difficult.
Most present noninvasive BCIs are based on EEG signals (Volpaw et. al., 2002). The
concentric inhomogeneities of the tissue distort the electrical fields. However, the spatial
accuracy of MEG is better than that of EEG because the tissue does not affect the
magnetic fields. On the other hand, in the case of an ideal sphere, MEG does not detect
radial current sources whereas EEG does. Both techniques have their advantages and
disadvantages and both may ultimately be used to achieve a practical system.
MEG signals are also more localized than EEG signals and thus easier to classify.
Helsinki University of Technology is developing a BCI that measures the signals
produced in the brain with magnetoencephalography (MEG). Recently the Helsinki
group is extending their research on BCIs to simultaneous EEG and MEG recordings.
(References 139,140)
The analysis of brainwave signals for control uses depends on resolving temporal and
spatial patterns of brain wave frequencies. This is commonly accomplished through the
use of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms. A typical result is illustrated in Figure
52. The activation of the brain can be plotted with the time information on the x-axis and
the frequency information on the y-axis. The color scale represents the power of the
activation. In this TFR the subject began to move his right finger at time point zero.
Strong activation in the 10-30Hz range can be detected after the movement has ended.
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Figure 52. Time Frequency Representation, or TFR, of a MEG sensor on top of the motor
cortex. (Adopted from Reference 141).

Research activity in this field is significant and costly. As one example, a working BCI is
being developed through funding by the National Institute of Health, (NIH) for
$3,300,000 in late 2002 to Wadsworth Center, part of the New York State Dept. of
Health. In another example, DARPA awarded Duke University $26,000,000 to improve
its implanting technique. DARPA is interested in technology to give soldiers improved
control of submarines and aircraft and to more adeptly manipulate robotic arms.
The Wadsworth team demonstrated that college students using signals sensed through the
scalp can use a BCI to move a curser precise distances to land on icons.
Another BCI gives users control over a mobile robot. Jose del R. Nillan at the Dalle
Malle Inst. of Perceptual Artificial Intelligence in Martigny Switzerland also developed a
BCI that analyzes overall EEG signals from eight scalp locations. Different thoughts
(desired robot actions) produce different spatial EEG patterns. A computer, via a neural
network algorithm, learns to distinguish different thoughts and is programmed to perform
a specific command based on the pattern it detects.
Dawn Taylor, et. al. at Arizona State and the Neurosciences Inst., San Diego has shown
3D movement of neuroprosthesis devices can be controlled by implanted sensors in
monkeys. These signals had real-time visual feedback using control algorithms of 3D
movements using fewer cortical units than expected. (Reference 142)
Several groups are attempting to achieve brain-actuated control of screen displays using
operant conditioning of the spontaneous scalp electroencephalogram (EEG) including
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central mu-rhythms (9-12 Hz). A new EEG analysis technique, independent component
analysis (ICA), appears to be a foundation for new research in the design of systems for
detection and operant control of endogenous EEG rhythms to achieve flexible EEG-based
communication. ICA separates multichannel EEG data into spatially static and
temporally independent components. These include separate components of posterior
alpha rhythms and central mu activities.
Using data from a visual selective attention task Makieg, et.al., demonstrated that ICA
derived mu components can show much stronger spectral reactivity to motor events than
activity measures for single scalp channels. ICA analysis of spontaneous EEG may form
a natural basis for operant conditioning to achieve efficient and multidimensional brainactivated control in motor-limited and locked-in subjects such as amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS), cerebral palsy and spine injured patients. (Reference 141)
Communication rates achieved to date are in the range of several bits a minute, far from
rates that would allow locked-in persons access to normal social interaction.
A review of the recent literature was conducted to determine the recent advances of brain
wave control of computers, prosthetic limbs, vehicles and robots. It was found that
control via brain wave signals has recently been supported, studied and/or demonstrated
at the following institutions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office of Naval Research, Dept of the Navy
Naval Health Research Center
Computational Neurobiology Lab, Salk Institute for Biological Studies
Air Force Research Lab, Crew System Ergonomics Information Analysis Center,
(CSERIAC), Wright-Patterson AFB
Helsinki Univ. of Technology
National Institute of Health
Wadsworth Center, of New York State Dept. of Health
DARPA
Duke University
Emmanual Donchin at the University of Illinois
Dalle Malle Institute Of Perceptual Artificial Intelligence in Martigny Switzerland
Arizona State and the Neurosciences Institute, San Diego

Brain Wave Processing:

Although the signals received through the scalp presently lack sufficient time response
and resolution for limb manipulation, further computer software development, such as
enhanced Fourier transform algorithms and techniques similar to seismic analysis, radio
signal enhancement, voice identification, and photo-enhancement are expected to lead to
the required fine controls.
Most periodic signals can be resolved into a trigonometric series of sine and cosine
functions. That periodic input signal may be filtered (by LaPlacian transform) and can be
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divided into simple signals via Fourier Series. By correlating signal patterns with
observed actions in the human body or communicated perceptions and intentions, these
signal patterns can be mapped to desired control responses in an external system such as
the Chameleon suit. The signals can be sensed, converted from analog to digital and then
transmitted by small local sensors and the received signals from many sensors integrated
and analyzed in a central computer to determine the required control output. These
output signals can then be transmitted to the suit for appropriate response and control.
The required brain wave processing may be compared, albeit in a much simplified
manner, to recording the resulting waves of many pebbles of different sizes dropped into
a pond, simultaneously or not, and working backwards, to discern the original sine waves
emanating from each pebble. The main areas of statistical modeling related to the brain
computer interfaces are preprocessing, feature extraction and classification.
Preprocessing methods used by Laitinen (Reference 139) were spatial Laplacian filtering,
bandpass filtering and wavelet denoising. The Laplace transform is a mathematical tool
which provides a systematic and relatively simple method of solving linear differential
equations. It transforms a differential equation into an algebraic equation, with the
complex variable “s” replacing time as the independent variable. (Reference 143)
Laitinen used several methods to form a spectrum estimate. These methods were Fourier
-and wavelet estimates and the estimate based on transfer function of an autoregressive
(AR) model. Two different statistical models were used for classification. The first was
a multi-layer perception network and the second was a radial basis function network.
The performance was measured by the achieved channel capacity and false positive rate.
(References 141, 144)
Spatial Laplacian filtering was found to be essential for the preprocessing methods. The
wavelet and AR-model based features were a bit more effective than the Fourier methods.
The multi-layer perception networks had better classification results but the radial basis
function networks had fewer false positives.
The use of MEG signals as an input to a BCI was evaluated. Neuromagnetic signals
caused by real and imagined finger movements were analyzed plotting frequency vs. time
or Time-Frequency Representations (TFRs). Important features, such as frequency
bands, were picked from the TFR plots by a human expert. The features in the signals
were classified and these were reported in her thesis. (References 139, 144)
The basic elements of an EEG based control system are illustrated in Figure 53 below.
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Figure 53. Electroencephalogram based brain-wave control system elements.
The basic elements of an EEG based control system are:
1.The operator (crew) thinks of the next action – his activated brain sends both EEG and
MEG signals to the scalp.
2.EEG and MEG signals are acquired via voltage and magnetic field fluctuation in
sensors adjacent to the scalp. These sensors are held in place by being mounted on a
fitted cap.
3.Signals are computer processed by Fourier and Laplacian analysis and enhanced by
subtracting the previously determined inactive signals and subtracting the difference.
These differences are used for control.
4.The enhanced signals are then used in a control algorithm to actuate the required suit
subsystem.
5.The result of the system action is then fed back to the operator via visual, tactile, and/or
auditory signals.
In 1995, McMillan and Calhoun at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base had subjects use a
steady state Visual Evoked Potential (VEP) to control the roll of a flight simulator
(Reference 138). These subjects learned to regulate the amplitude of their steady-state
visual evoked response. Two electrodes over the visual cortex were used to record the
steady state response to a light sinusoidally modulated at 13.25 Hz. A lock-in amplifier
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was used to continuously measure the magnitude of the 13.25 Hz EEG component. If this
magnitude exceeded a threshold, the flight simulator would roll to the right. If it
decreased below another threshold, the simulator would roll to the left. Subjects trained
in the simulator were able to respond correctly to 80 per cent of randomly presented
right/left targets after about 12 hours of training. EEG based control as been observed
after as little as five hours of training.
Microelectronics

Microelectronic devices are the critical enabling technology for the integration concepts
discussed in the preceding paragraphs. The electronics in the suit can be divided intro
several broad categories: (1) semiconductor switches, (2) power control (3)
communications and (4) controllers (information processing).
•

•

•

•

Semiconductor switches will most likely be silicon based. The main issue is
controllability via low-level signals and low conductivity loss. Current
technology FETs will switch at low voltages (<5 V) and have achieved very high
conductivities resulting in low power loss. Local switching will be required at
many locations over the surface of the suit requiring very small packages and
reliable interconnections with flexible polymer substrates with integrated
conductive paths.
Power control will be primarily associated with assisted mobility or mechanical
counter-pressure systems and thermoelectric cooling as well as energy harvesting
and energy storage systems. The sophistication of the power system combining a
large number of sources with time varying voltage and current output in response
to changing environments and suit orientation will require a very robust and
capable control in small packages that can be distributed widely over the pressure
suit surface.
Communications interface between the various systems will require a robust
communications system. It is envisioned that the communication can be
accomplished over wires in most cases. A two conductor, serial digital bus, with
all the controllers connected in a daisy chain is probably most efficient. It could
be implemented either with embedded metallic conductors, integrated conductive
polymer circuits, or optical data links.
The Phase 1 study concluded that a distributed control system would best serve
the needs of system thermal management based on the Chameleon Suit concept.
In this concept, multiple intelligent agents distributed over the surface of the suit
act based on local data to maintain local conditions in response to globally
determined target values derived by a central processing unit which operates on
information from the distributed processors as well as central information like the
astronaut’s metabolic rate. This approach is equally appropriate for the more
ambitious system alternatives under study in Phase 2. In fact, the increased
number of sensed parameters and control outputs involved in most candidate
concepts make it even more desirable to limit the number of discrete parameters
that must be funneled to a single central processing node. A distributed
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architecture of this type, integrated with the pressure garment will be practical
only to the extent that the modest processors required at each node are available in
extremely low power versions in packages that are very small or can actually be
made integral to the conductive fabric structures themselves.
It is possible to provide all of the functions discussed above with current technology, but
the size and power requirements of available devices and limitations in current
interconnection technologies would make the resulting system unacceptable in mass,
reliability, thermal management, and mobility characteristics. Current interest and
development in wearable electronics for commercial and military use promises to resolve
these issues and points towards the probable solution paths. There will be continued
improvements in silicon based technology that further reduce feature size and operation
energy requirements leading toward the capability that the Chameleon Suit will require in
sensors, data processing controllers, and discrete and proportional control output devices.
Perhaps more importantly, the thrust toward wearable systems is focusing attention on
device designs that offer the kind of balance between performance capability and
extremely low power consumption that best serves distributed and portable applications.
It is also leading to increased attention to packaging and interconnection technologies that
are suited to integration with flexible garments and robust under those conditions. Based
on the base capability of current technologies and the extent of interest and activity in this
area, it is reasonable to expect that types of devices we require and appropriate
techniques for integrating them into the Chameleon Suit will achieve at least the
minimum levels of performance needed to support a successful system design.
Beyond this base, work in newer technologies seems likely to offer alternatives that will
more fully integrate the active system devices with the data and power interconnection
paths integral to the pressure garment structure. One of the more promising technologies
is Organic Semiconductors (OS). These are carbon based plastic devices that can be
made using techniques similar to the photolithographic processes currently used for
silicon devices. While the densities and performance characteristics of these approaches
is currently far short of present capability with silicon, they have the advantage of being
able to be made an intimate part of the suit wall, fully integrated with conductive
interconnecting paths eliminating the penalties incurred for mechanical and electrical
interfaces for discrete devices. Following the model of current integrated circuit growth
into MEMS devices (including those with chemical functionality), it can be envisioned
that this will lead to the creation of major suit elements or complete layers as fully
integrated devices similar in functional integration to a current IC chip. In these devices,
conductive connecting paths, sensors, control elements and actuators themselves could
function as a seamless whole to meet the astronaut’s needs.
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6.0 System Analyses
6.1

Mass and energy balance

Energy and mass flows have been estimated for each Chameleon suit implementation
alternative. System flow diagrams for each concept have been created. The combined
results are presented in Figures 55-63.
Figure 54 shows the mass and energy flow information of the current EMU for
comparison purposes. These figures visually demonstrate the reduction in backpack size
through the progression of Chameleon suit concepts as hardware that currently
accomplishes suit atmospheric revitalization is moved into the suit construction making
use of the available suit surface area.

Figure 54. Current Technology Baseline
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Figure 55 shows the Phase 1 Chameleon suit system. The condensate loop and
sublimator have been eliminated from the backpack of the current EMU design. Its
thermal control function has been replaced by the louvers, polymer actuators, and
electrochromic materials within the Concept 1 suit layers. The water loop pump power
can be reduced to about half its original value since the LCVG loop will only be used for
heat redistribution to take advantage of the backpack area for heat rejection and its
pressure drop can thus be reduced. A single small water tank will replace the three water
tanks (two primary and one reserve) of the current design. This alone will reduce the
backpack weight by about 8 pounds.

Figure 55. Phase 1 Chameleon Suit Concept – Integrated Thermal Control
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Figure 56 shows the first Phase 2 Concept, which integrates heat pumping technology in
the suit. Thermoelectric devices distributed throughout the suit near the skin surface will
be used for thermal comfort management. In this design the LCVG loop and sublimator
are no longer required for thermal control or heat redistribution and can be eliminated
from the backpack. Removing this equipment also simplifies the suit/backpack interface
connection. However, in the absence of significant energy harvesting, the use of
thermoelectric heat pumping will require a significant increase in energy drawn from the
battery (or fuel cell) for some missions in difficult thermal environments. This will
require either an increase in energy storage capacity (with a resultant increase in mass
and volume), or a decrease in EVA duration under those conditions.

Figure 56. Concept #1 Integrated Heat Pump Technology
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Figure 57 shows the Concept 2 system which includes both integrated heat pump
technology and carbon dioxide and water vapor mass transport through the suit walls.
Chemical transport membranes in the suit walls remove carbon dioxide and humidity
from the gas circulating inside the suit and the vapor is vented to the environment. This
further reduces the complexity of the suit/backpack interface connection. The oxygen
loop fan can be eliminated from the backpack and replaced by a substantially smaller
circulation fan within the suit. Because the vent flow is no longer being recirculated
through the backpack, the Contamination Control Cartridge (CCC), flow sensor and
associated vent loop plumbing are unnecessary. For the same reason, the carbon dioxide
sensor can be moved into the suit construction.
In this option, the life support backpack is reduced dramatically in function as well as in
mass and volume. In terms of direct life support, it serves only to store and deliver
required metabolic oxygen and the power required to operate suit integrated systems. As
a result, the interfaces between the suit and the backpack can be made extremely simple
enhancing system safety and packaging flexibility. It is anticipated that central control
elements and communication equipment will remain in the backpack with life support
expendables storage and delivery.

Figure 57. Concept #2 Integrated Heat Pump and Mass Transport
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Figure 58 illustrates the Concept 3 Chameleon Suit system. It includes integrated heat
pumping technology and mass transport as well as active suit fit materials to reduce suit
bulkiness. SMAs, smart gels or active polymers can be used to accomplish the suit’s
active fit. The energy to change the active fit material configuration does not have to be
supplied by the battery in the backpack (although limited capability here may be
desirable for contingencies) since it is only needed during donning/doffing when there is
a vehicle energy source available. This option will result in some decrease in the internal
pressurized volume of the suit as well as in the suit system mass, but direct effect on life
support functions and the mass and energy balances addressed in preliminary analyses
will be minimal. Small decreases in system surface area will have minor effects on
thermal radiation and mass transport performance. However, decreases in performance
on the exterior surfaces of the suit system will be offset by increased effectiveness of
internal heat and mass transport with improved suit fit. Current analyses are not detailed
enough to resolve the (presumed small) net effect of these changes. Similarly, accurate
analyses of possible increases in fan power requirements due to decreased flow area
through the suit have not been undertaken. This effect is also expected to be small.

Figure 58. Concept #3 Integrated Heat Pump and Mass Transport Plus Active Suit Fit
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Figure 59 shows the first of two Mechanical Counter Pressure (MCP) suits. The closefitting suit applies external forces to the skin’s surface instead of the traditional
pressurized bladder designs. The MCP suit increases mobility and flexibility because the
suit is much less bulky. Challenges in donning/doffing the suit are overcome using active
fit materials such as SMA’s, smart gels, and active polymers. The suit has integrated heat
pumping with thermoelectrics and no-expendables heat rejection. It does not incorporate
mass transport membrane technology since the close-fitting suit will allow little or no gas
circulation throughout the majority of the suit area.

Figure 59. Concept #4 MCP Suit with Integrated Heat Pump
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Figure 60 illustrates Concept 5. It includes all the characteristic of the Concept 3 suit
with the addition of energy harvesting by photovoltaic and thermoelectric devices. Waste
metabolic heat produced during periods of activity can be harnessed by miniature
thermoelectric devices placed close to the skin’s surface. This is accomplished by the
same hardware that already exists in the suit lay-up for the active heat pumping
capability. Photovoltaic devices at the outer suit surface can capture incident sunlight
when it is available. These energy sources supplement the energy that must be supplied
by the backpack, which reduces the size of the battery. The energy can be used locally to
drive the no-expendables heat rejection components or it can be transported to the battery
for distribution as required.

Figure 60. Concept #5 Concept #3 + Energy Harvesting
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Figure 61 shows the Concept 6 system. It has all the same capabilities as the Concept 5,
but reduces the metabolic waste carbon dioxide and humidity to recover breathable
oxygen instead of venting these gases to the ambient environment with selective chemical
membranes. Reaction products containing the carbon and hydrogen (with some of their
original oxygen content) are assumed to be released to the environment. This will restrict
the choice of reduction reactions and products. Alternatives that would collect and save
the product have been conceived, but would result in a more complex design. In this
concept, energy harvested by thermoelectrics and/or photovoltaics is transported to the
inner suit layers where an oxygen recovery process driven by the electrical power is
integrated with the suit wall. The carbon dioxide and water can be derived from and the
oxygen released directly to the suit atmosphere.
With this approach, the availability of water from humidity in the suit atmosphere can
limit the extent of carbon dioxide reduction. Provisions for supplying stored water from
the life support backpack would eliminate this limit, but are unlikely to be appropriate
based on current expectations for process efficiency. In this implementation, the
efficiency of photovoltaic energy conversion is likely to be the most significant factor
limiting oxygen recovery and will most probably impose limits at values below those
resulting from water availability under most if not all conditions.

Figure 61. Concept #6 Integrated Heat Pump, Energy Harvesting, Active Suit Fit, and
Oxygen Recovery
At currently projected process efficiencies for solar energy capture and conversion and
for carbon dioxide reduction, only a fraction of the metabolic oxygen demand will be
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recoverable even under the most favorable operating conditions. Without a technical
breakthrough that changes these projections, it is unlikely that system savings in required
stored oxygen capacity or mission oxygen consumption would outweigh the penalties for
the inclusion of this capability in the spacesuit system.
Figure 62 depicts the Concept 7 suit which adds biomimetic artificial photosynthesis
oxygen recovery to the Concept 5 suit. In the base concept for implementing this
approach, chemical energy transport intermediates conceptually similar to NADP or ATP
are activated at the suit surface in a process analogous to that in natural photosynthetic
light harvesting antennas and transported to the inner wall of the suit where their energy
drives conversion reactions that recover part of the oxygen from metabolic waste carbon
dioxide and humidity. The spent energy transport materials are returned to the suit
surface and reactivated. Numerous technical issues for this approach are still unresolved
including stability of the energy transport intermediates vs. transport time, transport
mechanisms, process compatibility with suit outer surface conditions, and impacts of
transport on system thermal management. Study effort to date has failed to identify
satisfactory solutions for these issues within the context of current knowledge of artificial
photosynthesis processes and materials and of the Chameleon Suit design
implementation.

Figure 62. Concept #7 Integrated Heat Pump, Energy Harvesting, Active Fit, Biomimetic
Oxygen Recovery
In an alternative implementation of this concept, selective chemical transport membranes
are used to separate carbon dioxide and humidity vapor from the circulating atmosphere
in the suit and allow them to be transported to the suit surface where an artificial
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photosynthesis process can take place at light cycle reaction sites using energy harvested
from incident sunlight. The product oxygen must then be transported back to the suit
wall and electrochemically pumped back up to suit pressure. This will require both direct
chemical synthesis and photovoltaic use of the suit surface demanding partition of the
surface area between these functions. The present state of artificial photosynthesis
development does not permit quantitative evaluation of the required reactant pressures at
suit surface conversion sites to support the analysis of transport and structural integration
challenges or of the fractional surface area required for different process elements.
However, as noted above, current projections of process efficiencies show little promise
of practical implementations that will yield significant oxygen recovery.

Figure 63. Concept #8 MCP Suit-Integrated Heat Pump, Energy Harvesting and O2
Recovery
Figure 63 shows the final Phase 2 Chameleon suit concept, Concept 8. This is the second
MCP suit concept, and like the first MCP concept, it cannot take advantage of the
selective chemical membrane technology in the suit layers for carbon dioxide and
humidity management. Instead, vent flow is re-circulated through the backpack where
oxygen recovery can take place. This architecture favors the use of oxygen recovery
processes driven by electrical energy input rather than those driven by chemical
intermediates activated directly by sunlight. Photovoltaic energy harvesting within the
suit is essential to make the large oxygen recovery energy requirements realistic, and the
anticipated performance of this technology is expected to be a key factor in limiting the
amount of oxygen that can be recovered while EVA. In addition, the concentration of a
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large energy use for oxygen recovery at moderate efficiencies in the life support
backpack will present thermal control challenges, possibly adding the need to refrigerate
the returning vent flow from the backpack to maintain thermal comfort for the astronaut.
However, the technical challenge of implementing a biomimetic oxygen recovery process
in a more conventional reactor design is perceived to be significantly less than that to
implement the same processes in a distributed fashion integral to the suit walls. In
particular, conventional solutions to mass and energy transport needs are feasible in this
configuration. As noted previously for Concept 4, the benefits of the MCP suit may
include simpler mobility joint designs, enhanced pressurized mobility, and increased cut
and tear safety, and more natural thermal regulation.
6.2

Mass Transport

One of the significant integration issues identified for the Chameleon Suit concept was
the interaction of multiple uses of the layers of the suit. A specific example that emerged
prominently in concept reviews was the need for suit layers to transport metabolic
byproducts to space vacuum while transporting electrical power and signals to integrated
sensors, control elements, and actuators and limiting heat transport by infrared radiation.
The evident potential conflict between required porosity and continuity required
analytical investigation.
An analysis was conducted to address the requirement to transport carbon dioxide and
water vapor released through selectively permeable suit walls through the subsequent
layers of active thermal insulation. The suit lay-up was assumed to be 7 layers each
0.045 inches thick based on knowledge about the materials required. In the analysis,
cumulative back pressure effects of the suit wall insulating and protective layers were
constrained to be no greater than 10% of the driving partial pressure for carbon dioxide
and humidity transport through the permeable suit walls to ensure that the outer layers
would have only a minor effect on the membrane technology development. Carbon
dioxide and water vapor flows were each assumed to be 0.2 pph. A small oxygen leakage
flow was also taken into consideration at 0.02 pph. As illustrated by the laminar flow
line in Figure 64, the results of the first-cut analysis were extremely encouraging.
Penetrations through the outer suit layers can be less than 1% of their total area. Such
promising results warranted a more detailed analysis, which included flow effects at low
pressure and edge effects of the holes. Figure 64 shows a comparison of the two
analyses. The results for the sharp-edged orifices at low pressure were also favorable.
Carbon dioxide and humidity vapor transport through the outer suit layers requires less
than 3% of the total suit area when using a modest fraction (10%) of the available
pressure budget. Figure 65 shows the relationship between hole spacing and required
hole diameter. The individual holes can be kept small for a wide range of hole spacings.
A large number of small holes also increases the reliability. In summary, the analyses
show that the effect of the holes on other layer functions, signal transport, infrared
transmissivity control, heat conduction, etc. can be minimized and will not be a major
barrier to successful implementation of the Chameleon Suit concept.
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Figure 64. Suit Area Required for Carbon Dioxide and Water Vapor Mass Transport
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Figure 65. Suit Area and Hole Diameter Required for CO2 and H2O Vapor Transport
This analysis was further extended to consider the possible blockage of vapor transport
when the suit insulation was collapsed to provide maximum conductivity. Here, the
vapor must flow between suit insulation layers that have been brought into intimate
thermal contact to move from a penetration in one layer to a penetration in the next
(which will not in general be aligned). The analysis considered the curtain area at the
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exit of a layer penetration and the total path length and flow area that will typically exist
between penetrations in subsequent layers to determine how they would affect previous
pressure drop estimates. Because a graphitic thermal felt material will be used to ensure
good thermal contact between layers in a vacuum environment, the minimum layer
spacing and effective flow area is large in comparison to the anticipated hole dimensions.
As a result, the analysis shows only a small increase in the pressure drop for carbon
dioxide and water vapor transport when the suit layers are collapsed for maximum
conductivity. Analysis results as illustrated in Figure 66, showed less than a 1% impact
on vapor transport pressure drop. The conclusion that controlled suit surface heat
rejection and suit membrane atmospheric revitalization are mutually consistent remains
valid.

Pressure Drop per Suit Layer (psid)
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Pressure drop component
for flow through felt is
negligible compared to the
pressure drop through the
holes in the suit which is
~0.008 psid per layer
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Figure 66. Estimated pressure drop for carbon dioxide and water vapor discharge flow
between suit insulation layers is small in comparison to that for flow through anticipated
openings in each layer.
6.3

Mass and Energy Storage

Figure 67 summarizes the minimum and maximum net energy balance estimates for each
Phase 2 concept as well as the current EMU and the Phase 1 Chameleon Suit concept for
comparison purposes. All estimates are based on an 8-hour mission. Variations in
ambient conditions during different mission profiles accounts for the large range of
values for actuators, thermoelectrics, and photovoltaics. As technology in all areas
advance and efficiencies are better defined, it will become practical to analyze selected
concepts using more detailed mission profiles to better understand transient system power
requirements and sizing requirements for specific missions.
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Figure 67. Net Energy Balance and Comparison For Chameleon Suit Concepts
The current suit battery supplies about 500 W-hr to drive the Display and Control Module
(DCM), the Caution and Warning System (CWS), the radio and communication
hardware, the LCVG loop pump, and the water separator/fan assembly. The power
requirement for the Phase 1 concept was initially estimated to increase about 40% to
integrate the no-expendables heat rejection technology despite the decrease in LCVG
pump size. This increase was more than offset by the life support system’s other volume
and weight reductions due to eliminated equipment and reduced expendables. Additional
data generated during the later phases of the study including the slow response tests
described in section 5.3 suggest that appreciably lower power may be required with
operating modes in which the insulation actuators are powered only during state changes
similar to electrochromic actuators. This would result in 100 – 200 W-Hr more favorable
energy balance for all of the Chameleon Suit concepts evaluated – equivalent to a 1 –2 kg
reduction in the required energy storage system and consequently in on-back system
mass. These gains are reflected in the figure.
The Phase 2 concepts show potential reductions in required stored energy due to the
implementation of first thermoelectrics to harvest metabolic heat, then the addition of
photovoltaics to capture incident sunlight. However, significant increases in required
energy storage are also possible in adverse mission scenarios (e.g. hot missions requiring
extensive heat pump use or dark missions that reduce or eliminate solar energy capture).
For these concepts, it is likely that a modular design that will allow system energy storage
to be tailored to mission demands will be desirable.
The Concept 1 system eliminates the need for a water circulation pump for heat transport
entirely. Thermoelectrics increase heat rejection from the suit walls in difficult
environments eliminating reliance on an LCVG to distribute heat to life support backpack
surfaces. They also enable recovery of a modest amount of electrical energy from waste
heat in favorable mission scenarios, but, conversely, may triple stored energy demands
for worst case missions. Concepts 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 have a smaller circulation fan, which
needs about half the power of the original fan/separator motor assembly because the
oxygen flow is not returned to the backpack for conditioning. The concepts using
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photovoltaics to supplement battery power (5 – 8) make large amounts of energy
available during most EVA missions. Suit integrated photovoltaic devices also make the
large energy requirements for oxygen recovery processes a realistic possibility if further
technology development results in higher process efficiency than is presently anticipated.
Values shown in Figure 67 for systems that include electrochemically driven oxygen
recovery (6 and 8), reflect a hypothetical 50% end to end oxygen recovery process
efficiency and complete recovery of the metabolic oxygen demand during the EVA. At
presently attainable energy storage densities, worst case values imply battery or fuel cell
weights that exceed oxygen storage penalties. This implies that a system using oxygen
recovery should include provisions for adding oxygen storage to address adverse mission
scenarios to ensure operational flexibility.
Storage of expendable mass in the Chameleon Suit is reduced substantially by the
elimination of reliance on sublimating ice in the Phase 1 concept. This eliminates
approximately 10 lbs of expendable water and the associated tankage and structure. The
introduction of thermoelectric heat pump devices integral to the spacesuit walls in
Concept 1 further reduces water storage requirements and associated equipment weight
and volume by eliminating the need for an LCVG and associated water transport loop.
With the use of an appropriate carbon dioxide/humidity management technology such as
a swing bed amine or membrane system, this eliminates the need for a water separator
and associated hardware to manage and receive separated condensate. In this
configuration, the complete water tank structure and all water loop components in current
EMU designs are superfluous. Different structural integration solutions that tie the
oxygen storage tanks together and connect the backpack to the suit with substantially less
structure weight are envisioned.
Subsequent Phase 2 concepts up to Concept 4 reduce the functional hardware included in
the backpack by adding functionality to the suit walls, but have little effect on the
expendables stored in the life support backpack and required during an EVA. Concept 5,
by integrating photovoltaic energy harvesting in the suit walls, effects a substantial
reduction in the energy storage required in the life support backpack (or distributed in the
suit walls). For most EVA missions, a net positive energy balance can be achieved
making central or distributed storage necessary only for mission transients like dark
passes in Earth orbit. This would typically allow reduction in energy storage capacity by
approximately a factor of 10, i.e. from 10 lbs to 1 lb using present design values.
However, there will be missions, e.g. a night mission on the lunar surface, for which a
significant net negative energy balance will still exist. The system design is envisioned
as accommodating a larger central energy storage module under such conditions.
Concepts 6 through 8 introduce the possibility of significant reduction in the amount of
stored oxygen that the life support backpack must contain for an EVA. This, in turn,
allows significant reduction in the size and mass of storage tanks and of the structure that
supports them. Although present projections of process efficiency are not promising, the
amount of reduction achieved will depend on the process efficiency actually achieved and
more detailed assessment of target mission profiles that will determine the fraction of the
metabolic oxygen demand that can actually be supplied in this manner. Since oxygen
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will be recovered from available CO2 in the small suit pressurized volume and no
provision is planned to store separated CO2 and humidity when reduction is not possible,
oxygen recovery will respond very rapidly to metabolic activity when it is not limited by
energy supply. No provision for recharging oxygen storage tanks seems appropriate and
no study effort was directed toward concepts for doing so. This also implies that oxygen
recovery will be limited by power availability and carbon dioxide and humidity
generation rates. It is doubtful that more than 50% reduction in oxygen storage will be
achieved for any practical mission, and substantially lower values will result with
currently projected technology.
6.4

Potential Active Fit and Mechanical Counter-pressure Impacts

An approximate analysis provides preliminary estimates of the system mass and mobility
benefits that could be derived as a result of the use of active materials to enable a more
nearly ideal pressure suit fit or the implementation of a practical mechanical counterpressure design. As summarized in Table 14, potential reductions in the diameter of
various pressure suit segments were estimated based on current suit dimensions and
corresponding 95th percentile human dimensions. These dimensional changes will affect
Table 14. Potential pressure suit impacts of active materials enabled active fit or
mechanical counter-pressure designs.
Active Suit Fit

Location
Wrist closure and
bearing
Ankle bearing, boot
interface

Scye bearing size &
position
Boot fit

Qualitative Impact
Forearm and wrist sized for use
dimensions not hand clearance
Lower leg and ankle sized for
use not forefoot and heel
protrusion clearance during
donning
Scye position based on shoulder
dimensions and mobility, not arm
entry donning suit and torso fit
variability
Snug boot fit through arch, heel,
and ankle

Dimensional
Change

anthropometry
Mobility Impacts Current Design
male 95%
Wrist and Elbow
0.488565489 Torque, Elbow
4.81" dia
2.35" dia
Flexion ROM

Knee and Ankle
0.780740741 Torque, Knee
Flexion ROM

6.75" dia

Shoulder Ad/Ab
0.644654088
Torque, ROM

9.54" dia

5.27" dia

calc1

from

Pressure
Suit Wt
Ratio

Joint
TMG Wt Torque
Ratio
Ratio

2.356 wrist circ
0.238696 0.488565 0.177657
5.276 calf circ
0.609556 0.780741 0.542731

6.15" dia

6.153 scye circ

3.05" dia

3.045 ankle circ

0.415579 0.644654 0.341742
Walking Stability
Mechanical Counter Pressure Design

Location
Torso Depth

Qualitative Impact
Free upper arm movement,
better ground visibility

Waist Joint

Easier bending & sitting

Brief Depth, Upper Leg
Diameter

Ankle joints

Increased hip mobility - flexion
range
Decreased upper / lower leg
diameters - decreased flexion
force
Decreased flexion force

Decreased upper arm
diameter

Increased shoulder mobility,
decreased flexion force

Knee Joints

Elbow Joints
Wrist joint

Gloves

Decreased upper / lower arm
diameters - decreased flexion
force
Decreased flexion and ab /
adduction force
Decreased digit diameter / palm
& back clearance - increased
palm closure, finger / thumb
flexion range.

Dimensional
Change

Mobility Impacts
Enhanced
0.781818182 Shoulder
Adduction
Waist Joint Torque
0.732429284
& ROM
Hip Joint Torque &
0.919006479
ROM
Knee Flexion
0.780740741
Torque & ROM

Current Design

anthropometry
male 95%

calc1

from

13.75" depth

10.75" depth

10.75 waist depth

17.6" dia,
13.9" depth

12.17" dia,
10.75" depth

12.17 waist circ

9.26" dia thigh

8.51" dia

8.509 thigh circ

6.75" dia lwr leg

5.27" dia

5.276 calf circ

3.05" dia

3.045 ankle circ

0.536453 0.732429 0.464683
0.844573 0.919006

0.81037

0.609556 0.780741 0.542731

Shoulder
Adduction ROM,
Elbow Flexion
Torque & ROM

9.54" dia scye

4.37" dia

4.374 bicep circ

0.505277045

Elbow Flexion
Torque & ROM

7.58" dia arm

3.83" dia

3.835 forearm circ

4.81" dia

2.35" dia

2.356 wrist circ

0.30" finger dia,
1.42" hand
thickness

0.301 finger circ

0.209829 0.458071 0.152973

0.255305 0.505277 0.192152

1.417 hand thk
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Joint
TMG Wt Torque
Ratio
Ratio

0.61124 0.781818 0.544559

0.458071279

0.488565489 Wrist Torque

Pressure
Suit Wt
Ratio

0.238696 0.488565 0.177657

the mass of the pressure enclosure and the overlying TMG, the torque required to move
the space suit joints, and the unrestricted range of motion available for each joint before
adjacent spacesuit segments contact each other and interfere.
The mass of pressure restraint garment segments can be reduced as suit segment
diameters shrink, as a result of reduced material thickness requirements (roughly in
proportion to segment diameter) and reduced surface area of the segment. Consequently,
they can diminish roughly in proportion to the square of the segment diameter. Mass
reductions for the overlying protective layers correspond only to the reductions in
segment surface area and are thus approximately linear with the segment diameter. As
indicated in the table, results indicate the possibility of decreasing pressure garment mass
by 40 to 50 % by this means.
Current pressure suit joints are designed to provide very nearly constant volume over the
primary mobility range and operate without significant elongation of stressed pressure
restraint fabrics. As a result, the impacts of reducing suit section diameters on joint
torque may be anticipated primarily through the reduction in the amount of fabric that
must be folded or compressed in the joint and reduced moment arm for these actions. A
very rough prediction may be derived from the product of the average of the pressure
garment and TMG fractional mass reductions and the segment diameter reduction. As
shown in the table joint torque reductions to 50% of current values or even less could
result in many areas of the suit.
The final anticipated impact results form reduced interference among suit segments as
their diameters are reduced. This is depicted for the case of elbow flexion in Figure 68.
An increase of 20 degrees in the range of unrestricted mobility was estimated for the
elbow joint as one example of the potential gains in this area.

Scye
Arm
Bearing Bearing

Wrist
Bearing

Scye
Bearing

Wrist
Bearing

Arm
Bearing

Scye
Bearing

Wrist
Bearing

Arm
Bearing
Figure 68. Active fit technology could enhance pressure suit range of motion
appreciably.
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Far more detailed analyses based in extensive design studies will be required to refine
and confirm these preliminary estimates, but considerable promise for both reduced on
back weight and enhanced mobility is indicated.
6.5

System Robustness

One of the most important characteristics for any human space flight system and for EVA
systems in particular is robustness that ensures the ability to complete demanding
missions safely in the face of conditions that could not be anticipated or fully evaluated in
the design / development / certification process. Years of successful use through mission
scenarios that have changed substantially from those envisioned in the original design
have proven the robustness of NASA’s current EVA system. Achieving similar or even
greater robustness is an evident challenge for the kind of complex, integrated system
envisioned in the Chameleon Suit and a key to the success of the concept.
Robustness has been described as “the ability of a system to continue to operate correctly
across a wide range of operational conditions, and to fail gracefully outside of that
range.” (Reference 145) or alternatively “… an ability to keep functioning even when a
part goes awry or something in their environment changes.” (Reference 146) Robust
designs must combine multiple design characteristics that may be grouped under:
• Reliability
• Fault tolerance
• Design margin.
Together, these characteristics minimize the risk that the system will encounter internal
or external conditions that will cause it to fail endangering the completion of the mission
or the safety of the user. While the current maturity of the Chameleon Suit concept and
its supporting technologies is far too low to support reliability estimates or formal failure
modes and effects analysis, it was considered appropriate to perform preliminary
assessments of the concept and implementation alternatives against these characteristics
in order to evaluate the likelihood that this line of development will ultimately produce a
robust EVA system. The results of this assessment are summarized in Table 15 and
discussed in the ensuing paragraphs.
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Table 15 Concept robustness assessment summary
Reliability
Fault Tolerance Design Margin
General Concept
Phase 1 – Passive
Thermal

1. Added heat
pump capability
2. Added CO2
transport in suit
walls
3. Added active fit

4. 1. plus “skin
suit”

5. 3. plus energy
harvesting
6. Added O2
recovery
7. Artificial
photosynthesis
8. Skin suit with
energy harvesting
and O2 recovery

Moderate – high
parts count
High – large
number of sensors
& suit actuators –
low device failure
rates
Moderate – high
parts count –
generally high part
reliability
Moderate – high
parts count –
generally high part
reliability
Moderate – high
parts count –
generally high part
reliability
High – large
number of sensors
& suit actuators –
low device failure
rates
Moderate – high
parts count –
generally high part
reliability
Moderate – high
parts count –
generally high part
reliability
Moderate – high
parts count –
generally high part
reliability
Moderate –
complex systems
with high parts
count for O2
recovery

High – massively
parallel designs
High – massively
parallel sensor /
actuator elements –
distributed control

Variable – highly
option sensitive
Mission sensitive –
high in appropriate
application space

High – massively
parallel sensor /
actuator elements –
distributed control
High – massively
parallel sensor /
actuator elements –
distributed control
High – massively
parallel sensor /
actuator elements –
distributed control
Moderate – skin
suit structural
interactions limit
parallelism in
pressure control
High – massively
parallel sensor /
actuator elements –
distributed control
Moderate –
massively parallel
elements - O2
recovery exception
High – massively
parallel sensor /
active elements –
distributed control
Moderate – both
suit pressure
actuators and O2
recovery have
limited redundancy

Mission sensitive –
dependent on
energy storage vs.
thermal profile
Mission sensitive –
sensitive to
atmosphere gases
Mission sensitive –
CO2 transport
sensitive to
atmosphere gases
Mission sensitive –
dependent on
energy storage vs.
thermal profile
Mission sensitive –
CO2 transport
sensitive to
atmosphere gases
O2 recovery
marginal at best

Over All
Robustness
Option Sensitive –
potentially high
Highly robust for a
range of missions;
inapplicable or
limited robustness
for “hot” missions
High for most
missions
Highly robust for a
range of missions
– for Mars, needs
to be augmented
Highly robust for a
range of missions
Moderate – high
for most missions

Highly robust for a
range of missions
Low to moderate
based on O2
recovery

O2 recovery
marginal at best

Low to moderate
based on low O2
recovery margin

O2 recovery
marginal at best

Low to moderate
based on low O2
recovery margin

In general, the Chameleon suit concept and design approach is one that favors robustness.
By increasing the ability to use the resources present in the space environment and
decreasing the degree of reliance on mission supplies and engineered systems, the
approach conceptually follows in the footsteps of the most successful past human
exploration and colonization efforts by increasing the ability to “live off the land”. It
tends to decrease the number and kind of resource limitations that can jeopardize the
mission and crew as a result of accidental loss of or unanticipated demand for a critical
resource. Examples include stored heat sink expendable materials, stored carbon dioxide
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sorbents, stored energy, or stored metabolic oxygen. In addition, the Chameleon suit
conceptual approach inherently emphasizes implementing critical functions through the
use of very large numbers of small scale systems operating in parallel. This is essential
in order to use the suit surface area to enable process interaction with the space
environment and, with appropriate control strategies, leads to a high level of fault
tolerance and graceful failure modes for the system in which performance capability
gradually degrades through even large numbers of failures within the system. The
technologies that enable the Chameleon suit, advanced functional materials and highly
integrated systems, favor the evolution of highly reliable component functionality.
System functions are implemented locally with a minimum number of discrete
components, with few mechanical joints and fasteners, and with the greatest possible
integration of sensing, control, and actuation in a direct extension of the evolution that
has produced today’s complex integrated circuits. By eliminating the predominant
sources of failure in many of the components used to implement and integrate current
space suit systems, this approach makes it reasonable to forecast a reliability trend similar
to that which has been seen in electronics allowing the evolution of a Chameleon suit
system comprised of very large numbers of parallel functioning units without an
enormous growth in component failures.
On the negative side, an approach that emphasizes the use of the environment as a
resource inevitably increases the sensitivity of the system to environmental conditions.
This will result in reduced design margins for some environmental parameters or
sensitivity to mission profiles where environments vary widely over space or time on
EVA scales. Thus, a Chameleon suit design using passive thermal control could be less
robust in this regard for a Mercury surface mission near the day-night terminator than a
more conventional design using maximum insulation and an expendable heat sink. Also,
the massively parallel Chameleon suit design will offer no robustness advantage against
systemic vulnerabilities that affect all of the parallel units together. Examples here could
include the well-known sensitivity of transport membrane systems to fouling or catalysts
to deactivation by contaminants. A robust system in this regard will depend on the same
type of environmental knowledge and verification testing that is currently required for
conventional designs. This may be more difficult to achieve in the Chameleon suit due to
added complexity resulting from increased intimate interaction with the environment and
the human user of the system. The balance between these potential negatives and
possible robustness gains discussed above will depend on the details of specific
implementation options as described in the paragraphs that follow.
The integration of controlled waste heat rejection into the pressure garment walls as
addressed in the Phase 1 Chameleon Suit study represents an extremely robust
implementation of the concept in terms of system reliability and fault tolerance. As
envisioned in preliminary design concepts, the implementation involves actuators,
sensors, and controls implemented as polymeric solid state devices for which failure rates
can be anticipated to be quite low once the technologies (and design application
techniques) have matured. The use of large numbers of these devices in parallel with
each affecting only a small area of the suit wall will combine with mechanical and
thermal interactions among these control zones to produce graceful failure modes in
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which thermal control performance is slowly degraded as individual devices fail. This
will result initially in gradually narrowing the range of metabolic activity over which
thermal comfort could be maintained, but would only jeopardize mission success or crew
safety after very large numbers of failures had occurred in the system. Similarly, the
integration of data and power transfer into conductive plastic or electrotextile layers in
the suit walls provides large numbers of parallel data and power paths reducing system
sensitivity to conductor breaks or connector failures. Central sensing and control
elements required to determine the astronaut’s metabolic rate, and to estimate and
disseminate corresponding local temperature targets are an exception to this pattern of
distributed control and massively parallel devices. A robust system design is expected to
require some level of redundancy in the devices implementing those functions. This must
be determined based on reliability estimates and an FMEA as the system design matures.
Design margin, the third element of robustness considered here, is less favorable for this
implementation concept. Concept analyses showed that maximum metabolic waste heat
loads could be rejected using this approach in nearly all mission environments, but the
fact that this is not all mission environments reflects the fact that circumstances have
been identified where the design margin is not only not robust, but actually negative. The
significance of these limits will vary, but at least for some missions, this design
implementation will introduce limits on the locations, work rates, or times (i.e. solar
illumination conditions) at which the system can successfully operate making the system
less robust overall.
The addition of active heat pumping capability through the integration of local microdevices in the suit wall lay-up provides added heat rejection capability where the passive
system lacked design margin substantially increasing the robustness of the system in
those cases. The same considerations of parallelism and graceful failure apply in general.
Only the addition of significant power demand for heat pumping must be considered a
potential negative. Flexibility in matching the energy storage (and consequent weight
and volume penalties) to mission demands favors the use of centralized energy storage
that may be conveniently replaced or resized. However, this creates potential single point
failures that must be considered and managed to achieve a robust system design. Based
on current projections for energy storage and heat pump technologies, it is likely that
there will be some rare mission environments – e.g. protracted high work rates at lunar
noon for which robust solutions using this approach will not be practical.
Adding carbon dioxide and humidity transport within the space suit walls will further
increase system robustness by reducing reliance on discrete components and mechanical
fluid connections in the life support system. The potential elimination of vent gas
transfer back and forth between the pressure suit and life support back-pack can
substantially reduce failure modes in current systems. The counter point here is that the
passive transport technologies currently under development are only applicable when the
outside environment can provide carbon dioxide and water vapor partial pressures at the
outer wall of the suit that are well below the values that must be maintained in the
astronaut’s breathing gas. Currently we know this is not the case on Mars. A robust
solution applicable to all envisioned missions requires further technology development to
provide active transport through the suit walls and augment passive transport processes.
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Adding active fit technology to the pressure suit is not expected to impact system
robustness significantly. It will be actively employed only during the brief don-doff
activities and only under relatively controlled conditions.
Robustness with the introduction of active materials to enable “skin-suit” or mechanical
counter-pressure designs has been assessed as somewhat lower than with conventional
pressure suit designs. The impact of this approach on the robustness of accompanying
thermal control implementations will be positive since design margins are increased as a
result of enhanced heat transfer between the body and the suit walls. However, the forces
and structural complexity involved in maintaining uniform contact pressure over the body
surface through the full range of human mobility is expected to preclude a high level of
redundancy and fault tolerance in the active material actuators and control elements used.
The consequences of loss of pressure control (and mobility suit fit during EVA) over any
appreciable area of the suit can be very severe, both in terms of potential injury and in
loss of mobility that could compromise safe return capability. This is an area where
further, more detailed study is highly desirable.
The addition of energy harvesting to earlier concepts enhances system robustness. The
energy harvesting systems offer the same robust parallel structures and reduce reliance on
stored energy. This results in greater adaptability to unanticipated conditions, extensions
in EVA timelines, etc. The general correlation of available solar energy and warm
thermal environments in which active heat pumping would be required is a positive factor
that is worth noting. It must be noted, however, that total reliance on energy harvesting
will not yield a robust design implementation since almost every mission scenario entails
some times and environments in which energy available for harvesting by the envisioned
mechanisms is very limited or non-existent. Examples include night passes in planetary
orbits, night EVA’s on planetary surfaces, activities in shadows on the moon and other
airless planetary bodies, and many others.
Oxygen recovery systems for EVA, based either in physical chemical or biomimetic
artificial photosynthesis technologies are not expected to result in robust systems based
on the results of this study. While the theoretical possibility remains for many missions,
even the most optimistic projections of the capabilities of identified technologies
consistently show marginal performance against mission needs in the most favorable
scenarios and inadequate performance under most envisioned operating conditions.
Reliance on discrete component based systems in the life support back-pack as required
with a skin-suit design (due to isolation of the suit inner wall from the breathing
atmosphere) further exacerbates this issue by adding transport losses into the system and
degrading conversion system fault tolerance.
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7.0 Concept Implications
The results of the study have shown that multiple implementations of the concept can be
valuable for future NASA exploration missions and that the best answer among them will
be highly sensitive to the specific missions that are pursued. Ultimately, maximum
benefit to NASA will result from the development of the Chameleon Suit concept in a
configuration that allows reconfiguration to meet the demands of specific missions and
environments. Further, implementation of specific aspects of the concept early appears to
be possible and enabling for demanding missions now on the horizon for NASA.
Accordingly, the study has evolved not a system design, but rather an approach and a
process for moving through and among several designs that have emerged from the initial
study concepts.
The original Phase 2 study plan envisioned down selecting to the most promising
implementation concepts at the end of the first (Base) year of the study based on the
results of technology investigation, concept formulation and refinement, and preliminary
concept analyses performed during the year. It was envisioned that two or at most three
feasible concepts would emerge that clearly offered the greatest promise for future NASA
missions and that these would become the basis for the second (Option) year of study
effort. This did not prove to be the case. Significant unanswered questions about some
concepts as well as divergent opinions about ultimate usage scenarios and consequent
benefits resulted in closely ranking multiple concepts requiring adjustments in plans for
the second year.
Attempts to select among the candidate implementation concepts drew on both external
(NASA) technical experts and the in-house study team. Somewhat different responses
were received in each case, but neither group alone or in combination led to a firm
conclusion as to which study concepts should be emphasized in the second year of study
effort.
Candidate concepts were reviewed with advanced EVA technology personnel at the
Johnson Space Center and their input was solicited with respect to potential benefits to
NASA missions and possibilities for research support to further develop the concepts.
Helpful input was received with respect to concept sensitivities to operating
environments and mission profiles as well as operational interfaces and constraints to be
considered. Generally, input about potential research support opportunities favored the
least aggressive implementation concepts where supporting science and technology is
currently most mature and perceived risks the lowest. This is consistent with recent
funding patterns and the limited research and development budgets that have been
available for EVA related technologies. Expressed interest in the more aggressive
concepts varied widely among the individuals interviewed, and no clear consensus on
best areas to emphasize was evident.
The study team down-select process, after reviewing the results of technology
investigations, analyses, and NASA contacts, was based on the evaluation of each
candidate implementation concept against five criteria:
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•
•
•
•

Feasibility (Probability of ultimate success)
Mission Applicability (Flexibility for potential NASA missions)
Support Needs (Mission expendables and support equipment required)
On-Back Mass (Mass carried by the EVA astronaut for representative EVA
missions)
• Crew Effectiveness (Relative impacts on operational effectiveness including
mobility and fatigue impacts)
For each criterion, a rating between 1 and 5 was developed for each concept with 1
representing very poor performance and 5 representing very good performance. Each
team member developed a set of ratings independently. Subsequently, major areas of
disagreement among the ratings developed were discussed in detail to resolve implied
technical issues or areas of incomplete knowledge and understanding. In some cases, this
resulted in adjustments in some ratings, while in others the bases for divergent opinions
within the study team were clarified, but the differences remained.
The results are summarized in Table 16.
Table 16. Study Team Ranking of Implementation Concepts Was Inconclusive
Concept

Phase 1.
1. Adds Heat Pump
2. Adds CO2
Membrane
3. Adds Active Fit
4. 1 + “Skin Suit”
5. 3+ Energy
Harvesting
6. Adds O2 Recovery
7. Artificial
Photosynthesis
8. Skin Suit with
Energy Harvest &
O2 Recovery

Feasible Mission
Applicable

Support
Needs

5
4.8
4

4.3
4.5
3.8

2
2.8
2.8

OnBack
Mass
1.8
2.5
3

Crew
Effective

Total

2.3
2.5
3

15.3
17
16.5

3.5
2
3.3

3.8
4.5
3.3

2.8
1.8
3.5

3
2.3
3.3

3.3
4
3.5

16.3
14
17.3

2
1.3

4.3
4

4
4.3

4.3
4.5

4
3.8

18.3
17.8

1.8

4.3

3.8

3.3

4.8

17.5

When uncertainties and the spread among individual evaluations were considered, the
conclusion reached from this effort was that the available data did not allow the group to
decisively select a small set of implementation concepts as most worthy of further study
in the second year of the program.
It was apparent that the dominant trend in the rankings was an inverse relationship
between perceived risk in implementing the concepts and desirable performance
characteristics. Accordingly, it is concluded that the most valuable activities for the
second year of study would answer some key questions to clarify that relationship and
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produce a more conclusive evaluation of the most productive directions for development
of the concept and a clearer definition of the requirements for enabling technology
development. The nature of these key questions was suggested by the group’s
discussions of the evaluation factors and the over-all result as well as by issues that
emerged in system energy and mass balance analyses.
The areas that were most problematic in ranking implementation concepts were the
assessment of concept feasibility (or technical risk), and judgments about mission
applicability. Uncertainty or disagreement over concept feasibility was most pronounced
with respect to the integration of high force actuators into the pressure garment for active
sizing and don-doff, assisted mobility, and mechanical counter-pressure designs, and with
respect to the integration of carbon dioxide reduction technologies for oxygen recovery.
Not coincidentally, these areas were also most problematic in performing energy and
mass balance assessments. Considerable spread in opinions was also evident with respect
to mission applicability issues for a number of the concepts and subsequently expanded
into discussions of the relative importance of some of the applicability issues noted.
Based on these observations, focus questions (or question clusters) for the second year of
study were formulated as:
1) For specific mobility joint examples, what are the quantitative effects on spacesuit
bulk and mobility envelopes of implementing active sizing for don/doff and mechanical
counter-pressure designs? For those examples, how do the quantitative material
performance requirements relate to technology capability projections?
2) How, specifically, will solar energy available at the outer surface of the suit’s
protective layers and reactants available inside the suit volume best be integrated to
achieve metabolic oxygen recovery and what are the implications of this answer for
realistic expectations of the amount of oxygen that will be recoverable?
3) How do known mission applicability limitations for candidate concepts relate to
credible NASA manned missions within a 40 year horizon? Which are of the greatest
importance to NASA mission planners and to EVA technology developers? What viable
means can be defined to eliminate or work around those limitations?
As indicated in the preceding sections of this report, the results of investigation of these
focus questions together with further investigation of enabling technologies has
significantly clarified the viability and applicability of the Chameleon Suit
implementation concepts addressed in this study. Specifically, it has become apparent
that, although the pay-off for in-suit oxygen recovery is potentially very high, the
probability of success is too low to warrant NASA investment in this arena unless other
research activities in artificial photosynthesis or photovoltaic materials yield an
unexpected breakthrough that significantly exceeds currently expected performance.
Conversely, technologies to enable suit wall integrated thermal control and energy
harvesting may be closer to practical use in a spacesuit than originally believed.
In terms of environmental applicability, suit wall integrated thermal control with the
refinements identified to allow directional shading of suit surfaces and ultimate
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incorporation of heat pump capabilities is applicable to all of the mission environments
studied. Further, it is increasingly attractive as manned missions take us farther out into
the solar system resulting in operation in progressively colder environments. This trend,
however, will inevitably decrease the energy available through solar energy harvesting.
Initially, this will not represent a major challenge for implementation concepts that do not
include oxygen recovery since, even at the orbit of Mars, incident energy far exceeds
anticipated system demands for most mission scenarios. Ultimately, as we reach toward
the outer planets, an increasingly cold environment and diminishing solar flux will make
reliance on a stored EVA energy source necessary again. This will also be the case for a
night or fully shadowed EVA, although these are expected to be extremely rare for the
foreseeable future. These eventual trends, and the current need to deal with transient
operations in darkness, demand that all versions of the Chameleon Suit include a stored
energy source and allow integration of a unit with substantial capacity.
Suit wall integrated carbon dioxide and humidity control, while very attractive in its
simplification of the suit – life support interface, will not be applicable to operation on
the surface of Mars without the development of active as well as selective carbon dioxide
transport membranes. In the absence of this technology, the system alternative based in a
mechanical counter-pressure suit design would, if successfully developed, have a clear
advantage for anticipated Mars mission use.
Consideration of the system energy balance results summarized in section 6.3 as well as
the status and anticipated development of enabling technologies lead to the conclusion
that system alternatives in which integrated suit wall heat pumping and photovoltaic
energy capture were introduced together would be preferable to the scheme originally
addressed in the study. Implementation alternatives that are considered both desirable
and attainable at the end of the study include:
1) Suit wall integrated, no expendables thermal management
2) with added integrated heat pumping, directional shading, and energy harvesting
3) with active suit fit
4) with suit wall integrated passive carbon dioxide and humidity control
5) with mechanical counter-pressure suit technology
6) with suit wall integrated active carbon dioxide and humidity transport
For the most part, these are properly viewed not so much as alternatives as stages in
concept development as mission needs and enabling technology evolve over time. This is
further discussed in Section 8.0.
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8.0 Implementation Possibilities and Technology Roadmap
The implementation of the Chameleon Suit can be paced to provide required capabilities
for anticipated manned space flight missions through the coming decades. This will
require parallel system and technology develop in a staged process as depicted in Figure
69.

Chameleon Suit Concept Evolution Roadmap

Research Needs & Directions

Enabling
Technologies

Concept
Evolution

2010

2040

No-Expendables
Heat Rejection

Energy
Generation
& Capture

Self -Fitting
Pressure Suit

Integrated
CO2 & H2O
Management

Integrated
Heat Pump
Smart
Polymers

Polymeric Photo &
Thermo-Electrics

MEMS
Wearable
Electronics

Advanced Energy
Storage

Active Polymer
Space
Environment
Tolerance
High
Performance IR
Electro-chromics
Fabric - MEMS
Integration
Large Scale
Wearables
Integration

High Force
Active Polymer
Advanced
Joint Designs

Electro-Active
Polymer
Flexible, Light
Molecular
Weight,
Thermo-electric Design
Heat Pump

Efficient
Integrated
Micro-Fluid
Systems

Assisted
Mobility

Chemical
Transport Smart
Polymers Selective
Membranes

Chemically Enhanced
Transport Membranes
Transport
Control
Mechanisms

Advanced
Structural Design
and Modeling
Integration With
Controlled Active Polymers
Anisotropic
Materials

O2
Regeneration ?

Biomimetic Technologies
Artificial Photosynthesis

High Efficiency Photo Conversion
Extended Life Metastable
States
Enhanced Charge Transfer
Broad Spectrum Photo-Energy
Capture
High Efficiency Thermal Energy
Conversion
Low Energy Cost Reactions
Oxygen Recovery
Carbon Fixation

Figure 69. The Chameleon Suit can be developed to support anticipated NASA
exploration missions
With appropriate near-term investment in active shape change polymers and system
integration technologies, an initial implementation of the concept could be developed to
support early manned flights of the Crew Exploration Vehicle. This development will
benefit from synergy with parallel development of these materials for military and
commercial applications and the modest force and displacement requirements for the
system thermal control actuators. The resulting system will provide EVA thermal control
without expendables for orbital environments and anticipated early lunar surface
excursions. (Figure 70) It will also support a smaller and simplified life support backpack design and embody the essential design elements and infrastructure for later growth
in concept implementation. This development effort will also provide a technology base
for controlled, variable output, thermal radiators for spacecraft and planetary habitats.
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Figure 70. Passive suit-surface heat rejection is possible in a wide range of operating
environments
In parallel with these activities, continued development of new higher performance
thermoelectric and photovoltaic materials and devices, electrochromic polymers, and
MEMS directional shading devices will create the foundation for the second generation
Chameleon Suit. These activities can also be pursued cooperatively with on-going and
anticipated military research efforts to develop these capabilities for terrestrial
applications. System development to integrate active heat transport and energy capture
into the suit walls will extend the operating range for no-expendables suit-surface heat
rejection to encompass the demanding conditions encountered during the extended stays
on the lunar surface envisioned in the President’s recent announcement. Based on
currently anticipated timelines, successful technology development and integration to
meet these needs is feasible. With the leverage afforded by parallel military interests, it
should also be affordable.
Significantly, both the first and second generation Chameleon Suit concepts identified
above entail new technology integration that is confined to the outer, thermal meteoroid
garment, portion of the EVA system. They can be developed and integrated largely
without impacting or restricting development of the challenging pressure garment
mobility system. In the context of a modular system architecture, resulting program risk
will be near zero.
Research and technology development during the implementation of the first and second
generation Chameleon Suit is recommended to address selective and active transport of
carbon dioxide and humidity to enable the integration of atmospheric revitalization with
the EVA pressure garment. This research is also enabling for life support backpack
applications of membrane air revitalization technologies if materials properties
compatible with pressure suit integration are not achieved and consequently has a very
high probability of yielding significant benefits to NASA. Significant commonality of
interest with environmental needs to reduce industrial carbon dioxide emissions provides
an opportunity to benefit from or cooperate in enabling research funded by industry or
other government agencies.
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Concurrent development of mechanically active materials with higher force and
displacement capability will provide the foundation for the development of active fit
capabilities in EVA pressure suits to reduce their mass and improve on current trade-offs
between don/doff and operational mobility. They will also allow the development and
evaluation of more nearly optimized assisted mobility and mechanical counter-pressure
concepts.
Based on the results of these concurrent research paths, a decision should be made at
about the time that the 2nd generation Chameleon Suit is implemented whether the
development of active carbon dioxide and humidity transport integral to the pressure suit
walls or the development of a mechanical counter-pressure design offers a higher
probability of success and greater payoff for NASA. Focused technology development
and integration studies should be pursued for the more promising candidate leading to the
development and implementation of the 3rd generation Chameleon Suit. This will
provide the system mass and expendables reductions required to enable early human
missions to Mars.
Further development of high force shape change materials to enhance response times and
energy conversion efficiencies together with the anticipated development of higher
conversion efficiency in photovoltaic systems will make significant use of assisted
mobility practical in subsequent generations. Continued expansion in capabilities beyond
that point will be enabled by technologies that have not been envisioned or addressed in
the current study and by the greater freedom with which they may be applied in the
proposed system architecture.

9.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
The Phase 2 study effort has provided significantly expanded insight into the rapidly
growing base of advanced technologies upon which implementation of the Chameleon
Suit concept must rest. This has revealed areas in which progress appears to be more
rapid and substantial than was envisioned as well as areas in which more complete
information leads to the conclusion that desired technical capabilities are unlikely to be
developed. A range of implementation concepts have been developed, reviewed, and
refined, resulting in clearer understanding of implementation issues. The most significant
of those key issues have been addressed in analyses that continue to support the ultimate
viability and value of the concept for future NASA space exploration missions. The most
promising implementation paths for the concept is seen as an evolutionary development
beginning with the integration of active system thermal management with the thermal
meteoroid garment and proceeding through several generations matched to the needs of
NASA’s space exploration missions to the moon, Mars, and beyond. Key elements in a
supporting technology roadmap have been identified as discussed in Section 7.0.
Specific conclusions from our study effort include:
•

Most of the enabling technologies for the Chameleon Suit will grow out of research
that is driven by perceived commercial and military applications. However, in many
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cases, there will be a need for substantial NASA directed development to adapt the
products of those efforts to the specific demands of this system and the space
environments in which it will operate.
• The basic concept of broadly multi-functional materials and structures within the
spacesuit wall is supported by the recent path of materials science development and by
the results of analyses of functional interactions.
• The concept is viable and amenable to implementation in a staged spiral
development process in which the early stages can provide significant mission benefits
for early lunar missions envisioned in the recently announced space exploration vision.
• Alternative implementation approaches emphasizing respectively life support mass
reduction and pressure suit mobility enhancement and mass reduction are competitive.
Further study and technology development, as well as further definition of mission
needs will be required for a final selection among them.
• Few of the implementation concepts considered are equally applicable to all
potential mission scenarios. It appears virtually certain that full versatility of the
Chameleon Suit concept will require not only the adaptability of a specific
configuration inherent in the concept, but also adaptability to configuration changes to
support tailoring to future missions.
• Even more than for larger scale space vehicles, energy availability is the most
critical question for the more comprehensive Chameleon Suit implementation
concepts. The expected limitations on energy density in technologies suitable for
spacesuit use and resultant reliance on energy harvesting make advanced Chameleon
Suit capabilities such as active heat and chemical transport and assisted mobility
sensitive to EVA mission profiles and environments. Minimizing this sensitivity will
be key to concept success. This will require a focus on process efficiency in the
further development of active materials for Chameleon Suit use.
Based on these conclusions and the specific study results presented in this report, it is
recommended that NASA should pursue technology development and system concept
study efforts leading toward implementation of the Chameleon Suit concept as an
enabling part of human space exploration. The technology development roadmap
discussed in Section 7.0 above provides the broad outlines for this activity. This effort
should include:
• Development of active shape change polymers and optically active polymers.
Opportunities for cooperation with other government agencies can significantly
accelerate progress and limit NASA investment and should be explored. NASA
sponsored efforts should emphasize the special demands of space environment
usage.
• Development of photovoltaic polymers or thin film photovoltaic devices and
thin film or polymeric thermoelectric materials. This effort should also be in
cooperation with other government agencies.
• Continued development of selective chemical transport membranes and active
transport technologies.
• Research and development on manufacturing technology for large scale planar
systems combining active polymers and networks of conductive polymer based
sensing and control elements. This research will have broad applicability beyond
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NASA applications and represents another opportunity for synergy with the
Department of Defense and other government agencies.
• Analytical and experimental studies of system integration.
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